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By Daniela Piteo
GEORGETOWN, Ont. – It’s do or 
die in the trucking industry. The in-
dustry is, for Steve Attard and his 
family, their livelihood, their passion 
and soon, their legacy.

Attard got behind the wheel of a 
truck at a young age, following in his 
father’s stead. As soon as he could put 

the money together, he bought him-
self his first set of wheels.

“When I was 18 years old, I bought 
my first truck. I couldn’t even use it. 
I was (unemployable), because in the 
1980s you had to be 21 years old to 
drive,” Attard said.

Attard always had a passion for 
trucks and decided to eek his way into 

the industry at a slow but steady pace.
“At first, I started making small de-

liveries, until I became an owner/op-
erator,” said. Attard.

After many years of working for 
other companies, Attard decided to 
branch out on his own; after all, he 
had been a private business owner as 

Continued on page 32Continued on page 12

all In the famIly: Arron Attard is the youngest of the Attard family to launch a career behind the wheel. Father Steve 
founded S&S Trucking which has provided a launching pad for the careers of his children. Photo by Daniela Piteo

By Ron Stang
WINDSOR, Ont. – A nationwide 
US Customs computer glitch saw 
truck traffic backed up here more 
than 20 kms in the kind of delay not 
seen since the weeks after 9/11.

The day in question was Oct. 22 
when computers processing both 
commercial and vehicular traf-
fic malfunctioned and resulted in 
multi-hour delays, according to 
truckers with whom Truck News 
spoke.

US Customs and Border Protec-
tion officials did not provide an ac-
tual count for the hours the system 
was down.

Spokesman Kris Grogan from a 
US Customs regional office said he 
didn’t know “the exact length, be-
cause I think some places came up 
before others” and Detroit Customs 
chief Ken Hammond said “I believe 
it was just a couple of hours.”

Brutal 
border 
backup
US computer 
glitch causes 
biggest border 
backup in years

Who says today’s youth aren’t into trucking? For this 
small Ontario fleet, trucking is still a family affair.
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OEM This 
Month

Last
Year

Freightliner 617 604

International 343 283

Kenworth 417 404

Mack 170 204

Peterbilt 278 384

Volvo 281 312

Western Star 241 201

TOTALS 2347 2392

OEM BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB NS PEI NF CDA

Freightliner 442 609 164 290 2,390 873 284 94 21 23 5,190

Kenworth 606 1,331 385 97 623 653 86 0 0 0 3,781

Mack 122 256 150 53 639 291 63 58 0 14 1,646

International 130 521 61 130 1,286 580 93 43 17 27 2,888

Peterbilt 407 980 235 178 459 411 136 48 0 0 2,854

Volvo 280 177 101 158 1,044 587 111 46 0 7 2,511

Western Star 274 561 60 55 344 358 40 79 4 19 1,794

TOTALS 2,261 4,435 1,156 961 6,785 3,753 813 368 42 90 20,664

The 2,347 trucks sold in September were just slightly  
behind last year’s pace. This continues the trend we’ve 
seen with Class 8 sales for the first three quarters: 
good, but not as good as the previous year or on 
pace with the best years in truck sales. Freightliner, 
International, Kenworth, and Western Star posted 
slightly higher figures than the previous year. Going 
back to 1999, there were only 6 years with better 
sales results in June. The sales total for the month 
is also more than 500 above the five-year average.

Monthly Class 8 Sales – Sept 13 Historical Comparison – Sept 13 Sales

Historical Comparison – YTD Sept 13
Class 8 Sales (YTD Sept 13) by Province and OEM

YTD Class 8 sales of 20,664 units places 2013 more than 2,600 trucks behind last year’s pace but also more than 3,500 above the five-year average. So far this is the 7th best 
year in sales going back to 1999 but slippage is occurring. We don’t expect a particularly strong second half of the year. Our revised estimate is for Class 8 sales to come in 
around 28,500 vehicles in 2013.

Class 8 sales have come in above 2,000, reminiscent of the industry’s capacity boom years of 
2005 to 2007, for seven straight months now. The three-month trend towards increased sales 
figures month over month came to an end in July but August showed improvement again as did 
September. The big question was whether sales would hold up over the summer months and they 
have. Next question now is how they will hold up the final quarter of 2013.

Market Share Class 8 – Sept 13 YTD12-Month Sales Trends
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Freightliner, last year’s Canadian market leader, is solidly in control of the 
market share lead with a quarter of Canadian Class 8 truck sales. Kenworth 
finished 2012 in the number two spot for market share and there it still sits 
with an 18% market share. Navistar International finished the year with 15% 
market share and is now in a dead heat with Peterbilt with a 14% share 
of the Canadian Class 8 market. Volvo is the only other OE with a market 
share above 10%.   

October November December January February March April May June July August September

2,575 2,411 2,326 1,916 1,808 2,442 2,669 2,721 2,346 2.239 2,252 2,347
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NEW GREAT DANE 53’ HIGH CUBE REEFERS
53’, Hendrickson Air Ride, 11 R 22.5 Tires on  
Aluminum Wheels, Stainless Front & Rear, Duct and 
Flat Aluminum Floors, Logistic Track, LED Lights, 
Single Temp, Dual Temps, Tridems & Full Stainless 
Models available. Thermo King or Carrier units.

NEW AUTOCAR “XSPOTTER” SHUNT TRUCKS
Road Legal and Non-DPF Off Road Units, Cummins 
Diesel and CNG Engines, Automatic Transmissions, 
Single Axle and Tandem Axles up to 44,000 lb rating 
available, 100,000 lbs. Hydraulic 5th Wheels, Extra Large 
78” High Cab, Full Driver Comfort, Safety and Harsh 
Climate Packages. Ask us about CNG Trucks Today!!

NEW GREAT DANE TRIDEM REEFERS
53’, Tridem Air Ride with 72”/72” Axle Spreads,  
11 R 22.5 Tires, Steel Wheels, Stainless Steel Swing 
Rear Doors, HD Flat Aluminum Floor, PunctureGuard 
Interior Lining with Logistic Track, CorroGuard  
Anti-Corrosion Coating, Thermo King SB-230 Units

NEW CHAPARRAL 53’ TRIDEM DEEP DROP
53’, Tridem Air Ride, Aluminum Wheels, 35” Deck 
Height, Lightweight All Aluminum Design, Heavy 
Duty Drop Neck, Wide Load Lights, Chain Hooks,  
14 Winches, Only 12,520 lbs!!!

NEW GREAT DANE 53’ ROLL UP DOOR REEFERS
53’, Tandem Air Ride, 22.5 Tires, Aluminum Outer 
Wheels, Insulated Roll Up Rear Door, Heavy Duty  
Flat Aluminum Floor, Heavy Duty Scuff Liner and  
Exterior Rub Rail. Ready to install a Thermo King  
or Carrier unit.

NEW GREAT DANE 53’ HIGH CUBE DRY VANS
53’, Hendrickson Air Ride, High Cube Interiors, We 
have the model to fit your needs. Choice of Interior 
Lining: Plywood, Damage Proof SSL, High Impact 
Polyethylene or Composite Plate Walls with Logistics 
Posts on 16”, 24” or 48” centres. Buy the trailer 
that’s right for you!!!

NEW ETNYRE “FALCON” LIVE BOTTOM TRAILERS
SPIF Tri-Axle and Quad-Axles Available, Extra wide 
42” Belt with Speed Control and Optional Reversing 
Feature,  Cross-Slat Free design with Heavy Duty 
100,000lb Chain System, Full Weather Proof Tarps, 
Steeper Bin Walls for less product bridging.  
Heavy Duty, Reliable Design.

NEW GREAT DANE 53’ COMBO FLATDECKS
53’, Tandem & Tridem Air Rides, 22.5 Tires,  
Aluminum Outer Wheels, Toolboxes, Winches & 
Straps, Aluminum Floors with Chain Tie Downs,  
Optional Sliding Tarp Systems In Stock,  
Ready To Go.

When you need more
than just a box, go for
the whole package.

2006 GREAT DANE 48’ DUAL TEMP REEFER
48’, Tandem Air Ride, 22.5 Tires on Aluminum Wheels, Fenders, 
Stainless Front & Rear, Swing Doors, Broker LED Light Package, 
Duct Floor, Interior Logistic Track, Thermo King Spectrum SB  
Dual Temp Reefer. 2009 Great Dane 49’6” Also Available.

2002 GREAT DANE 53’ HIGH CUBE REEFER
53’, Tandem Air Ride, 11 R 22.5 Tires, Swing Rear Doors, 
Aluminum Duct Floor, High Cube Interior, Carrier Ultra unit with 
only 10,800 hours. Reefer Serviced and Trailer Certified.

2008 GREAT DANE 48’ SPIF QUAD AXLE VAN
48’, SPIF Compliant Quad Axle Air Ride, 11 R 22.5 Tires,  
Aluminum Wheels, Swing Rear Doors, Aluminum Roof,  
Logistic Post Interior, HD Scuff Liner, Safety Certified.

2009 GREAT DANE 53’ TRIDEM REEFER
53’, Tridem 72” Air Ride, 22.5 Tires, Aluminum Wheels, Stainless 
Steel Swing Doors, Aluminum Duct Floor, PunctureGuard Interior  
Lining with Logistic Track, Refurbished ThermoKing SB-III  
“King of the Road” Reefer Unit.

2007 CAPACITY HEAVY DUTY SHUNT
Cummins 215HP Engine (No DPF), Automatic Transmission, 
Heavy Duty 42,000# Rear Axle, 100,000 lb Hydraulic Fifthwheel, 
Dura-Ride Suspension, Automatic Greasing System, Road 
Legal, Only 11,000 Hours, Well Maintained.

(4) 2009 CAPACITY SHUNT TRUCKS
Off-Road models in stock, Cummins diesel engines, Allison 
automatic transmissions, 100,000 Hydraulic Lifting 5th Wheels, 
Dura-Ride Rear Suspension, Automatic Greasing Systems, Just 
in from long term Full Maintenance Leases, Excellent Condition.

(3) 2006 GREAT DANE 53’ DRY VANS
53’, Tandem Air Ride, 11 R 22.5 Tires, Steel Disc Wheels, 
Swing Rear Doors, Aluminum Roof, Logistic Post Interior,  
HD Scuff Liner, Safety Certified.

2007 UTILITY 53’ HIGH CUBE REEFER
53’, Tandem Air Ride, 11 R 22.5 Tires, Aluminum Wheels, 
Stainless Steel Front & Rear, High Cube Interior, Duct Floor, 
Logistic Track, Thermo King SB-210 Unit. Serviced & Safety 
Certified.

NEW EQUIPMENT  905.625.8441 USED EQUIPMENT  905.625.5843 PARTS  905.625.8812 SERVICE  905.625.8448

MISSISSAUGA

Sales, Parts, Repair Centre 
1201 Aimco Blvd.  
Mississauga, Ontario 
L4W 1B3

T 905.625.8441   
F 905.625.9787

WHITBY

Parts & Repair Centre 
1025 Hopkins Street  
Whitby, Ontario 
L1N 2C2

T 905.430.1262   
F 905.430.0914

ALLISTON

Parts & Repair Centre 
4917 C.W. Leach Road 
Alliston, Ontario 
L9R 2B1

T 705.434.1423   
F 905.434.0125

PUTNAM

Parts & Repair Centre 
3378 Putnam Road 
RR #1 Putnam, Ontario 
N0L 1B0

T 519.269.9970  
F 519.269.3327

Truck Centre 
5151 Everest Dr. Unit 7 & 8 
Mississauga, Ontario 
L4W 2Z3

T 905.625.8441   
F 905.629.4911

USED EQUIPMENT SALES MIKE HIGNETT   T 905.625.5843 | mhignett@glasvangreatdane.com

NEW EQUIPMENT SALES TEAM:   Adam Stevens   |   Tom Pepper   |   Greg Pepper   l   Jason Dutton   l   Mike Hignett 

2008 GREAT DANE 53’ HIGH SPEC DRY VAN
53’, Tandem Air Ride, 11 R 22.5 Tires on Aluminum Wheels, 
Stainless Steel Front & Rear, LED Light Package, Logistic Post 
Interior, 110” Inside Height, ETR Roof with full length protectors, 
Excellent Condition.

NEW LANDOLL 455 TILT DECK TRAILERS
53’, Tridem Air Ride, 17.5 Tires on Aluminum Outer 
Wheels, 55 Ton Capacity, 20,000-30,000 lbs winches 
available, Wireless Remote Control, Side Mounted 
D-Rings, Container Package Available, Galvanized 
and Powder Coated finishes In Stock.
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Ontario is hopping on the biodiesel 
bandwagon, requiring a 2% blend in 
on- and off-road diesel by 2014 and 
ramping up to a 4% blend by 2015. 
This begs two questions. 

The first is, why? Will this indus-
try never get the credit it deserves 
for reducing its emissions on late-
model equipment to near-zero lev-
els? And the second question is, why 
biodiesel? Are there not more effec-
tive and less risky options available?

As the Ontario Trucking Associa-
tion (OTA) has already brought to the 
province’s attention, the trucking in-
dustry has other means at its disposal 
by which to lessen its greenhouse gas 
emissions, and they are far more ef-
fective than mandating biofuel. 

Truck manufacturers are commit-
ted to significantly improving the fuel 
economy of the vehicles they produce 
between 2014 and 2017, by using a 
combination of currently available 
and future technologies.

These will include everything from 
low rolling resistance tires in the early 
years, to more advanced technologies 
such as waste heat recovery closer to 
2017. The GHG regs which are being 
enforced by the US and in turn, adopt-

Ontario’s misguided biodiesel mandate

ed by Canada, deliver a net benefit to 
end users in the form of reduced fuel 
consumption. 

Truckers will burn less fuel and as 
a result, produce less GHG. It’s a win-
win situation for the trucking industry 
and the environment, and should ap-
pease legislators – even those who just 
can’t help but to get involved. 

Do the lawmakers who support such 
rules as the one that’s being proposed 
in Ontario even know about how far 
this industry has gone in recent years 
to reduce its environmental footprint? 
Do they know that the latest genera-
tion heavy trucks produce virtually no 
particulate matter or NOx? Do they 
even care? 

What really bothers me about the 
latest effort to foist biodiesel upon 
the trucking industry is that this same 
province does not allow for proven fu-
el-saving devices such as trailer tails. 
Many progressive American carriers 

have deployed trailer tails across their 
entire trailer fleets. 

Here in Ontario, we’re told they’re 
too dangerous. Anyone who’s seen 
these devices in person knows you can 
fold them in with one hand – they don’t 
pose a hazard for traffic.

I’ve seen flatbed loads of steel coils 
where the steel hangs off the end of the 
trailer with little more than a red piece 
of cloth to warn other 
motorists of the over-
hang, yet full-length 
trailer tails remain ille-
gal here. 

How can the prov-
ince be so slow to ap-
prove a safe and proven 
fuel-saving device such 
as trailer tails while at 
the same time forcing 
upon industry a solution 
that will have minimal 
environmental impact 
and may incur addition-
al costs upon operators?

Biodiesel has been 
known to gel up in cold 
weather and is there any 
way a 2-4% blend can 
be introduced without 
an increase in price? 
I’m skeptical. If the 
province really cares 

about lowering GHG emissions, then 
there are better ways to go about it. 
There are other options. Is biodiesel 
really the best? n

With this issue we celebrate an impor-
tant milestone: Associate publisher 
Kathy Penner’s 30th work anniversary. 

That’s right folks, 30 years. And, yes, 
she started working for us right out of 
kindergarten, or so she tells us. Who 
would doubt her? Who remembers 
that far back? And last I saw her, she 
was “taking a break” from the Ameri-
can Trucking Associations conference 
down in Orlando, Fla. for a midday 
run under a blistering sun, while sup-
posedly younger folk were complain-
ing of the heat while sitting in an air-
conditioned van.

In all seriousness, however, it’s that 
kind of determination over the past 
30 years from Kathy that has created 
the industry’s largest Careers section 
within Truck News and Truck West. 
Trucking is a people-driven industry 
and it’s safe to say the Careers section 
Kathy has grown and managed so ca-
pably over the years has served as the 
conduit for thousands of successful job 
hires. Kathy has received a series of 
promotions within the growing Truck-

ing Group of Transportation Media - 
which also now includes Motortruck 
Fleet Executive, www.trucknews.com, 
TMTV, the Surface Transportation 
Summit, Transportation Media Re-
search, and several newsletters. In her 
current role as associate publisher, she 
works in tandem with me to manage 
all aspects of the business and I can 
tell you Kathy is the heart and soul of 
our group. We simply could not have 
achieved all that we have over the 
years without her. 

She is one of the most determined, 
capable and hard working people I 
know. 

Kathy is also one of the best known 
faces in the industry, travelling across 
North America to attend industry 
events and working tirelessly with in-

dustry organizations such as the To-
ronto Transportation Club and our 
own annual charity golf tournament.

What makes my new job as pub-
lisher a lighter load than would be 
expected is that Kathy is a shining 
star on a team of stars. Her 30 years 
with the Trucking Group is represen-
tative of the deep well of experience 
that pervades every department of 
the group. Every member of the sales 
team – Doug Copeland, Don Besler 
and Brenda Grant – has more than 
25 years of industry experience. Com-
bined with Kathy, the sales team has 
more than 120 years of experience in 
the industry.

The editorial team, led by James 
Menzies, one of the most influential 
editors in Canada’s transportation me-
dia, is the most experienced in the in-
dustry. The team includes long-time 
staffers Julia Kuzeljevich and Jim Bray 
as well as recent hire Daniela Piteo, 
with more hiring announcements to 
come. Same goes for our art directors, 
Carolyn Brimer, Beverley Richards 

and Roy Gaiot – experience galore.
Added to that is the most experi-

enced talent pool of trucking indus-
try writers including former Truck 
News editor John G. Smith, long-time 
Quebec correspondent Carroll Mc-
Cormick, on-the-road editor Harry 
Rudolfs and the most recognized col-
umnists and bloggers in the industry.

In an industry as vibrant and chang-
ing as fast as trucking, experiences 
counts. It takes an experienced team 
to best integrate all the different me-
dia platforms available today and to 
guide both readers and advertisers 
through the most effective use of each 
platform. Whereas others continue to 
churn through staff in the hopes of 
finding the right mix, we already know 
we have a winning formula with the 
family of staff who have been grow-
ing our products for more than three 
decades now. 

Kathy’s 30th work anniversary is 
testament to that. n

Happy 30th work anniversary Kathy Penner!
The view 
with Lou
Lou SmyrLiS

– James Menzies can be reached 
by phone at (416) 510-6896 or by  
e-mail at jmenzies@trucknews.com. 
You can also follow him on Twitter 
at Twitter.com/JamesMenzies.

– Lou Smyrlis can be reached by 
phone at (416) 510-6881 or by  
e-mail at lou@Transportation 
Media.ca. You can also follow him on  
Twitter at Twitter.com/LouSmyrlis.

Did you know?

Editorial 
Comment
JameS menzieS

Tires make up a significant part of 
operating costs yet tire management 
doesn’t always get the attention it de-
serves. With our recently completed 
annual Tire Buying Trends Survey 
we asked both fleets and owner/op-
erators across the country how they 
planned to optimize their tire costs 
in the future. Doing so by inhouse 
preventive maintenance services 
such as inspections, flat checks and 
air pressure maintenance were once 
again the top choice for both owner/
operators and fleets. Almost 6 in 10 

fleet managers chose that option as 
did 4 in 10 owner/operators. 

Price, however, remains a signifi-
cant consideration, particularly for 
owner/operators. More than a third 
said that’s how they would be opti-
mizing their tire costs in the future, 
compared to the slightly more than 
a quarter of fleet managers who said 
likewise. Further probing shows that 
both owner/operators and fleets 
are considering the cheaper off-
shore tires from China, Korea and 
India. Almost 4 in 10 owner/oper-
ators have used offshore tires over 
the past three years as have almost 
5 in 10 carriers. This despite the fact 
that the perception of the quality of 
these tires is quite low.  Low price is 
the main attraction. 

Better product selection is the 
least popular approach to optimiz-
ing tire costs for both owner/opera-
tors and fleets.  n

How fleets & O/Os 
plan to optimize 
tire costs

44% 59%

By in-house tire pre-
ventive maintenance 
services such as fleet 

inspections, flat 
checks, air pressure 

maintenance

By in-house tire pre-
ventive maintenance 
services such as fleet 

inspections, flat 
checks, air pressure 

maintenance

By a better 
product selection

By a better 
product selection

By acquisition 
price

By acquisition 
price

21% 15%

35% 26%

Owner/Operators Fleets
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TORONTO 
2332 DREW RD., 
MISSISSAUGA, ONT. L5S 1B8
Call: Murphy Barton, Vince Cutrara, 
Rob Moorehouse, Todd Warren,  
John Gwynne

905-678-1444
Fax (905) 678-1566

MONTREAL
1100 RUE COURVAL, 
LACHINE, QUEBEC H8T 3P5
Call: Mario Perrino, Michel Pouliot
Raymond Lanthier, Sean Ireland, 
Hugh Davis, Richard Martin 

514-633-5377
Fax (514) 633-6488

ACTION
TRAILER SALES INC.

ALUMINUM  
COMBO FLATS

DROP DECKS

New And Used Sales

Rentals 

Long Term Finance Lease

Full Maintenance Lease

Full Service Trailer & Reefer Shops 
Providing Maintenance And Parts

TANDEMS/TRIDEMS • AIR RIDE

Over 200 Used Reefers In Our Yard . . . Ready To Roll!!

(6) NEW 53'x102" UTILITY TRIDEM  
DRY FREIGHT VANS

Overhead rear doors, Hendrickson air ride suspension with 
6' and 6' spreads, Michelin 11R22.5 tires, heavy duty top 

and bottom rails. In Stock Now!

(3) 2005 MANAC 53' x 102" DROP DECK VAN
Hendrickson air ride dock leveling suspension,  

well spec’d. Priced To Move!!

2010 UTILITY 53' TRIDEM REEFER
Thermo King SB190, Hendrickson air ride suspension with  
6 and 6 spreads, aluminum wheels, 1 row recessed “E” 

track, aluminum duct floor, 16" alum. scuff liner,  
extra light pkg.

“NEW” at our Montreal location
53' QUAD AxLE ALUMINUM COMbO FLAT DECK 

Available for immediate delivery, steering/lift front axle, 
Hendrickson suspension, aluminum wheels, 20 winches 

and straps, polished aluminum tool box.
Call For Details.

(6) 53' x 102" UTILITY DRY FREIGHT VANS
Stainless front panels, radius corners and rear doors, front 
and rear vents, aluminum wheels, Michelin 11R22.5 tires, 

Hendrickson air ride suspension.

(150) 2008/09 UTILITY AND 
GREAT DANE REEFER

ARRIVING NOW!

EQUIPPED WITH ALL ELECTRIC 
REFRIGERATION UNITS,  

BOTH OVERHEAD AND SWING REAR 
DOORS AVAILABLE.

SEVERAL 48' AND 53' 
REEFER TRAILERS

(20) (6) NEW 53' x 102" UTILITY   
DRY FREIGHT VANS

Pre painted black side panels, black side skirts, front & 
rear vents, stainless front panels, rear doors, door case & 
Bumpers, Hendrickson air ride suspension on aluminum 

wheels with Michelin tires.

(55) 2005/06/07 GREAT DANE 53' REEFERS
Thermo King SB210 units, 100 gal fuel tank, Neway  

6' spread air ride suspension, aluminum wheels, HD flat 
aluminum floor, 18" scuff liner, overhead rear door, clean 

and well maintained fleet.

UTILITY 53' x 102" x 13'6"  
DRY FREIGHT VANS 

13,180 Lbs.
110" Door Opening

HENDRICkSON AIR RIDE 
SUSPENSION, LOGISTIC SIDE 

POSTS – ALUm. OR TRANSLUCENT 
ROOF AVAILABLE, STAINLESS REAR 

DOOR CASE, 12" CORRUGATED 
STEEL SCUFF LINER,  

24" STEEL THRESHOLD PLATE. 
PRICEd RIGhT!

53' x 102" HIGH CUBE REEFERS, 
1071⁄2" I.H. FRONT, 1091⁄2" I.H. REAR, 

981⁄2" I.W. RECESSED  
“E” TRACk, H.D. DUCT FLOOR, 

STAINLESS FRONT & REAR, 
VENTS, LED LITES –  
WEIGHT 12.155 LBS.  
(STANDARD mODEL)  

H.D. INTRAAx AIR RIDE SUSP. 
ALUm. WHEELS.

UTILITY 3000R

IN STOCK 
AND 

ARRIVING  
DAILY

(3) NEW 53' x 102" UTILITY STEP DECKS
Aluminum combo, front axle slide, winches

and straps.

AVAILABLE NOW!!

TRADES FROm WELL-mAINTAINED FLEET,
 CARRIER 2100A REEFER UNITS, STAINLESS 

FRONT PANELS, REAR DOORS, WING 
PLATES, VENTS, HEAVY DUTY FLAT 

ALUmINUm FLOORS, 1 ROW RECESSED 
“E” TRACk, HENDRICkSON AIR RIDE, 46k 

SUSPENSION, ALUmINUm WHEELS, PLUS.....

“REFRIGERATED STORAGE VANS”
– SALE OR RENT

FULL STAINLESS 

TRIDEM REEFER

2008 - $23,500.
2009 - $27,000.

SPECIAL PRICING
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Your Authorized Webasto 
Sales, Service and 
Installation Specialists 
are Closer Than You Think

SmarTemp Control

Life just got more comfortable

www.smartempcontrol.com

ontario
niagara service & supply ltd. Stoney Creek 905-573-3101

manwin enterprises Inc. Guelph 519-624-4003

wilson Instruments ltd. Campbellford 705-653-2403

evolution truck & trailer service Niagara Falls 905-262-5852

readyquip sales & service ltd. Timmins 705-268-7600

Bear enterprises Stittsville 613-831-3300

Jay’s truck & trailer Windsor 519-250-4222

George solomon & sons ltd. Dryden 807-223-3243

Bogar truck parts & service Windsor 519-972-8666

campbell Ford sales ltd. Ottawa 613-725-3611

FIBa canning Inc. Toronto 416-299-1142

Handy truck repairs Inc. Mississauga 905-364-0021

transportation repair services Embro 519-475-4161

I&m electric rebuilders ltd. Thunder Bay 807-345-3151

superior mobile climate systems Thunder Bay 807-626-4451

sudbury truck & trailer centre Sudbury 705-673-3613

napanee truck service Napanee 613-354-9997

orangeville truck centre Inc. Orangeville 519-940-8212

orillia premier truck & trailer Orillia 705-327-9998

Quality truck repair Inc. Oshawa 905-721-2788

sn Diesel service Concord 905-669-2850

stan niemczyk truck service Brampton 905-799-2557

steer enterprises ltd. Glen Huron 705-466-2600

stratton equipment sales & service Stratton 807-483-7777atlantic canada
caps plus Lower Sackville, NS 902-865-4459

connors Diesel limited New Minas, NS 902-681-2122

stockford reefer services Inc. Belleville, NB 506-325-4108

macKays truck & trailer centre ltd. Truro, NS 902-895-0511

nova enterprises limited Truro, NS 902-895-6381

Quebec
centre de mécanique du Golfe inc. Sept-Iles 418-962-4057

centre du camion ste-martine Ste-Martine 450-427-2976

expert trim-plus Inc. Boucherville 450-645-0111

Garage Ghislain larouche Inc. Jonquière 418-548-4034

pro-tach Québec 418-659-1534

r.D. réfrigération en transport inc. Amos 819-732-0102

réfrigération laperle Sherbrooke 819-820-7102

réfrigération rembec St-Cyrille de Wendover 819-397-5285

remco air Inc. St-Jean-sur-Richelieu 450-359-3366

remBec Notre-Dame-du-Bon-Conseil 819-336-5285

rm electro Diesel Montréal 514-881-7785

thermobile L’Assumption 514-755-1124

trans-F-air St-Hubert 450-445-5122

manitoba
elias truck service Winnipeg 204-775-2271

ramwinn Diesel Inc. Winnipeg 204-632-9190

tom’s truck & trailer repair Winnipeg 204-233-1451

country Ventures repair & mainte-
nance ltd. Brandon 204-727-1163

Formo motors ltd. Swan River 204-734-4577

Hometown service ltd. Winkler 204-325-4777

martin Diesel service ltd. Steinbach 204-326-2408

mike’s Diesel service ltd. Portage la Prairie 204-857-8855

Wajax Power Systems.indd   1 13-11-11   10:03 AM
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in brief

Canadian freight rates stay flat: Nulogx
TORONTO, Ont. – The cost of ground transportation for Canadian 
shippers rose 1.2% in August, mostly because of higher fuel surcharges.

The Canadian General Freight Index found that the base rates assessed 
by carriers remained unchanged when compared to July. However, fuel 
surcharges rose to 20.12% of the base rate in August, compared to 19.25% 
in July.

“Total cost of freight is down 3% from a year ago,” said Doug 
Payne, president and COO, Nulogx. “Base Freight costs are 3.4 % 
below last year.”  

For more information, visit www.nulogx.com. n

ARLINGTON, Va. – US for-hire 
truck tonnage spiked 1.4% in Sep-
tember, matching August’s gain.

The American Trucking As-
sociations (ATA) reported that 
the seasonally adjusted truck ton-
nage index is up 8.4% compared 
to September 2012, marking the 
largest year-over-year gain since 
December 2011.

Year-to-date, tonnage is up 
5.4% over 2012.

“I continue to be pleasantly sur-
prised on the strength of truck 
tonnage,” ATA chief economist 
Bob Costello said. “I attribute a 
part of tonnage’s robustness to 
the sectors of the economy that 
are growing fastest, like housing 
construction, auto production, 
and energy output. These indus-
tries produce heavier than aver-

age freight, which leads to faster 
growth in tonnage versus a load 
or shipment measure.”

Costello added that tonnage 
levels suggest the economy may 
be stronger than many believe it 
to be.

“While tonnage is likely run-
ning ahead of overall economic 
growth, perhaps the economy is 
stronger than many believe. The 
index has now increased in four of 
the last five months and the year-
over-year growth rate has accel-
erated. Plus, other measures of 
truck freight volumes, while in-
creasing at a slower pace than 
tonnage, have also accelerated in 
recent months,” he said. “How-
ever, the government shutdown 
served as a headwind in the fourth 
quarter.” n

US truck tonnage rises again. Is 
economy stronger than thought?

Call Travis

416-679-0053 
1-866-817-0053

2115 Codlin Cres., Etobicoke, ON  M9W 5K7

100%
CANADIA

N

PRODUCT
S

Same Day 
Service

Same Day 
Service

FULL a/c 
rePairS
FULL a/c 
rePairS

Pick-UP & 
DeLivery
Pick-UP & 
DeLivery croSS 

canaDa 
ShiPPing

croSS 
canaDa 
ShiPPing

MON-FRI 8-7 • SAT 8-2  
Sunday by appointment only

Industrial Radiators

Heavy Truck Radiators

Charge Air Coolers

Drive-In Fuel Tank Repairs

4  hour  Drive-in  Service (most 
models)
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Down
Rush-hour traffic description (4,3,2)
Tachometer info (1,1,1)
European big-rig brand
Obeyed triangular sign
Home of 407 ETR
Word on Hawaii’s plates
Name atop Big Stop
Patronized Penske, perhaps
’70s Bighorn conventional brand
Palindromic competition vehicle (4,3)
Massachusetts “Spirit of ____” plates
Actor Claude ____, “Movin’ On” 
trucker
Class A trucker, slangily
Tractor’s diesel containers, often (4,5)

Change gears
Exceed safe engine speed
Wheel-nut cover design
Trailer type (3,3)
Goods in excess of Bill of Lading
Dash option since the ’30s
Dieppe, NB-based carrier
’90s “Hoosier Hospitality” plates’ home
Isuzu low-cab-forward line (1,6)
Castrol diesel-engine oil
Fifth-wheel plate lube
“Nothing runs like a ____” slogan
Roll along in neutral
Succumbs to corrosion

C.U.T.C.INC
• Canadian Licensing
• FMCSA (ICC Authority)
• DOT Registrations
• IFTA Registrations
• Fuel Tax Reporting
• Unified Carrier Registration
• PARS/PAPS/ACE
• Corporate Registrations
• Regulations
• IRP Registration
• Bonded Carrier Status

Trucking
    made Simple
Trucking
    made Simple

For more information call  866-927-8294
or visit our web site at www.cutcinc.ca
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border

Lou Smyrlis
ORLANDO, Fla. – The American 
Trucking Associations and the US 
trucking industry have long held 
an affinity for the Republican Par-
ty. Yet, as was foreshadowed by the 
playing of Bob Dylan’s The Times 
They are a Changin’ as ATA pres-
ident Bill Graves took the stage 
to deliver his annual State of the 
Industry address, traditional alle-
giances may be re-evaluated.

Graves, a former Republican 
governor himself, said as much, 
right at the start of his address. 
Graves pointed out that – like it 
or not – the world trucking oper-
ates in is in large part shaped by 
the policy and regulations set by 
government and so engagement in 
the political process is critical. 

“Political change is underway 
and many of the traditional alle-

giances the business community 
has had with the Republican Party 
are necessarily going to need to be 
re-evaluated…We are rapidly mov-
ing to a time where political labels 
mean very little, but the integri-
ty and statesman-like qualities of 
candidates for office, or those al-
ready holding office, must be the 
measure by which we decide our 
level of support,” Graves told the 
strongly attended State of the In-
dustry session.

Graves called the collapse of the 
Republican Party in the face of the 
emergence of its ultra-conserva-
tive Tea Party wing alarming and 
referred to the Tea Party’s influ-
ence as “corrosive.”

“While it’s appropriate, and 
there is certainly merit in advocat-
ing for reduced government spend-
ing, smaller government, reducing 

our debt, limiting regulations and 
controlling the reach and intrusive 
nature of the federal government 
– insisting on having things their 
way, without a hint of willingness 
to compromise and threatening to 
‘burn the house down’ otherwise, 
is a combination of foolish, ill-ad-
vised, reckless and detrimental ac-
tions to the future of this country,” 
Graves said. 

He added, “Compromise must 
be at the heart of all the federal 
government does.”

Graves believes the Republican 
Party will spend its energy wran-
gling internally over who they are 
and who they represent, allowing 
the Democrats to dominate presi-
dential elections and possibly end 

up controlling both chambers of 
the Congress. “The Tea Party is 
intent on fielding candidates and 
challenging any Republican office-
holder or candidate not viewed as 
conservative enough and com-
mitted to the Tea Party agenda. 
The candidate may win the pri-
mary only to prove unelectable 
in the general election,” Graves 
said. “I’ve personally been in this 
political family feud and in the 
near-term, no good will come of 
it for the Republican Party. If I 
was your political broker, my ad-
vice would be that you should sell 
your Republican shares and buy 
Democrat,” Graves said to a like-
ly surprised audience of fleets ex-
ecutives. n 

Graves shocker: My advice is to sell your Republican shares and buy Democrat 

By Lou Smyrlis
ORLANDO, Fla. – ACT Research 
president Kenneth Vieth may have 
summed up the US economic fore-
cast best at the American Truck-
ing Associations’ (ATA) All Eyes 
on the Economy session, when he 
said “We came through the Great 
Recession and we are now in the 
Great Okay.”

Vieth was referring to expecta-
tions for continued but less than 
spectacular growth in 2014 and 2015 
for the US. Co-panelist Mark Vit-
ner, managing director and senior 
economist at Wells Fargo, forecast 
GDP growth of 2.4% in 2014 and 
2.7% for 2015.

ATA vice-president and senior 
economist Bob Costello was more 
optimistic about the future, but 
conceded current freight growth is 
“very choppy.” For example, while 
truck tonnage is up 5% year-to-date 
and intermodal tonnage is up 3.7%, 
rail carloads are down 0.9% and air 
freight is down as well. 

Costello added that mostly be-
cause recovery in sectors such as 
energy and construction are out-
pacing the recovery in the general 
economy, heavy freight is driving 
the tonnage figures even though the 
number of loads is growing slower. 

Flatbed freight is up 1.8% YTD, 
temperature control freight is up 
2.7%, tank freight up 5.4%, yet dry 
van is down 0.1% but improving, ac-
cording to Costello.

The economy is “moving in the 
right direction,” Vitner said with 
home ownership expected to in-
crease and home construction, which 
was held up by the wettest summer 
on record in the southern states, 
picking up the rest of the year. But 
to place current home construction 
in perspective, he pointed out about 
as many new homes are being built 
now as back in 1981 when mortgage 
rates were around 15%.

Vitner also warned that uneven 
distribution of economic gains 
means consumer confidence is 
growing slowly and retailers who 
cater to mid- and low-income shop-
pers are experiencing slow growth 
as a result. Vitner explained that 
rising stock prices are bolstering 
household finances at a time when 
incomes are growing slowly but 
those gains are being registered by 
just the top 7%of US households. 
He did add he sees this situation im-
proving in 2014 and 2015.

“More income is what we need, 
particularly among mid-income 
consumers, to get this economy 
growing,” he said.

Vitner also didn’t have strong ex-
pectations for the upcoming holiday 
season, which will be shorter than 
usual because the US Thanksgiv-
ing will be celebrated later this year.

It all led panel moderator Stuart 
Varney of Fox News to comment: 
“I have to say the new normal is not 
that attractive.” n

You survived the Great Recession. 
Are you ready for the “Great Okay”?

US fleets increasing pay packages
ORLANDO, Fla. – Three-quarters of fleets surveyed by the American 
Trucking Associations (ATA) say they have or will be increasing driver 
pay packages in the face of a driver shortage.

At an ATA Management Conference & Exhibition panel discussion, 
chief economist Bob Costello said “While the driver shortage is general-
ly confined to only certain segments of the trucking industry, it is having 
real impacts in how fleets recruit and retain their drivers.”

“Fleets in all segments of trucking have told us they are having a more 
difficult time finding qualified drivers than they were a year ago,” Costel-
lo added. “As a result, more fleets are considering hiring drivers straight 
out of driver training programs and nearly three-quarters of those we 
surveyed plan to increase pay or have already done so.”

The industry needs to find an average of roughly 96,000 new drivers 
annually to keep pace with demand. If freight demand grows as it is pro-
jected to, the driver shortage could balloon to nearly 240,000 drivers by 
2022, according to ATA data.  n

ON-SITE KINGPIN REMANUFACTURING

Quebec and the Maritimes 1-888-939-1011
Ontario 1-888-221-7774
Western (Alberta & Saskatchewan) 1-877-912-1209
British Columbia 1-800-427-5865
In the U.S. 1-888-221-7774

MOBILE SERVICE
Visit our Website at: www.kingpinspecialists.com

E-mail: rkingpin69@aol.com
Call us Toll Free @

1-888-221-7774
For the Dealer Nearest You

Re-manufacturing a kingpin gives the fifth wheel the proper
bearing surface, extending the life of the fifth wheel and

decreasing the abuse to the bolster plate and kingpin.

KINGPIN GAUGES
Top Quality aluminum Kingpin gauges. Won’t stretch.

www.kingpinspecialists.com  •  rkingpin69@aol.com

Toll Free Numbers For Your NearesT Dealer

CWB CERTIFIED COMPANY • CWB CERTIFIED WELDERS

• Superior Equipment
• Exceeds SAE and DOT specifications/regulations
• Only Company to test SAE J133 & J400

• Patented in U.S.A. & Canada
• Guaranteed Workmanship
• Fully Insured
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ORLANDO, Fla. – The new hours-
of-service rules that went into effect 
earlier this year rank as the top con-
cern among US trucking executives.

The American Transportation Re-
search Institute (ATRI) released its 
annual list of trucking industry con-
cerns at the American Trucking As-

sociations Management Conference 
& Exhibition. The second biggest 
concern of trucking executives was 
the FMCSA’s Compliance, Safety, 
Accountability (CSA) program. The 
driver shortage was the third, while 
concern about the economy lessened, 

placing fourth. “ATRI’s annual survey 
of top industry issues makes it easier 
for us to keep track of all the complex 
forces affecting motor carriers and 
drivers so that we can focus on run-
ning a safe and profitable industry,” 
said ATA chairman Mike Card. n

HoS top trucking concern of US execs
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www.dependable.ca

Call our Watts Line from anywhere in Canada

1-800-268-0871
DON STEWART

905-453-6724

MANUFACTURER OF ALUMINUM , STEEL & STAINLESS STEEL TANKS
We provide true “One Stop Service” for our customers: Manufacturing, Service, Parts & Support from our facility

www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  www.dependable.ca  
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BRAMPTON, ONTARIO

DEPENDABLE’S USED TANK TRUCK LIST

** CALL TODAY OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR  
DETAILS OR MORE TRUCKS **

TOLL FREE: 1-800-268-0871  LOCAL: (905) 453-6724
www.dependable.ca

S-633
•  Single Axle Fuel Truck

•  2000 Sterling

•  3,000 L /4 Compartment 

Aluminum

•  Dual Equipment

S-717
• Single Axle Fuel Truck

•  2007 Acterra

•  13,000 L/4 Compartment 

Aluminum

•  Dual Equipment

S-724
•  Single Axle Fuel Truck

•  1999 Ford

•  3,630 L/2 Compartment 

Aluminum

•  Single Equipment

T-739
•  Tandem Fuel Truck

•  2006 Sterling

•  20,000 L/4 Compartment 

Aluminum

•  Dual Equipment

T-734
•  Tandem Water Truck

•  1996 Western Star

•  20,000 L Aluminum

•  Street Flusher

S-741
•  Tandem Fuel Truck

•  2003 Sterling

•  20,000 L/4 Compartment 

Aluminum

•  Dual Equipment

**Call Today For New 2013 Fall Pricing**
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border

But Brad Vermette, manager of the 
Windsor terminal for Doug Cole-
man Trucking, said “You were look-
ing at four to five hours getting over 
the border.” 

Trucks were backed up through 
most of the afternoon along Hu-
ron Church Rd. and Windsor po-
lice said the line wasn’t cleared un-
til 9:45 p.m.

Brian Masse, the NDP MP for 
Windsor West, who is official oppo-
sition critic for border issues, called 
the glitch “disturbing,” particularly 
since Customs on both sides of the 
border has implemented improved 
technology including FAST and C-
TPAT. As well, he said, there is the 
Beyond the Border Agreement, de-
signed to expedite shipments of an 
increasing number of commodities.

“So if we’re going to head down 
that road more, it appears we haven’t 
really thought what are we going to 
do if we have problems,” he said.

Masse said that generally he’s 
satisfied with processing on the US 
side but with an uptick in the econ-
omy there are more trucks cross-
ing the bridge and he has received 
more complaints of delays. Wind-
sor Mayor Eddie Francis recent-
ly cited the figure of 12,000 trucks 
crossing a day, which is consider-
ably higher than the pre-recession 
level of 10,000. 

“The truck traffic, I’ve really no-
ticed a big difference over the last 
half a year, so we need to start pre-

paring for that,” Masse said.
The day was a nightmare for Ver-

mette’s drivers. He sends about 40 
of his 50 drivers stateside every 
day carrying just-in-time delivery 
of auto parts.

 “I don’t know what happened,” 
he said. ”There were all different 
types of stories,” such as Customs 
not getting paid because of the US 
government shutdown.

Truckers say there had been a 
slowdown generally in October with 
an apparently increased x-ray sur-
veillance of trailers. Vermette said 
his drivers were losing two hours a 
day, “so 10 hours for the week.”

It’s also a logbook issue. “I’m 
concerned about my drivers getting 
the freight on time,” he said. Ver-
mette said it can becomes a general 
safety issue “with hours of service.” 
But his firm is exactly monitored 
by satellite. 

Tracy Cassivi, who drives bulk 
loads for Laidlaw Carriers out of 
Woodstock, Ont. had just dropped 
off scrap metal at Zalev Bros. in 
Windsor and had come off E.C. 
Row Expressway. He took one look 
at the Huron Church line-up “and 
made my decision rather quickly” 
to pull in for the night.

Otherwise, he said, he would 
have exceeded his legal hours. He 
parks in an open lot near the bridge 
and hasn’t had problems doing so. 
“I pulled in there at 6.30, and then 
my 10 hours off, I go again at 4:30 
in the morning,” he said.

But Cassivi is “lucky” because his 
customers operate 24 hours. “And 
it’s not like life and death if the load 
doesn’t get there, it’s very rare I’ve 
got a delivery appointment.”

Other drivers aren’t as fortunate.  
“A lot of guys don’t have that abil-
ity because they’ve got just-in-time 
deliveries.”

Cassivi knows that drivers are be-
tween a rock and a hard place be-
cause of border delays.

“I do know there’s a lot of guys sit-
ting in those line-ups, and you know 
this, that when they get to the oth-
er side, they have not shown them-
selves on duty for that two or three 
hours or whatever it was,” he said. 
“And that’s their business, because 
you have to do what we do to bring 
money home for our wives our fami-
lies and our responsibilities.”

Cassivi said he thinks back-ups 
have also been caused by mainte-
nance work on the bridge, and traf-
fic was “funneling into one lane” 
on the two-lane Detroit-bound side.

An official with the bridge com-
pany did not respond to requests 
for comment. Jennifer Fox, spokes-
woman for the Ontario Trucking 
Association, said none of the asso-
ciation’s members reported a prob-
lem, probably because of the legacy 
of border back-ups.

“It’s just become a part of the risk 
of doing business across the border 
and they understand and appreci-
ate that those one-offs will happen,” 
she said. n

Computer crash shows vulnerabilities of Canada-US border
Continued from page 1

New HoS rules 
costing drivers, 
fleets 3-4%, 
Schneider claims
GREEN BAY, Wis. – The new 
hours-of-service rules imple-
mented in the US July 1 have re-
duced solo driver productivity 
by 3.1%, and team operations by 
4.3%, according to data compiled 
by Schneider National.

The results reflect estimates 
the company made before the 
changes were implemented. 

“The hours-of-service chang-
es could not have come at a 
worse time,” said Dave Geyer, 
senior vice-president/gener-
al manager of Schneider’s van 
truckload division. 

“We now need more driv-
ers to do the same amount of 
work, but regulations, econom-
ic conditions and demograph-
ics are working against us in 
terms of recruiting new driv-
ers. Those who do answer the 
call deserve an attractive wage 
and good benefits, but we’re be-
ing restricted in the number of 
miles we can give them and the 
ongoing challenges that come 
with sharply rising operating 
costs.”

Geyer pointed out that safety 
has not been compromised by the 
new rules.

“Operating safely continues to 
be core to how we do business,” 
added Geyer. “Safety perfor-
mance dramatically improved un-
der the previous hours-of-service 
rules and there is no evidence to 
support that changing the rules 
has improved safety. Ongoing 
feedback from our drivers is 
consistent: they do not feel bet-
ter rested as a result of the rules 
change; just less productive.”

The new rules come as fleets 
continue to struggle with rising 
driver turnover.

Citing a recent research brief, 
John Larkin, managing director 
of Stifel Transportation & Logis-
tics Research Group, said regula-
tions such as HOS create a chal-
lenging driver market. 

“Virtually all of the proposed 
federal rules and regulations ei-
ther reduce the size of the driver 
pool or reduce the productivity 
of the drivers remaining in the 
pool,” he noted. “As a result, 
drivers remain a scarce input.”

Carriers and drivers aren’t the 
only ones adjusting to the chang-
es; shippers are feeling the im-
pact, too. 

Many shippers are indicating 
carriers across the industry – as 
well as their own private fleets 
– are already experiencing pro-
ductivity and on-time service de-
clines.

“To put it in the simplest of 
terms, capacity continues to 
tighten, productivity has been 
reduced and it’s harder – and 
more costly – than ever to ac-
quire and retain drivers,” Gey-
er explained. “This trifecta is a 
cost burden that carriers can-
not bear alone.” n
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By Daniela Piteo
CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I. – The 
talk wasn’t exclusively focused on 
trucking at this year’s Atlantic Prov-
inces Trucking Association confer-
ence. Scotiabank’s senior vice-presi-
dent and chief economist took to the 
podium and presented an economic 
outlook covering a number of areas.

The global picture

Warren Jestin, in an update on the 
global economy, stated economic 
growth is facing some difficulties.

“The US outlook, and that of the 
world, are being buffeted again by an-
other in a series of recurring economic 
and political developments that slow, 
but do not derail growth,” Jestin said. 

According to a report issued by 
Scotiabank, economic growth, inves-
tor confidence and financial markets 
have been cuffed by several develop-
ments over the past few months, in-
cluding the expectation that the US 

Federal Reserve would slow down its 
extraordinary monetary stimulus and 
an increased possibility of military in-
tervention due to mounting threats in 
Syria. The partial government shut-
down in the US also curbed economic 
growth, according to the report.

“Although it is still a low probability, 
the political, economic and financial 
market fallout associated with even a 
relatively brief failure by the US gov-
ernment to service its debt obligations 
could be much more severe and lon-
ger-lasting,” said Jestin. “America’s fis-
cal deficit has been roughly halved in 
nominal dollar values, and the United 
States remains a diversified and resil-
ient economy that continues to be sup-
ported by a very stimulative monetary 
policy.” Yet, US resiliency does not en-
tirely negate severe outcomes.

In American default scenarios, in-
vestors may favour international port-
folios, which would weaken the US 
dollar, the report stated.

“Canadian exports and output will 
likely be pressured a bit by the events 
unfolding south of the border, though 
the overall impact will be limited by 
the resiliency in domestic personal 
spending and housing activity,” Jestin 
said, also adding that emerging market 
economies, like China, are stabilizing 
and reinforcing the demand and cost 
of commodities. Nevertheless, Jestin 
has an optimistic outlook and firmly 
believes there is no chance that the US 
will be forced into a default position.

Foreign exchange

The Canadian dollar has lost some 
ground, but it is expected to stabilize 
in early 2014, a report issued by Sco-
tiabank’s Camilla Sutton, chief foreign 
exchange strategist, said.

According to her report, presented 
by Jestin, Canada can no longer boast 
a twin current account, a budget sur-
plus and strong fundamental growth. 
The report also stated that the current 
account and budget deficits would only 
narrow modestly in the next year. Ulti-
mately, the Canadian dollar will weak-
en until the end of the year and make 
a modest recovery in 2014.

Global auto report

Car sales picked up speed during the 
summer, but because of incentives on 
new cars and light trucks, the prices 
decreased by 5%, an economist from 
Scotiabank reported. According to 
Jestin, China produces more automo-
biles than the US, Canada and Mexico 
combined. While car prices strength-
en, particularly in the pre-owned mar-
ket, rising supplies will limit gains, Jes-
tin said.

Global real estate trends

Jestin reported that Canadian housing 
activity remains afloat, but sustained 
gains are becoming less favourable due 
to a number of factors. 

“Low borrowing costs and balanced 
market conditions continue to attract 
buyers, but slowing job growth and the 
recent uptick in fixed mortgage rates 
will likely cool activity later in the year 
and into 2014,” said Jestin.

Affordability, according to Jestin, is 
an ongoing problem in larger urban ar-
eas, especially for single-family homes. 
He concluded his findings on an uplift-
ing note. “I am very optimistic about 
the outlook for Canada,” said Jestin, 
adding, “accurate predictions require 
an advanced degree in astrology.” n
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By Daniela Piteo
CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I. – 
The ongoing driver shortage was 
addressed in a session at the At-
lantic Provinces Trucking Asso-
ciation (APTA) conference here 
Oct. 23. Moderator Kelly Hender-
son, the executive director of the 
Trucking Human Resources Sec-
tor Council Atlantic, welcomed 
Angela Splinter, CEO Trucking 
HR Canada and Paul Easson, 
president of Eassons Transport 
to the discussion.

“I think it is vital that the driver 
shortage is one of the topics that 
kicked off the conference,” said 
Henderson. “It shows that people 
understand that this shortage is a 
serious issue.”

Henderson reported that by 
2020, the industry could face a 
driver shortage of 33,000 truck op-
erators. Splinter echoed this statis-
tic by adding that the numbers do 
fluctuate from 25,000 to 33,000, 
but could realistically be higher.

“These numbers don’t include 
private fleets,” said Splinter. 

In the past, well-documented 
research has been conducted that 
suggests a shortage is imminent, 
but numbers required quantifica-
tion.

“We need to look at demand and 
productivity,” said Splinter, noting 
that in periods of higher demand, 
shortages will peak.

Splinter pointed out the Cana-
dian Trucking Alliance has cre-
ated a Blue Ribbon Task Force to 
tackle operational concerns, chief-
ly the driver shortage.

“We are working together to ad-
dress the driver shortage,” Splin-
ter said. “We are trying to do our 
part at a national level and while 
some people don’t believe there is 
a shortage, we absolutely see that 
there is a decrease in workers.”

“We keep hearing about the 
perfect storm or the demograph-
ic tsunami,” Splinter said. “We 
are facing pending retirements, 
a workforce with 20% of drivers 
over 54 years old and 12% under 
30.”

Additional concerns the Blue 
Ribbon Task Force contend with 
are image and attraction issues.

Currently, only 3% of drivers 
are women and another 3% are 
immigrants.

“We need to start recruiting 
from non-traditional sources: 
women, immigrants and aborigi-
nals,” said Splinter.

The task force has also devel-
oped a call to action, which has 
been dubbed BRTF.

First, the “Basics,” such as 
compensation and benefits, are 
reviewed. Second, “Respect” is 
addressed; the image of drivers 
needs to shift so it is recognized as 
a professional occupation. Third, 
“Training” needs improvement 
and last, “Family” has to be tak-
en into account, as drivers deserve 
a fair work-life balance.

“We really need to amend the 
NOC code,” said Splinter. 

A NOC code, or the National 
Occupation Classification, is a sys-
tem that authoritatively ranks oc-
cupations in Canada.  At present, 

truck driving has one of the lowest 
NOC code scores.

“We need to raise the bar,” said 
Splinter. “We can achieve this by 
updating these national occupa-
tional standards.”

Mandatory entry-level training, 
or an apprenticeship-type model, 
according to Splinter, can improve 
the current standard. 

The Blue Ribbon Task Force 
also initiated an inquest with 
young people and guidance coun-
sellors looking to understand what 
needs the upcoming workforce re-
quire.

“Youth are looking for occupa-
tions with environmentally-friend-
ly work practices, continuous 
learning opportunities and high 
safety standards,” said Splinter.

Easson joined the panel to ad-

dress the issue from a fleet per-
spective.

He shared anecdotal evidence to 
support the current shortage issue 
concerns.

“I knew a driver who always 
said, ‘If you can’t tell me what 
the mission is, I can’t prepare for 
it’,” said Easson. “Drivers live in a 
short mission world and they need 
to know where they are going.”

According to Easson, the job 
can be demoralizing when truckers 
are forced to wait for their sched-
ules or left idling at a shipper’s fa-
cility waiting for their truck to un-
load. Rearranging operations so 
dispatch plans are forward-looking 
will aid wait times.

The issue of time was stressed 
when Easson addressed the con-
ference attendees.

Driver shortage takes centre stage at APTA meeting
“Take long-haul trips and break 

them up so drivers aren’t on the 
road and away from their family 
for a week or more,” said Easson.

Easson’s other suggestions to 
help build a stronger workforce 
with lower turnover include: main-
taining a fleet with better equip-
ment and rewarding the positives 
in the work environment.

“We need to celebrate good 
news,” said Easson.

At Eassons Transport, employ-
ees are given the chance to reward 
co-workers with the Better Safer 
Easier reward.

“Employees can recognize their 
co-workers that help make their 
jobs better, safer and easier,” Eas-
son said. These simple steps, Eas-
son said, will help alleviate subse-
quent shortage problems. n
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By Daniela Piteo
MONCTON, N.B. – In an Ameri-
can study released by the US Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics, trucking 
is ranked as one of the most high-
risk occupations – and the perils go 
beyond highway collisions. It’s also 
about an unhealthy lifestyle.

Incidents of diabetes, hyperten-
sion, obesity and coronary disease 
are on the rise, prompting the indus-
try to establish programs that pro-
mote health and wellness.

At Armour Transport Systems 
(ATS), safe equipment, good work-
ing relationships between manage-
ment and staff and employee recog-
nition have been a priority over the 
company’s six decade tenure, but 
according to Alisha Armour, mar-

keting and wellness coordinator, it 
was time to implement a Heath and 
Wellness program for all staff.

“A Wellness Committee was es-
tablished with participation by our 
executive and management team,” 
Armour said. “Meetings were held 
at all of our terminal locations 
throughout Atlantic Canada intro-
ducing our elements of wellness, en-
couraging people to participate in 
our programs and asking for volun-
teers to become wellness represen-
tatives at their terminal or depart-
ment.  This laid the early foundation 
of our Shift Gears, Live Well well-
ness program.”

At Armour Transport, insurance 
costs were on the rise, which impact-
ed both the finances of the company 

and the employee. 
“In trying to resolve this situation, 

our company wanted to not only 
show people that we cared about 
the bottom line, but that we cared 
about every employee’s life and this 
meant their health and well-being,” 
said Armour. “With healthier em-
ployees there would be reduced ab-
senteeism and sickness, safer work-
ers, better outlooks and attitudes, 
healthier and happier families.”

ATS implemented a wellness pro-
gram eight years ago and tailored it 
to reflect the guiding principles long 
espoused by the company – valu-
ing people, safety, service, stability 
and family.

“We want to enhance everyone’s 
quality of life. We encourage and 

support an environment of wellness 
through opportunities that will pro-
mote healthy lifestyles in a healthy 
workplace,” Armour said.

In 2007, ATS and Medavie Blue 
Cross worked together after Me-
davie conducted a company-wide 
study that revealed the top risk fac-
tors for employees included: weight 
control, physical inactivity, smoking, 
stress and coping ability.

Wellness initiatives were based on 
Medavie’s findings.

“Our Healthy Meal Plan was de-
veloped as a useful tool to provide 
our people with healthy eating tips,” 
said Armour. “It was created in part-
nership with a registered dietitian 
along with input from one of our 
wellness reps, a company driver.”

Health coaching and nutrition 
support services and eating healthy 
education and awareness were also 
a part of the program.

“Our company made sure healthy 
meal choices at company-sponsored 
meetings were available, as well as 
healthy vending machine choices,” 
Armour said.

Wellness programs were not de-
signed just to change and improve 
the eating habits of a workforce, but 
to also encourage more physical ac-
tivity and so Armour added the an-
nual spring activity program to its 
initiative.

“We call the annual initiative 
‘Let’s Get Moving’ and it encour-
ages all our employees and their 
families to get physically active,” 
said Armour.

The company has also partnered 
with GoodLife Fitness, which of-
fers a preferred annual rate to Ar-
mour employees and their spouses 
and children.

“We also offer complementary 
clinical assessments and season-
al flu shots to our employees and 
their spouses and children on an 
annual basis,” said Armour. “This 
15-minute appointment was of-
fered during work hours and al-
lowed for time to ask the nurse 
specific health questions and to 
receive health coaching.”

The company also recognizes the 
importance of keeping the mind 
healthy, as well as the body, and to 
that end Armour Transport works 
to keep employees upbeat through 
potlucks, themed lunches, Hallow-
een contests and scavenger hunts for 
the employees’ children.

“At Armour Transportation Sys-
tems we recognize the hard work 
and dedication of our employees 
at numerous events held through-
out the year including awards ban-
quets, family breakfasts, staff ap-
preciation days, summer barbecues, 
dances and a scholarship program, 
just to name a few,” Armour said.  
“These special events demonstrate 
our commitment to our people and 
family, which are two of our com-
pany’s guiding principles.”

Two other vital initiatives that have 
been worked into the program in-
volve smoking cessation and creation 
of a long-haul driver committee.

“Our Team Crush smoking ces-
sation program is open and avail-
able to all Armour Transportation 
Systems employees and their spous-
es. The program covers 50% of the 
cost of quit smoking aids, includ-
ing nicotine replacement gum and 
patches,” Armour said. “Accommo-
dations have also been made to in-

Bringing driver wellness to the forefront
A look inside Armour Transport’s Shift Gears, Live Well initiative

SY767
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clude hypnosis therapy.  
We also promote National Non-

Smoking Week and a smoker’s help 
line.”

In 2012, Armour Transportation 
Systems created a long-haul driver 
committee to address topics related 
to driver recruiting and retention.  

“The purpose of the commit-
tee is to facilitate an open discus-
sion between our management 
team and our drivers to address 
issues and topics that are of pri-
mary concern to our driver popu-
lation,” said Armour. “Topics such 
as scheduled runs, work-life bal-
ance, equipment and wellness-re-
lated issues are covered.”

At ATS, a wide spectrum of 
health-related issues are examined 
and addressed, because, according 
to Armour, health matters.

“We have made a very conscious 
effort with all of our initiatives to 
target the home, by making our pro-
grams open and available not only 
to our employees, but also their 
spouses,” Armour said.  “We have 
also tried to create initiatives that 
are appealing and interesting to our 
people.”

ATS has a network of over 60 rep-
resentatives that help spread the 
wellness message.

“Our wellness initiatives are also 
shared through various communica-
tion methods,” Armour said. “We 
send satellite messages to the driv-
ers, post cards at dispatch and driv-
er’s rooms, paystub attachments,  
e-mail notifications, driver and dock 
worker meetings.”

The message that Armour has 
sent out has been received and it is 
beginning to show in their numbers.

Each year since the initiative was 
implemented, participation contin-
ues to increase, and for the seventh 
year running, there has been no in-
crease in insurance premiums, Ar-
mour said.

“A substantial surplus (in insur-
ance premiums) has been achieved 
and it is with pleasure that we re-
turned this money to our group in-
surance participants in the form of a 
premium holiday in 2013,” said Ar-
mour. “It’s just one way we recog-
nize our employees commitment to 
the program.” n

GW Driver Training 
takes on new name

By Daniela Piteo
MONCTON, N.B. – GW Driver 
Training has changed its name to 
Trans-Canada College, the first step 
in a major new initiative to help ad-
dress the severe truck driver short-
age crisis in New Brunswick. The 
company was acquired by Tony and 
Susan Reeder in 2009 and main-
tains a head office in Riverview 
along with a hands-on training facil-
ity in the Scoudouc Industrial Park.

“This announcement of our new 
name coincides with the Atlantic 
Provinces Trucking Association’s 
(APTA) annual conference,” Reed-
er said. “We believe we can play a 
prominent role in supplying much-
needed driver resources into the sys-
tem. The truck transportation in-
dustry is vital to Greater Moncton 
and New Brunswick’s economy, with 
some of the region’s largest trucking 
companies located here. We will be 
modernizing and upgrading our fa-
cilities and services in order to meet 
the growing needs of New Bruns-
wick’s trucking industry.” 

Reeder said the school will do its 
part to raise awareness of the career 
opportunities in trucking.

“There are many opportunities 
for long-term, well-paid trucking 
jobs right here at home. We need 
to ramp up our efforts to ensure 
our very important trucking indus-
try has the workforce it needs to 
meet the needs of the people and 
businesses it serves. There’s no 
need to commute to Western Can-
ada and leave your family for weeks 
or months at a time. There are jobs 
right here,” Reeder insisted.

Trans-Canada College also an-
nounced that Brian Baxter, former 
president and CEO of Oulton Ca-
reer College has agreed to chair its 
new advisory board and lead the 
group during the rebranded com-
pany’s first year. n

Missing Since: Sep 29, 1996 

Date of Birth: Dec 25, 1980

Missing From: New Liskeard, ON

Height: 5’6” 

Weight: 120 lbs

Eye Colour: Brown 

Hair Colour: Black
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quebec

By Carroll McCormick
LAC MEGANTIC, Que. – When 
a runaway freight train carrying 
crude oil exploded in the middle 
of Lac Megantic, Que. this July 6, 
half the downtown vanished, 47 
people died and the city’s indus-
trial park lost its rail connection 
to the continent. 

Particleboard and decorative 
melamine panel manufacturing 
giant Tafisa Canada called on its 
trucking carriers to fill the gap.

Up until that horrible day in 
Lac Megantic, located about 250 
kilometres east of Montreal and 
just 15 kilometres from the Maine 
border, Tafisa, which opened in 
the early 1990s, relied on a mix-
ture of rail cars and trucks to ship 
vast quantities of particleboard. 
Every week between 50 and 60 
rail cars, each carrying as much 
as 85 tonnes, and from 200 to 210 
trucks would leave the 700,000 
sq.-ft. plant.

The trucks served most destina-
tions under 1,000 kilometres away 
and the railcars took product fur-
ther west in Canada and the US, 
primarily to Ohio and Michigan.

The short line railway Mon-
treal, Maine & Atlantic Rail-
way (MMA) owns the line run-
ning through town and some of 
the spur line that branches off 
from downtown Lac Megantic and 
meanders north to the industrial 
park and Tafisa. 

Tafisa would load rail cars at its 
100-metre long indoor rail plat-
form and push them away from 
the plant. MMA locomotives 
would hook up to them for trans-
port to the mainline railways CN 
and CP. 

The explosion changed all that, 
but Tafisa was determined to con-
tinue serving all of its customers, 
according to Christine Couture, 
supply chain manager, Tafisa.

Tafisa put out a call for help to 

the 10 or so trucking companies 
already hauling for it, and hired 
one additional carrier. The truck 
departures increased to 330-350 
truckloads a week. 

“We brought in only one new 
company. Otherwise, our existing 
trucking companies were able to 
find more trucks and more bro-
kers to fill our needs,” Couture 
explains. 

It took two to three weeks for 
Tafisa to put in place a plan to 
have those roughly 130 addition-
al trucks per week deliver their 
loads to reload centres in Quebec, 
where their contents could be put 
on railcars. 

“Now, most of our customers 
who were receiving railcars be-
fore are receiving them from re-
load centres,” Couture says. She 
declined to say where the reload 
centres are, other than that they 
are within the province.

Between the plant’s administra-
tion offices and the railcar load-
ing platform are four truck load-
ing docks. 

They serve closed van, flatbed 
and curtainside trailers. 

Before the explosion, Tafisa was 
loading trucks six days a week. 
The greatly increased truck traf-
fic meant ramping up that sched-
ule to 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week. Work was reorganized so 
that the loading could be done en-
tirely by Tafisa’s employees.

Of the change, Couture says, “It 
is faster to load the product on the 
trucks. Flatcars, for instance, take 
a long time to load, because there 
is a lot of tarping to be done.” 

That said, there is no chance 
that Tafisa will get hooked on 
the convenience of trucking: Its 
distant customers are well accus-
tomed to the train schedules, di-
rect shipment by truck to them is 
more costly and double-handling 
the shipments to the reload cen-

tres incurs added costs.
It is unknown how much lon-

ger Tafisa’s carriers will contin-
ue filling in for the railway. Work 
did begin in late October to re-
pair the tracks so trains could 
pass through the city and on to 
Maine and to the industrial park. 

The work could be completed 
by the end of November, but this 
does not translate into an auto-
matic resumption of rail service. 
Transport Canada has already 
denied a tourist train passage on 
the MMA line into Lac Megan-
tic, raising questions about when 
rail service on the MMA line 
will resume, and how quickly car 

movements will return to the lev-
els seen before the July explosion.

That said, Tafisa has expressed 
hope, in a press release this Oc-
tober, that rail service from the 
plant could resume before year’s 
end.

In any case, the repair work is 
a temporary fix, Couture under-
stands. “The city is pushing to 
have a track go around the city. 
But this is a huge project, a long-
term project.” 

In the meantime, trucks will 
continue to keep Tafisa’s supply 
chain intact, its doors open and 
its workforce of some 325 on the 
job. n 

The day the trains 
stopped running
How trucks stepped up to keep a 
Lac Megantic company’s product moving

stepping up: A load of particle board, which traditionally would have been 
shipped by rail, sits ready to be transported by truck.

Gaz Metro applauds Quebec program 
that subsidizes natural gas trucks
MONTREAL, Que. – Quebec has announced a program that will sub-
sidize 30% of the cost premium of natural gas trucks.

The rebate will cover 30% of up to $75,000 of the additional cost natu-
ral gas adds to the price of a vehicle.

The announcement drew praise from Gaz Metro, which operates a 
number of natural gas fuelling stations in the province.

“The measures announced today are important, because they will help 
speed up the use of natural gas as fuel, resulting in an immediate reduc-
tion of up to 25% in GHG emissions,” said Sophie Brochu, president and 
CEO of Gaz Metro.

Robert Transport is the highest profile user of natural gas trucks in 
Quebec. 

The fuel emits up to 25% less GHG than diesel and is about 20% less 
expensive to purchase. The transportation sector contributes about 42.5% 
of all GHG produced in the province. n
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ontario

TORONTO, Ont. – Ontario has 
announced it will provide a five-
year extension for Phase 3 Safe, 
Productive, Infrastructure-Friend-
ly (SPIF) vehicles, according to 
the Ontario Trucking Association.

The OTA applauded the exten-
sion, noting the changes will al-
low more carriers to continue us-
ing the non-SPIF vehicles until 
the end of their life-cycles. Phase 
3 of the SPIF requirements were 
implemented in January 2006, af-
fecting all non-dump multi-axle 
semi-trailers (four or more ax-
les) and double trailer combina-
tions. In 2006, existing equipment 
was grandfathered until a sun-
set date of the end of 2015. Af-
ter that, semi-trailers built before 
2006 would be allowed to operate 
only under special permits until 
reaching the age of 15 years for 
non-tank trailers, and 20 years for 
tank trailers.

But because of the recession in 
2008-2009, carriers have struggled 
to replace equipment and many 
were concerned they’d be unable 
to meet the SPIF requirements by 
the deadline.

OTA requested a five-year ex-
tension of the grandfathering pro-
visions, which has been granted. 

The additional five years of 
grandfathering will kick in after 
2015 and allow qualifying non-
tank trailers 20 years of age and 
under as well as tankers 25 years 
of age and under to be eligible for 
special permitting until they reach 
those ages respectively based on 
their year of manufacture, the 

Phase 3 SPIF deadline extended 
five years due to weak economy

OTA concerned 
about new 
biodiesel rule
TORONTO, Ont. – The prov-
ince of Ontario has announced 
a new biodiesel mandate, which 
will require a 2% biofuel com-
ponent in on- and off-road die-
sel beginning in April 2014, and 
ramping up to 4% in 2015.

The Ontario Trucking Associa-
tion (OTA) said it will be raising 
concerns about the new require-
ment with the province. 

It has until December to raise 
issues with the new requirement, 
and to outline any impact the 
new rule could have on the in-
dustry. The OTA says it questions 
the need for a biodiesel require-
ment, in light of new greenhouse 
gas emissions reductions that are 
being achieved by vehicle OEMs 
beginning in 2014.

“Following the consultations, 
OTA expects the government to 
make a final decision in the early 
new year about moving forward 
with a mandate, potentially leav-
ing fuel suppliers with little time 
to react in the event the proposal 
is in fact implemented in April 
2014,” the association said in a 
release. n

OTA announced. The permits 
allow continued operation at ex-
isting weight allowances. When 
all grandfather protection is ex-
hausted, these trailers may contin-
ue to operate, but at significantly 
reduced gross weight allowances.

“OTA is most appreciative of 
the receptivity of MTO to recon-
sider this matter and to work with 
us to reach a collaborative, re-
sponsible and proactive solution,” 
says OTA president David Brad-
ley. “The industry remains com-
mitted to SPIF, but these are diffi-
cult times and the carriers needed 
some extra breathing space and 
support. Today’s announcement 
will allow them to plan and man-
age existing and future capital in-
vestments.” n
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‘Collaboration’  
becoming more than 
just a buzzword:  
Jacquie Meyers

By James Menzies
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. – The term 
collaboration, as it applies to the rela-
tionships between shippers and car-
riers, has been “overused and mis-
used in our industry,” but there are 
finally signs that shippers are truly 
interested in working with their car-
rier partners to gain efficiencies.

That was the message from Jac-
quie Meyers, president of Meyers 
Transportation Systems, when ad-
dressing more than 300 carrier and 
shipper executives at the Surface 
Transportation Summit.

Meyers said there has been a com-
moditization of trucking services in 
recent years, with many shippers is-
suing RFPs and making decisions 
based solely on price.

“What I’m seeing is, that’s chang-
ing,” Meyers said. “And it needs to 
change. Change is often coming from 
customers who were burned from the 
tender process or from a low-cost 
carrier.”

Meyers said progressive shippers 
are now inviting their transporta-
tion providers to engage in mean-
ingful discussions on how to im-
prove efficiencies to the benefit of 
both parties.

“Customers are now calling in 
their strongest carriers and working 
with them to make their supply chain 
stronger and more resilient, and to 
drive out costs together,” Meyers 
said. “We have so many problems 
facing us, we need to be working to-
gether to overcome some of these 
challenges and we need to find win-
win solutions. The conversation is 
changing, and I’m so thankful it is.”

Meyers issued a call to action to 
shippers and carriers in the room. To 
shippers, she urged “Please invite us 
to the table. We want to come to the 
party. Let us be a strategic partner.”

And to carriers, she said “When 
invited to participate in the tender 
(process), start the dialogue. Talk 
about how you can impact their bot-
tom line without being the cheapest. 
Invest in collaboration, show up to 
meetings, bring your A-team and 
find ways to do better.” n

Shippers and carriers work better when they work together, in a spirit of cooperation and collaboration rather than confrontation. 
These are more than fancy words; they are the heart of what drives both Transportation Media and Dan Goodwill & Associates, 

two organizations which have made a concerted effort over the years to bring shippers and carriers together to discuss issues of 
importance, in an atmosphere that is both respectful of each other’s needs and yet spares no sacred cows.

And it’s what drove us to again bring shippers and carriers together for our second annual Surface Transportation Summit this  
Oct. 16th. More than 300 top level transportation and logistics professionals heeded our call for a full day of education and network-
ing at our new venue, the Mississauga Convention Centre.

Our blue-chip lineup of more than 20 speakers dug deep into key subjects such as the economic outlook for transportation, the 
CEO’s view of the coming year, the future of intermodalism, the growth of dedicated transportation; retail supply chains; carrier performance manage-
ment; effective transportation sales strategies; opportunities in mergers and acquisitions, and a frank debate on freight bids.

We were rewarded with a very insightful exchange of ideas. 
But this conversation is too important to allow it to end there. So with this issue we are providing a comprehensive report on the major themes 

from the conference across all Transportation Media properties – Truck News, Truck West, Fleet Executive and Canadian Shipper, reaching more than 
150,000 providers and buyers of transportation services across the country. Look also for our Inside the Numbers and HookedUp e-newsletters for 
more information as well as future episodes of our award-winning WebTV show, TMTV. We have already provided considerable coverage of the event 
on www.trucknews.com, www.ctl.ca, Twitter and on our Facebook page and will continue to provide more. This dialogue between shippers and carri-
ers must continue beyond the Summit and we will be doing our best to ensure that it does.

Finally, we would like to thank our growing group of industry sponsors, whose support allowed us to bring the Surface Transportation Summit to a 
higher level. And don’t forget to book Oct. 15, 2013 into your calendar for our next Surface Transportation Summit.

Lou Smyrlis
Publisher & editorial director
Trucking Group,
Transportation Media

Nick Krukowski
Publisher
Canadian Shipper
Transportation Media

Dan Goodwill
President
Dan Goodwill & Associates
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By James Menzies
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. – Despite all 
the negativity on the news, and the 
uncertainty involving the US debt 
load and credit rating, most trends 
are pointing to a steadily growing 
economy that bodes well for truck-
ing’s future.

That was the synopsis from lead-
ing economists and industry ana-
lysts speaking at the 2013 Surface 
Transportation Summit here Oct. 
17. Carlos Gomes, senior economist 
with Scotiabank, has earned a repu-
tation for being more upbeat than 
many of his peers. He remained that 
way this year.

“I generally have been very posi-
tive over the past several years and 
I still remain positive with respect 
to the outlook,” Gomes said.

Globally, Gomes said the econo-
my has been improving throughout 
the year, led by emerging markets 
in China, India and Brazil. “They 
have moderated as well, but they 
continue to grow in excess of 5%, 
while the global economy is closer 
to 3%,” Gomes said of emerging 
markets.

Even Europe, which has been an 
economic anchor in recent years, re-
turned to positive growth in the sec-
ond quarter, Gomes noted. 

China saw some moderation in 

economic growth last year, but it has 
enjoyed double-digit growth in late 
2012 and into 2013, “which is tell-
ing us the slowdown in China that 
was expected to last several years, 
is coming to an end.”

Job growth is improving in the 
US, by about 2% year-over-year. 
That’s a leading indicator Gomes 
watches closely.

“Employment growth went nega-
tive a full year before the recession 
began,” he pointed out.

Here in Canada, Gomes char-
acterized the economic picture as 
“more mixed.”

“Coming out of the downturn, we 
had a significant improvement both 
in manufacturing shipments as well 
as building permits,” Gomes said, 
noting growth has since moderated. 
Canada still relies heavily on the US 
for 70% of its exports.

Gomes acknowledged Canadian 
household debt is a valid concern, 
but that it may not be as dire as it 
seems. Canadians now carry a debt-
to-household income ratio of nearly 
160%, which is higher than in the 
US today, and about equal to where 
US debt loads sat before the reces-
sion. 

However, thanks to low interest 
rates, debt charges account for just 
7% of disposable income in Cana-

By James Menzies
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. – Jacquie 
Meyers, president of Meyers Trans-
portation Systems, issued a plea to 
shippers and carriers attending the 
Surface Transportation Summit, 
to re-evaulate the tender process 
that she says has commoditized the 
trucking business.

“There are lot of challenges in-
herent to these tenders,” Meyers 
said. “Number one, it reduces the 
decision making down to price…
often times when we win these ten-
ders, you are not really win-
ning. It’s not a long-term win. 
It means you were the cheapest 
or close to the cheapest. You 

Freight volumes 
strong, but  
overcapacity  
remains an issue: 
M-O’s Munro

By James Menzies
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. – Freight 
volumes are higher than they’ve 
been in “many, many” years, but 
there remains excess capacity in the 
marketplace and continued down-
ward pressure on rates.

Doug Munro, president of Mar-
itime-Ontario Freight Lines, told 
a packed Surface Transportation 
Summit that strong freight demand 
isn’t yet translating into stronger 
rates. In fact, he said it’s quite the 
opposite, as there continues to be 
pressure to reduce trucking prices.

“There is a lot of overcapacity, 
so though there’s been an improve-
ment in freight volumes, it’s very 
hard to get rate increases,” Mun-
ro said. “Margins are under pres-
sure. We see that on a lot of freight 
quotes.”

Munro said many shippers are 
continuing to issue RFPs in a bid 
to reduce their transportation 
costs. 

“It’s very difficult to get rate 
increases in this environment,” 
Munro said. “The volumes are 
there, but it’s hard to get the mar-
gins on it.”

Maritime-Ontario is taking ad-
vantage of low interest rates to re-
fresh its fleet, but isn’t adding ca-
pacity.

“We’re using this time to get 
new equipment and fund it at very 
reasonable rates,” he said.

Asked what signals Munro is 
looking for before adding capac-
ity, he responded it would take 
real demand and healthy rates - 
not outlooks or forecasts - before 
shifting into growth mode.

“We respond to demand, rath-
er than looking at outlooks that 
are hard to predict. We look at ac-
tual demand. If demand is grow-
ing, we add accordingly. Without 
demand, we don’t add (trucks),” 
Munro said. “We would like to see 
continuing growth in freight vol-
umes and freight rates to justify 
those capital expenditures.”

Asked by moderator Lou Smyr-
lis, Truck News publisher and edi-
torial director, what it would take 
to bring capacity back in line with 
demand, Munro said it could be a 
combination of mergers and acqui-
sitions and insolvencies.

“But until now, we haven’t seen 
a lot of M&A or insolvencies, so 
it’s hard to say,” he added.

Looking ahead to 2014, Munro 
remains cautious. He character-
ized the US financial situation as 
“very fragile” and worries about 
what will happen when the Fed-
eral Reserve begins weaning the 
economy off life support. 

“I think things will work their 
way through, but we can see how 
it would be a difficult time for the 
next couple of years, especially if 
the US doesn’t sort through these 
problems,” he said. n

Most economic indicators remain in positive territory
da, a figure that was in excess of 9% 
in 2008 and as high as 12% in the 
1990s. Interest rates would have to 
climb by 100 basis points to bring 
the debt charges as a percentage 
of disposable income to its aver-
age rate of 8.5%. So while Canadi-
an household debt is high, Gomes 
said it’s manageable as long as inter-
est rates remain low.

Charles Clowdis Jr., managing 
director, North American markets 
with IHS Global Insights, said he 
was “embarrassed” by what the im-
passe in Congress over the debt ceil-
ing - which was still ongoing at the 
time of his remarks - threatened to 
do to the economy. He said a quick 
resolution would prevent any last-
ing damage, but that it could inter-
rupt some positive momentum with 
leading indicators such as housing 
and consumer confidence.

“Until two weeks ago, we were 
cautiously optimistic,” about the 
economy, Clowdis said. “We’re still 
cautiously optimistic.”

Focusing on transportation, 
Clowdis said he’s seeing evidence 
of near-shoring, with as much as 5% 
of manufacturing that was moved to 
Asia, returning to North America, 
usually to Mexico. This bodes well 
for trucking and rail providers, he 
noted. n

have to give something up to be 
cheap. If you’re the cheapest, what 
are you leaving out? Driver train-
ing? Safety? Security?”

Another downfall to the RFP 
process is that it creates a discon-
nect between decision makers, and 
those who’ll be most affected by 
those decisions on a daily basis, 
Meyers added. A senior execu-
tive who chooses a low-cost carri-
er based on price, leaves the ware-
house managers, sales team and 
other front-line workers to deal 

with the mess. 
She said shippers relying 

on a tender process to select 
transportation providers of-

ten focus on the line item transpor-
tation represents on their financial 
statements, but not all the other ar-
eas of the business that transporta-
tion affects. Lost loads, missed de-
liveries, unprofessional interactions 
with a shippers’ customers and oth-
er possible repercussions of choos-
ing a carrier based on price can 
cost more to a business than what 
it saved in transportation costs.

“Transportation managers are 
judged on that transportation line 
item, but not the other lines that 
transportation impacts,” Meyers said. 

She also said that tenders are 
onerous and timely to complete and 
that they often come with heavy-
handed contracts attached.

“Within these contracts are un-
fair and overreaching clauses that, 
honest to goodness, put a carrier at 
risk of bankruptcy should some-
thing go wrong,” she said.

All that said, Meyers acknowl-
edged it’s impossible to avoid the 
tender process altogether. At Mey-
ers, if the tender is geared towards 
choosing the lowest-cost carrier 
or if it goes out to dozens of com-
panies, Meyers said her company 
won’t participate. 

“If I can’t get a human to speak 
to me, I’m not going to be partic-
ipating,” she said. However, the 
company will engage in the tender 
process if there’s some human in-
teraction involved, and the possibil-
ity of a long-term business partner-
ship developing.

“We’re asking to be a strate-
gic partner, not just a line item on 
your financial statements,” Meyers  
added. n

When you ‘win’ a tender, are you really winning?
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surface transportation summit

By James Menzies
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. – Business 
owners shouldn’t wait until they have 
to sell their business to begin the plan-
ning process, otherwise they’ll “lose 
control of the process.”

Mike McCarron, M&A consultant 
with Wheels Group imparted that ad-
vice and more during a discussion on 
mergers and acquisitions in transpor-
tation at the Surface Transportation 

Summit. He was joined on the panel 
by Doug Nix, vice-chairman, Corpo-
rate Finance Associates. Both speak-
ers brought a unique perspective to 
the discussion; Nix has brokered 
many major acquisitions throughout 
his career and McCarron last year 
sold his own company, MSM Trans-
portation, to Wheels Group.

McCarron said the trucking and 
3PL markets are ripe for an escala-

tion in M&A activity.
“I think trucking companies real-

ize that without scale and technology, 
it’s going to be impossible to survive,” 
he said, citing that as one reason he 
and his partner opted to sell MSM 
when they did.

“We knew we were too big to be 
small and too small to be big. We had 
to decide, do we want to risk every-
thing at this stage in our lives? Do we 
want to go to ground zero and raise 
money? The people I’ve talked to in 
the business are thinking the same 
thing, ‘What am I going to do to get 
out?’ I think that is going to drive a 
lot of acquisitions, that state of mind 
in the industry.”

As baby boomers near retirement 
age, they’ll have to devise an exit strat-
egy. McCarron pointed out there 
could be a logjam of boomers look-
ing to sell at the same time, driving 
down expected returns. 

Asked how business owners will 
know when the time is right to sell, 
Nix offered this tongue-in-cheek ad-
vice: “Ask your wife.”

If you no longer wake up in the 
morning eager to go to work, Nix said 
it may be time to prepare your busi-
ness for a sale. But first, you should 
determine if it’s even saleable. Com-
moditized trucking companies with-
out an established, steady custom-

er base may be disappointed to find 
their business has little value in the 
marketplace.

When considering when to sell, Nix 
said “I’d say it’s better to sell a little 
too early than a little too late, because 
you’ll never get that time back.”

McCarron said the owners of mid-
sized trucking companies, and any 
sized 3PL, will find it difficult to keep 
pace in the current environment un-
less they add scale or invest a fortune 
into technology. American 3PLs are 
making capital investments into tech-
nology that dwarf what their Cana-
dian counterparts can or will afford.

McCarron suggested owners pre-
pare their company for sale even be-
fore they’re ready to step aside, so 
that they are able to begin negotia-
tions as soon as a prospective buyer 
comes knocking. 

It can take two years or more to 
clean up the minutes books, settle 
old lawsuits, and clean up the busi-
ness, and by that time an interested 
buyer may have moved on to anoth-
er pursuit.

Once you’ve been courted by a pro-
spective buyer, it’s important to deter-
mine if the match is a good fit for your 
business. McCarron said he stopped 
returning calls from a private equity 
firm when he sensed they were look-
ing to cut costs, strip the company of 
its culture and then flip it for a quick 
profit, all while he’d be expected to 
stay on and assist with the process.

“It was about slashing and burning 
and ripping the culture apart,” Mc-
Carron said. “We felt far better with 
a strategic fit.”

Looking for an exit strategy?
Start planning early, experts advise at Surface Transportation Summit
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But Nix cautioned against rul-
ing out investment buyers. “We in-
vite private equity groups into con-
trolled auctions, because there’s half 
a trillion dollars sitting uninvested 
in North Amer-
ica. “You can’t 
ignore that,” he 
said. “Often-
times, the private 
equity guys will 
pay more mon-
ey if it’s the right 
deal.”

However, he 
added few asset-
based trucking companies will appeal 
to private equity firms. 

When a good match is found, Mc-
Carron said it’s a good idea to solicit 
the help of an advisor, who acts as a 
buffer between the negotiating par-
ties throughout the transaction. This 
helps keep negotiations from becom-
ing too personal, McCarron said. This 
is important, since in most deals, the 
previous owner will be expected to 
stay on for a period of time during 
the transition, so a cordial relation-
ship must be maintained.

“Where they bring the most value 
is the intangibles,” McCarron said of 
investment bankers, likening them to 
an agent who represents pro hockey 
players. 

Using an advisor also frees up the 
business owner to continue running 
the company. McCarron said it’s a 
mistake to think that the dollars at-
tached to a transaction on the letter 
of intent is the final value of the deal. 
Any losses suffered during the trans-
action process will affect the final val-
ue of the company at closing time.

“The price you sell your business 
for is not the price on the LOI,” he 
said. “I was terrified I would lose a 
large customer during the transaction. 
The advisor lets you focus on running 
the business.”

Having an advisor on-board also 
helps protect against “deal fatigue,” 
McCarron added. 

“You cannot go through this pro-
cess on your own,” he insisted. 

Nix agreed, adding, “There’s a ton 
of emotional expenditure and effort 
and resources that goes into the sales 
process. If you’re not serious (about 
selling), don’t pull the trigger on this 
because it will sap your energy and 
your business will suffer for it.”

When choosing an advisor, Nix sug-
gested asking them what they’ve ac-
complished lately.

“A lot of people will tell you what 
they’re working on, but few will actu-
ally say ‘I did this’,” Nix said. “There’s 
a difference. The reason they’re talk-
ing about what they’re working on is 
that they don’t have anything to talk 
about that they did.”

It’s important, Nix said, that both 
parties trust the advisors they’re deal-
ing with.

If you’re looking to acquire anoth-
er company, set out to find a target 
that fits a strategic need, not just to 
grow top line revenue, Nix suggested. 
Both Nix and McCarron agreed that 
buyers should pick up the phone and 
call a company of interest, even if it 
isn’t for sale. 

When a fit is found, Nix suggest-
ed moving the transaction along as 
quickly as possible.

“Everything that drags gets dirty,” 
he said. “I’m a big proponent of short-
ening timelines.”

As for when M&A activity will pick 

up, Nix said a dearth of deals this year 
isn’t due to a lack of interest.

“I see in the industry lots of inter-
est and lots of discussion,” he said. 
“But I also see lots of caution. Peo-

ple are hesitant to 
pull the trigger.” 

Last year, Nix’s 
firm did 45 mid-
market transac-
tions across North 
America, and this 
year they’ve done 
only 20. He thinks 
the decline is 
partly due to the 

uncertain political environment in 
the US, and that “once that stability 
comes, I’m quite bullish on the future 
levels of M&A activity.”

Large-sized 3PLs are expected to 
be the most sought after targets, and 
are currently fetching valuations of 
6-7xEBITDA. Asset-based trucking 
companies, by comparison, are com-
manding just 3-4xEBITDA. n

‘The price you sell 
your business for is 
not the price on the 

letter of intent,’ 
Mike McCarron, Wheels Group
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By Lou Smyrlis
TORONTO, Ont. – The Toronto 
Transportation Club this year cel-
ebrates its 100th anniversary. 

Trailcon Leasing’s John Foss is 
serving as president during this, the 
club’s milestone year. Editorial direc-
tor and publisher Lou Smyrlis caught 
up with Foss recently, to talk about 
how the organization is planning to 
celebrate its 100th anniversary, the 
benefits of belonging and the impor-
tance of being inclusive.

•
TN: The Toronto Transportation 

Club is celebrating a very significant 
milestone with its 100th anniversary 
this year. A lot of clubs have come and 
gone over the past century. What’s the 
secret to success for TTC?  How has 
it survived for so long?

Foss: The club throughout its his-
tory has always held great events. In-
dustry-wide, there have been a lot of 
people who have relied on the club’s 
social events to keep in touch with 
people from all different sectors of 
the industry. 

The annual dinner especially has 
been a popular event. People put it 
in their schedule right away. They 
go to the dinner and call up the club 
right away to find out the date for next 
year’s dinner. But I would also say 
we’ve enjoyed having a broad spec-
trum of members and with all their 
support we’ve been able to weather 
any tough times over the years. We’ve 
always had members step up during 
such times to revitalize the club. 

TN: I’m sure you belong to a lot 
of different clubs and associations, 
as I do, and you find that each has 
its unique flavour, and as a result you 
make more time for some than for 
others. What is it about the TTC that 
keeps its members coming back?

Foss: I’ve been on the board seven 
years now and we’ve gone through 
changes in venues and entertain-
ment and cancelled some events 
and changed some events, all to keep 
things fresh. One of the reasons that 
can happen is because our board 
changes on a regular basis, roughly 
every four to five years. That brings 
new ideas to the table and that leads 
to new people coming to events.

TN: What does it mean to you 
personally to be the president who  
gets to preside over the 100th year 
anniversary?

Foss: Initially, when I came to the 
board, it didn’t even cross my mind. 
But when it came up, I thought it was 
awesome. I take it very seriously and 
very personally to make the club and 
the 100th anniversary a success. And 
I think I’m the right man for the job. 
When I think of everything we’ve 
done to get ready for the 100th an-
niversary – the dinner, all the spon-

Toronto 
Transportation 
Club turns 100
John Foss on the 
benefits of belonging 
and the importance 
of being inclusive
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sorships, and the entertainment, the 
venue, all the work – it has almost be-
come a full-time job. I’m very fortu-
nate to have my employer, Trailcon 
Leasing, support me through it all. 

TN: What can you tell me about 
the 100th anniversary celebrations?

Foss: We are planning for an in-
credible night. We are stepping away 
from our normal venue for this year 
and going to the Metro Convention 
Centre to accommodate a larger 
crowd. We have Canadian astronaut 
Chris Hadfield, who is an incredible 
speaker, and a great band. 

The room is going to be dressed to 
the nines. Several member compa-
nies have stepped up to help us bring 
in retirees who are part of the club’s 
history. It’s also going to be more in-
teractive than anything we’ve done 
before. We are going to have live 
Twitter feeds and video screens. It’s 
going to be a lot of fun and a great 
tribute to the TTC. We also have a 
scholarship trust for members’ chil-
dren. This year in celebration of the 
100th anniversary we will be giving 
out two scholarships, which we’ve 
never done before.

TN: What’s also interesting about 
the TTC is that while most clubs are 
mode specific, the TTC is open to all 
modes. Why is that important? 

Foss: The history of the club start-
ed with the railways and the local 
cartage companies. Canadian Paci-
ficc in particular was heavily in-
volved and is the reason the annual 
dinner was held at the Royal York as 

CP owned it at the time. So the roots 
are multi-mode. And that’s also the 
strength of the club. We have rail-
ways, local cartage, 3PLs, common 
carriers and a large number of ship-
pers. Carriers bring in shippers as 
members and shippers bring in car-
riers. And that creates a lot of sup-
port for the club as well.

TN: The TTC is the largest club 
of its kind in Canada. What relation-
ships do you have with other trans-
portation clubs across the country 
and in the US? 

Foss: It’s hard to believe we are 
larger than clubs such as New York, 
but we are. As for relationships with 
other clubs, we are trying to rekindle 
our relationship with the Montreal 
Club and we’ve also rekindled our 
relationships with the clubs in Chi-
cago and New York. 

TN: What are the most significant 
ways in which the club has evolved 

over the past 100 years?
Foss: What we have done with our 

board has been an important part 
of our ongoing evolution. We have 
a good mix of people on our board 
who are go-getters and who are com-
mitted to seeing the club continue to 
succeed and grow. 

TN: In a recent newsletter you 
wrote that the Women in Transpor-
tation luncheon has found a per-
manent home in the TTC roster of 
events and that you have a feeling 
you will need to find a much larger 
venue for next year’s event. Wom-
en have only been allowed to join 
the TTC since 1981. What have they 
brought to the club?

Foss: Look around transportation 
today and you see women moving 
into key management and executive 
positions and the club has to be re-
flective of this reality. Look at TTC’s 
own board of directors and how 
many are women and also how many 

of our recent presidents have been 
women. The inclusion of women into 
the club has certainly changed the 
face of the room and it needed to 
have happened long before it did. We 
ran the Women in Transportation 
luncheon for the first time this year 
and had over 100 turn out. We are 
moving to a better venue next year 
and we are expecting to considerably 
increase the turnout.  

TN: What is the next generation 
of transportation industry leaders 
looking for in a transportation club 
and what is the TTC doing to meet 
those requests?

Foss: I’m involved with the Ontar-
io Trucking Association’s Next Gen-
eration program and we specifical-
ly asked young executives what they 
were looking for. These are people 
in their late 20s to late 30s and they 
may have never attended an industry 
event because of the perception that 
it’s an old boy’s club. 

They may not know anyone and 
maybe they don’t feel welcomed. I 
think what they are looking for is an 
opportunity for someone to break 
the ice for them so they can become 
part of industry clubs, just like they 
see their parents or older executives 
at their firms do. They are looking 
for opportunities to network and 
gain new perspectives. What we need 
to do, and are doing, is to work on 
breaking down the barriers, to help 
them meet new people. n

–Visit Trucknews.com to read the full 
interview with John Foss.

century club: John Foss is president of the TTC as it celebrates its 100th year.
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By Lou Smyrlis
KITCHENER, Ont. – If the object 
is to climb a tree, is it best to train a 
rabbit or to use a squirrel? 

That’s Dr. Chet Robie’s tongue-
in-cheek way of saying that although 
there is value in training people to-
wards company expectations, it’s 
much easier when you start with 
the right people. Wilfrid Lauri-
er University’s Dr. Robie was one 
of the speakers at the Fleet Safety 
Council’s 22nd Annual Educational  
Conference.

Robie focused on what motor car-
riers should consider in their hir-
ing processes to make sure, from a 
safety perspective, they are placing 
the right people behind the wheel of 
their expensive equipment. 

Simply checking up on the appli-
cant’s prior driving record doesn’t 
cut it, according to Robie. Although 
important to look at, it falls short of 
identifying many at-risk individu-
als. That’s because you can’t predict 
the occurrence of specific future 
accidents based on prior accidents. 
From a statistical perspective, serious 
accidents are relatively rare. 

“We can only predict the possibil-
ity that people who engage in cer-
tain behaviours which, if they per-
sist, will make accidents likely,” Dr. 
Robie explained. Think improper 

lane changes, poor speed manage-
ment, hard braking, being quick to 
anger under stress, etc.

But Robie cautioned that before 
you start analyzing the behaviour 
of job candidates, it’s important to 
look inward first. The first step in 
any selection program starts with a 
proper job analysis, which should 
include a thorough outline of the 
tasks, duties, and responsibilities 
of the job. Robie recommended the 
Web site www.onetonline.org as a 
good source to help companies get 
started on this task. 

Robie also recommended using 
cognitive testing, such as the stan-
dard IQ tests, in pre-screening driv-
ers, making the argument that re-
search shows smarter people learn 
more quickly and get up to company 
performance standards faster. The 
disadvantage to including such tests 
in your hiring process, however, is 
that drivers don’t like them and in 
an industry such as trucking where 
there is a shortage of qualified driv-
ers that can be a roadblock.

The interview process itself is 
very important in gauging a can-
didate’s potential and structured 
interviews are two to three times 
more effective than non-structured 
interviews. Asking all candidates 

Safe practices start with 
the hiring process

Continued on page 30

              

SALES - SERVICE - PARTS  for REMTEC, TREMCAR, J&L TANK inc.

Tankmart International

canada’s largest tank trailer dealer

www.tankmart.com

Unit 9597 – 2000 tremcar 8500 i.g. DOT-407 2 comp’t 
insulated quad, 2 independent steam pads, Que-Ont spread, 
w/ or w/o s/s sanitary pump for food products. Scarce. call

new 2014 remtec 57,000L 6 comp’t TC-406 petroleum 
quad, Available. call

new  2014 remtec 61,000L TC-406 petroleum 6 comp’t  
R-Tac Super B train, extremely well optioned. call
 

Unit 359 – 1999 raglan steel insulated hot product tank, 
32,000L, 6 x 10 spring & air, steam coils, near mint jacket, 
new safety.  call

Unit 9603 – 2005 iH 7600 tank trUck 425 ISM Cummins, 
10 spd,16/40 axles, A/R, 2005 Almac 18,500L 5 comp’t alum. 
DOT-406, dual pumps, hoses, reels & meters, new safety & 
B-620, v/g overall condition, ready for winter. call

new remtec 61,000L 6 comp’t TC-406 petroleum R-TAC 
B train, extremely well optioned.  call

Unit 9488 – 1998 FreUHaUF 7200 USG stainless DOT-407, 
1 compt, Air ride on steel discs, all tested, Safetied. 

Unit 9099 – 1999 advance 57000 Lts, petro quad, 
5-compt's w/manifold, Vapor recovery, all in test, Safetied. 

Unit 9515-1999 kenwortH t-300 single axle propane truck 
c/w 3500 USG MC-331 tank, in test.  Hurry!

Unit k496 – 1998 Bedard 2200 cu.ft. aluminum pneumatic 
A/R quad, five hopper 4'' discharge, Safetied.

Unit 9235 – 2013 Heil 1200 cu. ft. tridem pneumatic, A/R, 
alum. wheels, Michelin tires, excellent sand tank, ready to work. 
In Oakville.  call

Unit 9326 – 2000 tremcar 1600 cu. ft. pneumatic quad, in 
cement service, overhauled in our shop, A/R, new safety & paint 
(light grey), ready to work ( 3 units avail).  call

Unit 9421 – 2001 lBt 8500 I.G. DOT-407 insulated s/s quad, 
A/R, alum. wheels, good overall condition. call

2008 kenwortH t300 tank trUck 260 hp Cummins,  
6 spd., 14 & 23 axles, A/R, alum. wheels, only 115,000 km 
from new. c/w Hutchinson 11,600L 1 comp’t. tank, B/L,  
Lectrocount meter, immaculate ,scarce. call

OAKVILLE BRANCH
Call Kevin Brown, Tony Jelicic
1-800-268-1456 • (905) 465-1355
Fax: 905-465-3780

MONTREAL BRANCH
Call Ron Laberge, Bob Kavanagh,
Camille Pettinato, Sylvain Lavoie
1-800-363-2262 • (514) 323-5510
Rental Units and Service 
at both Branches

OVER 200 NEw & USEd
TANK TRAILERS fOR

SALE  • LEASE  • RENT
Feature Unit of the Month

IN STOCK

NEwIN STOCK

IN STOCK

For leasing enquiries please contact:  Jay Camacho  •  jcamacho@99years.ca  •  905-761-8251 ext. 8582

• 205 & 101 Doney Crescent in Concord, Ontario

• Facility #1: Up to 86,000 sf cross dock with 128 TL doors

• Facility #2: Up to 31,000 sf cross dock with 75 TL doors

• Separate office space in each

• Separate maintenance garage in each

• 30 acres provides additional trailer parking for lease

• Opportunity is for 2014 occupancy; can be subdivided

CROSS DOCKS – AVAILABLE FOR LEASE
30 acre site – PRIME HWY 407 & EAST OF HWY 400 VICINITY
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ontario

the same questions makes it easier 
to compare the results. 

Robie spoke in favour of “behav-
ioural interviewing.” In the context 
of safety, such interviewing uses 
questions specifically designed to 
elicit responses about past behav-

By Lou Smyrlis
KITCHENER, Ont. – The rising 
cost of lawsuits, increasing govern-
ment scrutiny and penalties for un-
safe operators, and easily accessi-
ble technology that can turn any 
bystander at the scene of an acci-
dent into a star witness can mean 
only one thing for an industry as vis-
ible as transportation: Bad decisions 
when it comes to safety cost a huge 
amount of money these days.

That’s part of the reason why 
motor carriers need to move be-
yond being incident-reactive to be-
ing prevention-proactive, according 
to Mark Skinner of the Infrastruc-
ture Health and Safety Association. 
For Skinner, who spoke at the Fleet 
Safety Council’s 22nd Annual Ed-
ucational Conference, that means 
moving beyond mere compliance 
with safety regulations towards pre-
dictive behaviour analysis – the sci-
ence of analyzing past behaviours 
to predict the likelihood of such be-
haviours occurring in the future. In 
the context of safety, it’s figuring out 
which behaviours can lead to acci-
dents and taking action before the 
accident occurs.

“If all we are doing is compliance, 
we are not really helping anyone,” 
Skinner said. “Predictive behaviour 
analysis is forward thinking, and I 
mean really forward thinking. But 
it’s not magic; it doesn’t just happen. 
It’s a lot of hard work.”

Fortunately for motor carriers 

keen to take the road towards pre-
dictive behaviour analysis, all the 
data made available by technologies 
such as the engine control modules 
recording hard braking or rapid ac-
celeration, provide a rich source of 
data to be mined.

So can simple observations such 
as how drivers get out of their cabs 
– do they use the proper three-point 
technique or leap out on a wing and 
prayer?

“A lot of companies may want to 
do predictive analytics but have yet 
to master basic recording,” Skinner 
warned.

Observations of safety-related be-
haviour should be both frequent and 
plentiful – at least five or six times 
per week – he advised. 

Record the number of safe behav-
iours observed, the number of at-
risk behaviours observed, and ap-
ply a severity grade by calculating 
the percentage of risky behaviours 
observed that are of medium sever-
ity or above. 

Take nothing for granted in your 
observations, Skinner said. For ex-
ample, don’t lull yourself into a false 
sense of security just because you 
are providing safety training to em-
ployees. Just as important as how 
many people attended the safety 
meeting and what you taught them 
is what information they actual-
ly retained.  Do you test them af-
terwards to determine if the safety 
message sank in? Do you follow up 

to ensure those safety-related be-
haviours are still being practiced 
months later?

Skinner also provided a checklist 
to follow to create a basic score card.

• Identify the objective (for exam-
ple, no lost time injuries) and gather 
the relevant historical data;

• Build the scorecard by iden-
tifying the factors that will influ-
ence the objective; determining the 
weight of these factors; and assign-
ing point values. He advised that 
point values are assigned intuitive-
ly – it’s not an exact science;

• Develop a segmentation scheme 
so that the project can be broken 
down into digestible parts rather 
than one huge endeavor that over-
whelms the organization. Skinner 
advised identifying three to six dif-
ferent segments;

• Develop the baseline by doc-
umenting current and historical  
performance of each segment  
identified;

• Compare the results of the model 

with current performance. Some-
times it’s important to test different 
versions of the model to achieve de-
sired results.

Such models can be developed in-
house on something as simple as an 
Excel spreadsheet program.  But if 
you want more sophisticated and 
dynamic modeling, going to a third-
party provider such as Deloitte  
Analytics would be best.

“In cases where predictive analyt-
ics is applied all the time, it works,” 
Skinner emphasized. He provided 
the example of Cummins Inter-
national’s focus on its distribution 
branch. It collected a great deal 
of data: more than 210,000 audits, 
more than four million observations 
of which slightly more than 229,000 
were deemed to be observations of 
“at risk” actions or behaviours. The 
company was able to correct more 
than 224,000 of those.

“Give predictive behaviour analy-
sis serious consideration. It’s the way 
of the future,” Skinner concluded. n

iours. The basic premise behind be-
havioural interviewing is that the 
most accurate predictor of future 
performance is past performance 
in a similar situation. 

The interviewing focuses on ex-
periences, behaviours, knowledge, 
skills and abilities that are job-re-
lated. Whereas traditional inter-
viewing questions ask job candi-
dates general questions such as “Tell 
me about yourself,” the process of 
behavioural interviewing is much 
more probing.  For example, you 
would ask a candidate:

‘What were some of the most im-
portant safety rules at your prior 
job? In what ways did you follow 
them?’  This would help determine 
the candidate’s awareness of safe-
ty rules and how he has used them.

Or…
‘Tell me about a time when you 

saw an employee working in an 
unsafe manner. What did you do?’ 
This would determine whether the 
candidate would speak up and dem-
onstrate concern for fellow employ-
ees.

Nor should you ignore the refer-
ence check process – even if you 
want to.

“Everybody thinks that refer-
ence checking is BS and it’s a pain 
in the ass and that people don’t 
get back to you. But if the candi-
date spent time working for five 
or six companies and they don’t 
want to say anything about him, 
that should be telling you some-
thing,” Robie said. 

He also recommended the op-
tion of using standardized, Web-
based reference checking systems 
as a way to make reference check-
ing both easier and more effective.

Transportation Media was the 
media sponsor of the Fleet Safety 
Council’s 22nd Annual Educational 
Conference. 

The event featured a panel dis-
cussion on the future of behaviour 
analysis, moderated by Lou Smyr-
lis, publisher and editorial director 
of the Trucking Group, Transporta-
tion Media.  n

take the next step to accident prevention, safety expert urges

Fleets urged to try behavioural interviewing
Continued from page 28
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“I’m old school,” says 

Brian Kurtz. “When I 

started my trucking 

company over 30 

years ago, you didn’t 

worry too much about 

the rules. Now there 

are so many rules and 

regulations. Every 

province and state is 

different. And we’re 

getting more regu-

lated every week.” 

       Nobody knows 

trucking and logistics, 

or understands the unique  

challenges facing transportation 

companies, more than we do at  

 

Northbridge Insurance®*. With  

over 60 years of experience in the 

transportation sector, quite simply, 

we get trucking.  

We understand how  

difficult it is to stay 

current on safety  

and compliance  

requirements in  

various jurisdictions—

with different weight 

restrictions, hours of 

service, maintenance  

requirements and  

operating authorities—

and how genuinely 

complicated they  

can be.  

       “Someone once said that  

trucking has twice as much  

paperwork as banking. Too bad  

we don’t have twice the profits,” 

jokes Mr. Kurtz. 

       Northbridge provides the  

kind of value-added features and 

benefits you won’t find anywhere 

else—like reports that allow our  

clients to benchmark their safety 

and compliance performance  

versus the industry and their  

competition. Our tools enable  

you to improve your operations 

and lower costs, boosting your  

bottom line. Our customers, in  

turn, have used these reports to 

win more business by objectively 

proving that they adhere to best 

industry practices with superior 

compliance standards.  

       “Northbridge takes a real  

interest in my business,” says  

Mr. Kurtz. “Some insurers you only 

see at renewal time, but these guys 

are in touch to keep us up-to-date.”  

       No other insurer works as  

hard to maintain relationships  

with customers as Northbridge,  

or matches our comprehensive 

safety and compliance tools and 

resources. We provide ongoing, 

customized support, training  

and materials to assist with your 

specific needs. We’ll even help  

you improve your dollar-one  

loss costs for incidents below  

your deductible. 

       Talk to your insurance  

broker. Learn how Northbridge  

empowers you with tools and  

resources so you can focus  

on what’s important—your  

customers and your profits.  

       “Margins are half of what  

they were 10 years ago,” says  

Mr. Kurtz. “But I know Northbridge 

will always be there. Heck,  

they’ve been around even  

longer than me.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                nbins.com/trucking

  Brian Kurtz, President, Kurtz Trucking, Breslau, Ontario

“Who could possibly keep up 
with all the new trucking regs? 

Good thing Northbridge  
keeps me current.”

*Policies are underwritten by Northbridge Commercial Insurance Corporation. ®Registered trademark of Northbridge Financial Corporation (“Northbridge”). Used under license from Northbridge.

company profile

a teen. As a teen, and working for a 
union, Attard was taught to splice 
cables by hand – a skill not acquired 
by many.

“An old army captain taught me 
how to hand-splice these chokers and 
the reason why he did that was be-
cause I was in a union working part-
time and no one could bump me, 
because no one knew how to do it,” 
Attard said. “Every so often, a cus-
tomer would come in and ask, ‘who 
is doing that?’ It’s a trade and its un-
heard of now.” 

He began to recognize a special-
ized need in a niche market, so he 
branched out and registered as a small 
business working from his father’s ga-
rage and had founded own company, 
Steve Slings.

“I ended up selling my business to 
a large firm in Hamilton, CanSling, 
from there I still had the registered 
business, so I kept the S&S name,” 
Attard said. He didn’t enter the busi-
ness world again for many years later, 
until he was at a crossroads after los-
ing a comfortable position in man-
agement for a contracting company.

Attard was in his early thirties, 
looking after his three children on 
his own and out of work. As a teen 
he had his own registered business 
and by the time he entered his early 
twenties he owned and operated his 
own truck. His entrepreneurial spirit 
surfaced once more. He made a swift 
decision to go out on his own again, 
and build a small business.

“It was do or die,” Attard said. “It 
happened so fast, I didn’t have time 
to think about where I was going. I 
relied on my gut instinct and build-
ing a business just felt right.”

His gut was right and for the last 
15 years, he has been running S&S 
Transport, which started out small 
and currently runs 15 trucks. The 
early days of S&S Transport weren’t 
easy, especially with three young chil-
dren – one in diapers – at home.

“How does a woman go to work all 
day, then come home and cook and 
clean and keep house?” Attard said, 
noting that while some men bear the 
responsibility as a provider and care-
giver, in his experience, the onus was 
usually on women. “It is a tough thing 
to do. Looking back, considering all 
the sleepless nights I’ve had, I would 
have probably run the other way.”

As business slowly began to pick 
up, Attard had live-in help, which 
alleviated a tremendous amount of 
stress and allowed him to be both a 
better father and business owner.

“Life doesn’t wait for anyone,” At-
tard said, recalling that the impetus 
for starting a new business came from 
losing a job. “You have to wake up 
and smarten up. In fact, this experi-
ence has made me a way better father 
because I had to support and raise 
my family on my own – we’re such a 
tight-knit group.”

Attard believes the success of his 
company grew from the attention he 
paid to both his staff and customers.

“My edge is, we are family and 
we care,” said Attard. “I’m not say-
ing other companies don’t care, but 
when you call S&S you won’t get a 
secretary, you almost always get me. 
My opinion is that a lot of these large 

companies are so large, they’re not 
connected to their staff. Their em-
ployees have the attitude of, ‘I’m just 
a number here’.” 

It is important, according to At-
tard, that his staff are always treated 
like family so an atmosphere of pull-
ing together and working together is 
established.

It isn’t just a familial and congenial 
attitude that drives S&S Transport.

“A successful company doesn’t just 
ship and receive, but they try and get 
involved with areas and build a strong 
rapport with customers,” Attard said. 
“There is a bond with my customers 
and they expect to get a hold of me. 
Everything I have in life I owe to my 
customers.”

Customers obviously help fuel his 
business, but reliable equipment is an 
integral asset.

“Most of our trucks are Macks and 
90% of them are brand new,” Attard 
said. “I went with Mack, even though 
there are many different trucks out 
there, because anyone can buy a 
brand new truck, but they have the 
best service. When a truck is running 
great, they’re all great. It’s the service 
that matters.”

Even with some 
lean times in his 
books, Attard has 
managed to stay 
afloat during the re-
cent recession that 
struck hard during 
2008 and 2009.

According to At-
tard, they weren’t hit extremely hard 
by the recession because the condo-
minium industry booms during an 
economic downturn.

“It was going very strong for us for 
the simple reason that recessions, in 
the condo business, is a very busy 
time for us. In condo growth, con-
tractors take advantage of the re-

cession, because everything is at the 
lowest price it could possibly be,” said 
Attard. “Most recessions are two to 
three years and at that time, the con-
dos are being sold, so that’s how we 
fall into that. When things are boom-
ing, (contractors) don’t start breaking 
ground, but when things start falling 
they start breaking ground.”

The industry has 
been known to have 
its challenges, but 
Attard sees oppor-
tunity for change 
that could make it 
better.

“I think electron-
ic logbooks would 

be a great thing. It might be a chal-
lenge to adapt the drivers to the sys-
tem, but once you do it’ll be a great 
system,” Attard said. “It will be easier 
for the office, less paperwork, which 
is a great thing because it is better for 
the environment and I think it will be 
more accurate information.”

But it isn’t just about tracking in-

All in the family
Continued from page 1

‘My edge is, we are 
family and we care.’ 

Steve Attard, S&S
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Brian Kurtz. “When I 

started my trucking 

company over 30 

years ago, you didn’t 

worry too much about 

the rules. Now there 

are so many rules and 

regulations. Every 

province and state is 

different. And we’re 

getting more regu-

lated every week.” 

       Nobody knows 

trucking and logistics, 

or understands the unique  

challenges facing transportation 

companies, more than we do at  

 

Northbridge Insurance®*. With  

over 60 years of experience in the 

transportation sector, quite simply, 

we get trucking.  

We understand how  

difficult it is to stay 

current on safety  

and compliance  

requirements in  

various jurisdictions—

with different weight 

restrictions, hours of 

service, maintenance  

requirements and  

operating authorities—

and how genuinely 

complicated they  

can be.  

       “Someone once said that  

trucking has twice as much  

paperwork as banking. Too bad  

we don’t have twice the profits,” 

jokes Mr. Kurtz. 

       Northbridge provides the  

kind of value-added features and 

benefits you won’t find anywhere 

else—like reports that allow our  

clients to benchmark their safety 

and compliance performance  

versus the industry and their  

competition. Our tools enable  

you to improve your operations 

and lower costs, boosting your  

bottom line. Our customers, in  

turn, have used these reports to 

win more business by objectively 

proving that they adhere to best 

industry practices with superior 

compliance standards.  

       “Northbridge takes a real  

interest in my business,” says  

Mr. Kurtz. “Some insurers you only 

see at renewal time, but these guys 

are in touch to keep us up-to-date.”  

       No other insurer works as  

hard to maintain relationships  

with customers as Northbridge,  

or matches our comprehensive 

safety and compliance tools and 

resources. We provide ongoing, 

customized support, training  

and materials to assist with your 

specific needs. We’ll even help  

you improve your dollar-one  

loss costs for incidents below  

your deductible. 

       Talk to your insurance  

broker. Learn how Northbridge  

empowers you with tools and  

resources so you can focus  

on what’s important—your  

customers and your profits.  

       “Margins are half of what  

they were 10 years ago,” says  

Mr. Kurtz. “But I know Northbridge 

will always be there. Heck,  

they’ve been around even  
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formation, Attard is concerned that 
too many young and inexperienced 
drivers are on the road as a solution 
for the impending threat of a driver 
shortage.

“I’m definitely concerned because 
there is a driver shortage and I feel a 
lot of the training facilities out there 
are teaching drivers too fast,” said At-
tard.  “Let’s face it, everyone wants to 
get on the road as fast as they can, but 
I don’t think drivers are really up to 
what they are getting involved in – the 
actual hazards – and that is what scares 
me most of all. I don’t think there is 
enough training and I don’t think be-
lieve in two weeks or three weeks, that 
is enough to give a driver a licence.”

Attard believes a minimum of 
three months’ training and numer-
ous long hours should be mandatory.

“Are we that busy that we are just 
throwing people in trucks and taking 
chances?” Attard questioned.

It hasn’t just been tough issues and 
highs and lows that Attard has expe-
rienced while owning a business, the 

road has taken him down paths that 
are hard to forget.

“I love the adventure,” Attard said. 
“If you are happy in trucking, every 
day is like a holiday. We get to see so 
many different aspects of our coun-
try. We have so many jewels in our 
country you could spend your entire 
life exploring Canada.”

But not everything Attard has seen 
has been uplifting.

“We were hired to haul a lot of the 
supports used during the aftermath of 
9/11,” said Attard. “We had specialty 
equipment that could haul reinforce-
ments into Manhattan.”

An S&S Transport customer 
manufactured 65-ft. support tubes 
that Attard had previously hauled, 
and when it got the call to bring its 
tubes to Manhattan, the customer 
thought of Attard and his trucks. It 
would be the first time S&S Trans-
port branched into the US.

“We went three months back and 
forth hauling material to ground 
zero,” said Attard. “It was the scari-

est thing I have ever seen and the sad-
dest thing I have ever seen. I didn’t 
even witness the actual incident. I just 
saw the aftermath. I still remember 
conversations I’ve had with firefight-
ers to this day and other people that 
worked close by.”

Chad, a NYC firefighter, was at his 

son’s birthday party on September 11 
and by the time he got the call to go 
to the site, four of his friends had al-
ready been killed.

“At the time, his friends had been 
trapped in the rubble, but it wouldn’t 
be until later that he discovered his 
friends, the men he worked with, had 
all died,” Attard said.

Each story he heard from witnesses 
and survivors became grimmer.

“You could see the devastation, the 
cracks in buildings, from four blocks 
away,” Attard said.

The three months he spent on the 
road were trying, but it is an experi-
ence he’ll never forget and he’ll always 
be proud that he could help during 
the distressing months that followed 
the attacks. 

It is that type of work – strenuous, 
tiresome and emotionally taxing, but 
eventually rewarding – which brought 
Attard’s two sons and daughter into 
the business. 

He always encouraged his children 
to follow their hearts and never ex-
pected them to follow in the family 
tradition of driving truck.

“But they fell in love with truck-
ing and they love what we do,” At-
tard said. “They are happy, they have 
a great income and that is half the 
battle in life.”

Kyle, Steve’s oldest son, has been 
driving for one year. At 19, he’s cer-
tain that he has made the right ca-
reer choice.

“I’ve always been with my dad, 
since I was a little kid and I devel-
oped a passion for it. I just something 
I knew I wanted to do,” Kyle said.

Kyle foresees long-term content-
ment in the field, he loves the work, 
respects his co-workers and the job 
keeps him active.

 With only one year that separates 
Kyle and Arron, a healthy dose of 
friendly rivalry exists between them 
– especially when determining who 
is better behind the wheel.

“My dad’s attitude is generally posi-
tive so everyone around him tends to 
be happy. It’s a great working envi-
ronment,” said Arron.

Aside from the positives, both 
brothers acknowledge that the job 
comes with its fair share of perils.

“It is definitely a dangerous job and 
you have to be careful,” said Arron.

The youngest family member, 
15-year-old Kaitlin, also helps in 
the yard on her time off from school 
shunting trailers. 

“Shunting is something to get used 
to, it’s not the easiest thing to do. You 
follow instructions and I have three 
great trainers that help me out,” Kai-
tlin said.

“I might get my licence just to help 
out, but I don’t know what I really 
want to do,” she added.

While Kaitlin is considering pur-
suing a career in law, it is clear that 
the three young adults are drawn to 
the business.

“We are not just ordinary truck 
drivers, we get out on site and do 
whatever is asked of us. It keeps us 
active,” said Kyle.

“We do whatever we can do to help 
out,” Aaron added.

In the last year, Attard’s partner 
Cathy Berardicurti and her daughter 
Sarah, have joined S&S Transport. 

With his family on board, he 
knows that one day he can pass the 
business down to his children, but in 
the meantime, it’ll still be Steve an-
swering the call. n

Long hauL: At just 19, Kyle Attard 
has already done a cross-country haul 
to Nanaimo, B.C.
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By Lou Smyrlis
TORONTO, Ont. – The poten-
tial for synchronous global growth 
could ignite demand for transporta-
tion, leading to higher carrier pric-
ing, a recovery of profitability, and 
the potential for industry consoli-
dation, according to David New-
man, a transportation market ana-
lyst with Cormark Securities and the 
luncheon speaker at CITT’s confer-
ence Nov. 4.

Surface transportation volumes 
have actually been relatively slug-
gish with the railways realizing mod-
est growth, although above GDP, 
and the TL and LTL trucking seg-
ments suffering declines. But motor 
carriers have done a “phenomenal 
job at cost and capacity management 
and their balance sheets are in ex-
cellent shape,” Newman said.

There have been areas of strong 
performance in the niche/special-
ized markets, such as bulk/tank, 
heavy-haul and oilfield services.

“And everyone is expecting the 
fourth quarter and into next year to 
start looking better,” Newman added. 
“Truck tonnage and our tracking of 
various indices seem to point toward 
an emerging recovery in volumes.”

Newman said a variety of factors 
could lead to above average growth 
for carriers in the years to come. Eu-
rope’s economy is turning the corner 
at the same time as the US economy 

is improving and the Chinese econ-
omy is stabilizing at a lower but still 
robust growth level, Newman said. 
India is continuing to develop and 
Mexico is gaining momentum. He 
is expecting global growth around 
3% next year.

Canada stands to profit from such 
synchronous global growth, New-
man said, because it has the base 
metals, energy products and agri-
cultural products required to feed 
the demand of an expanding world 
economy. The inventory-to-sales ra-
tio is also in balance so if there is 
an increase in demand there should 
be an immediate impact on freight 
volumes.

“It won’t be a dead cat bounce. 
It will be the real thing,” Newman 
ensured.

Canada’s West Coast ports are 
also doing well, and considerably 
outpacing their US counterparts. 
Containerized traffic for the three 
largest US West Coast ports has 
grown just 2% YTD while Cana-
da’s West Coast ports are experi-
encing 18% growth YTD.

Newman said the driver short-
age, the new US hours-of-service, 
and demographics could also lead to 
higher pricing in the trucking sector 
as capacity is curtailed.

“We are actually seeing the acqui-
sition of companies just to acquire 
drivers,” he said. n

Expect higher transportation pricing 
in years ahead: Cormark’s Newman

Owner/OperatOrs

•  Paid empty and loaded PC miles
• Paid plates
• Paid loading and unloading
•  Paid tolls and customs transponder
• Paint code bonus
• Fuel Surcharge

• Company fuel accounts
• Direct deposit bi-weekley
• Safety Bonus paid monthly
• No Charge satellite
• Stable environment
• Year round work

Tank Truck Transport is growing again.

O/O’s based out of Sarnia, Toronto, Cornwall and Sudbury Ontario, 

required immediately.

Come Join the TEAM!!

Older trucks may be accepted upon inspection by the company

NO DEDUCTIONS, NO GIMMICKS
Contact: 

Anita 905-893-3447  ext. 236

• 41¢ per mile
•$25 for P/D
• $100 second trip bonus
• Annual increases
• Benefits

FAST CARD & 2 YEARS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

DRIvERS NEEDED 
ImmEDIATElY FoR U.S.A.

HIRINg
owNER oPERAToRS
FoR U.S.A.

COME
JOIN US!

Call 1-800-388-8947 x 270 HEAD OFFICE: Brampton, ON

• $1.467 per mile
• All tolls paid
• HvT paid
• Paid P/D
•  $100 second 

trip bonus

NOW HIRING QUALIFIED 
COMPANY TEAMS & 

SINGLE DRIVERS 
You want to join a winning team
You want to enjoy your job
Y ou take pride in driving quality equipment 
 You are a qualified professional  
AZ FAST/CDRP approved driver

Call If:

*At Trans-Send Freight Systems Ltd we know 
that our drivers are our SUCCESS*

We Offer:
Sign On Bonus (owner operators)
Flexible Pay Package (owner operators)
Weekly Home Time 
TX, TN and Mid-West Runs
Fuel Cards
Competitive Wages (company drivers)

Please call Lisa for more information at:

1-800-265-7697
or stop by our terminal at:

1905 Shawson Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1T9

www.trans-send.com 

TRANS-SEND FREIGHT SySTEmS lTD.

New Fleet of 2014 Volvo 670 coming in  
November and always looking for 

single or team Owner Operators

Looking for 
CErTifiED 
DriVEr TrAinEr
with verifiable credentials.  
Also with the ability to assist in  
safety compliance and recruiting.
Also COMPANY DRIVER positions  
available We provide good state of the 

art equipment and  
good work to go with it. 
Good miles and pay
to go with it. 
ContaCt Jamie
866-354-0034
jamie@briwaycarriers.com 
www.briwaycarriers.com

DRiVeRS
Up to .60 with OD miles
Direct Deposit weekly 
 Launching New Pay Assurance 
Program
We ReQUIRe:
Safety Oriented & Good Attitude
CVOR & Driver Abstract
Late Model Equipment

ALso Looking for oWnEr oPErATors

ImmedIate OpenIngs!

www.andersonhaulage.com

Resumes
employment@andersonhaulage.com

P.O. Box 130,
36 Gordon Collins Drive

Gormley, Ontario L0H 1G0

tel: (416) 798-7737
Fax: (905) 927-2701

• AZ Truck Drivers Heavy Haul
• Heavy Haul Owner Operators
• Licensed 310T Mechanic

Gormley
• AZ Dump Truck Drivers
•  Licensed 310T Mechanic

• AZ Truck Drivers
•  Licensed 310T Mechanic

Cornwall Brockville
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over the road

Here we are again, another De-
cember and another year under 
our belts. For those of us on the 
front lines (and that’s most of us), 
it’s been a tough year, again. In fact 
we’ve had five difficult years in a 
row. Recent reports in the main-
stream media tell us that econo-
mies around the world are on the 
mend but it certainly doesn’t feel 
like any type of economic recov-
ery I’ve experienced in the past. 

Our youth are still struggling to 
find steady work, increasing num-
bers of people are dependent on 
food banks, and more folks seem 
to be only a paycheque or two away 
from financial dire straits. This is 
what the talking heads must mean 
by a “fragile” economic recovery.

Sitting in our den with my two 
grandchildren the other night, en-
joying the quiet time that comes 
between bath time and bed time, 
I was thinking about the fragile 
state of affairs in the world and 
I couldn’t help but reflect on the 
quality of life my grandchildren 
will experience 20 years from 
now as they move into adulthood. 
I was reminded that a life well 
lived is one based in generosity, 
that to live a good life is to leave 
the world a better place for future 
generations, or at least attempt to. 
There is a richness to a successful 
life that goes far beyond personal 
status and material wealth. 

My father believed that his eter-
nal life would be lived in the mem-
ories of the people he left behind 
and it was incumbent upon all of 
us to live a “good life.”

The question for many truck 
drivers today is how do you find 
the time to live a good life? By that 
I mean, taking the time to spend 
with family, friends and commu-
nity. The majority of our time is 
spent in the workplace. The truck-
ing industry is no longer the goose 
that lays the golden egg. 

Gone are the days of above-av-
erage income for drivers. A full-
time truck driving job still pro-
vides a good income on which to 
build the financial foundation we 
need to live that good life, it just 
doesn’t leave any time for you to 
live it.

So for the last couple of years 
I’ve been developing a sense of 
helplessness. 

It’s no coincidence that the feel-
ing started to arise shortly af-
ter my grandson was born in the 
summer of 2011 and my thoughts 
turned to how the world will look 
20 years down the road. I’m losing 
confidence in our ability as indi-
viduals to make any kind of lasting 
positive change in our communi-
ties and workplaces.

It’s risky to write about this 
stuff, because it’s so touchy-feely. 
It is easy to come off sounding 
like a victim or a whiner when we 
should be pulling up our boot-
straps and putting our nose to 

the grindstone, at least in some 
peoples’ opinion. But the stress-
es are real. 

As drivers we are definitely torn 
between work and home. So is the 
answer as simple as, pay us more 
money so we can spend more time 
at home? From most of the drivers 

I’ve spoken to about this, the an-
swer is a resounding yes. But we’re 
told this is not a realistic solution 
in today’s marketplace. Back to 
that fragile economy again.

The only steps I see available 
to drivers to resolve the dispar-
ity between time on the job and 
time at home is to find a job that 
pays the same money for less work, 
or reduce your personal and fam-
ily expenses to the point that en-
ables you to work less and spend 
more time at home on a reduced 
income. Or it may be a combina-
tion of the two. None of these op-
tions are pretty. The final option 
is to change career paths. That ap-
pears to be an option many drivers 
are looking at.

So this isn’t a very good way 
to wrap up the year, is it? But at 
the same time, if we don’t ask the 
questions or call a spade a spade, 
we’ll just remain in the same spot 
spinning our wheels. I don’t see 

the next five years being any bet-
ter than the last five for individual 
wage earners. 

The global marketplace is still 
growing and changing as billions 
of people strive to get to a place 
we have been enjoying here in the 
west for many decades. Perhaps 
we’ve taken our good fortunes for 
granted or perhaps we have simply 
become complacent and allowed 
ourselves to be led down a path 
not completely of our choosing.

What I do know is that if we 
want to live that good life, we need 
to wake up, participate, and influ-
ence change for the better in any 
way that we can. n

– Al Goodhall has been a profes-
sional long-haul driver since 1998. 
He shares his experiences via his 
'Over the Road' blog at http://truck-
ingacrosscanada.blogspot.com. You 
can also follow him on Twitter at 
Twitter.com/Al_Goodhall.

Seeking the good life
Is it even attainable for full-time 
professional truck drivers?

Al GoodhAll

Over the Road
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This monthly column is all about 
opinions. Well actually one opin-
ion, to be more specific, mine. Ev-
ery now and then I’ll throw a few 
facts in to the mix, but mostly it is 
my take from behind the wheel on 
things that are happening in our  
industry.

Other people have opinions that 
may or not agree with mine and I 
respect that; after all, freedom of 
speech is very important. I have of-
ten learned things and changed my 
own opinions from listening to the 
opinions of others.

Members of the public also have 
opinions about our industry. Often 
they are misinformed opinions be-
cause they don’t have to deal with 
the stuff we have to deal with on a 
daily basis, but they still have their 
opinions nevertheless.

It would be nice if we could edu-

cate them and change their opin-
ions to more positive ones, but of-
ten we did the things that made 
them form the negative opinion in 
the first place, so it is difficult. All 
it takes is two trucks having a pro-
gressive shifting drag race through 
a stretch of road with stoplights and 
the people in the following vehicles 
will form an opinion based on that 
one experience.

As will those who witness any of 
the many other forms of bad behav-
iour by truck drivers. People who 
work in offices and factories can 
also have a negative opinion from 

late deliveries/pick-ups or goods 
that get damaged in transit as they 
can have an effect on their work-
ing day.

Then we have people who may 
have never been inconvenienced 
by a big truck, their jobs have noth-
ing to do with trucks, but they have 
watched some of the ‘reality’ shows 
on TV, and have formed an opinion 
about us from that. From what I’ve 
seen, it won’t be a very good one.

I have met a few ‘stars’ from these 
shows and having had a good chat 
with them I’m almost shocked when 
I see them doing something silly on 
TV. Take Ice Road Truckers as an 
example. You have Hugh and Rick 
clowning around smashing into 
things and wrecking equipment in 
every other scene. We all know that 
it is just Hollywood dramatization, 
but what does the public think when 

they see them acting the fool?
As we work in the industry, we 

know this is not the usual way of 
doing things, especially out in the 
bush. Any driver with half a brain 
cell will know that the truck is the 
only thing that will keep him or her 
alive when the weather comes in, so 
they look after that truck as if their 
lives depend on it, which they do.

The same applies to the freight 
they are carrying, your job and the 
contract between your employer and 
their customers depends on getting 
the goods there, on time and in good 
condition, yet time and time again 
on this show we see freight getting 
smashed to smithereens and a don’t 
care attitude from the drivers.

In the latest season they also have 
the rivalry between Hugh Roland 
and his previous employer. I shud-
der when I see this. It makes it look 
as though the experienced winter 
road haulers are a bunch of ama-
teurs that need to be shown how to 
do it properly by some yahoo from 
out of town. They have even brought 
in the ‘stars’ from the Alaskan epi-
sodes to show the local drivers how 
it is done.

Some of the scenes are so obvi-
ously set up it isn’t funny, yet Mr. 
and Mrs. 2.4 Children do not real-
ize this; they are convinced that an 
experienced heavy-haul driver can 
get himself stuck at the bottom of a 
hill and close the road to everyone, 
at least until Barbie Doll turns up 
and joins together a couple hundred 
feet of straps and chains and drags 
the stricken truck to safety. 

The newest show Highway 
Through Hell doesn’t appear to 
use such tactics, although the nar-
rator does make a mountain out of 
a molehill at times, if you’ll pardon 
the pun. Even so, it is an entertain-
ing show. 

But seeing as the theme is the re-
covery of trucks that have fallen off 
the road, it doesn’t present the best 
image for our industry either.

But you know what, I watch ev-
ery episode. I even PVR them so I 
don’t miss them when I’m out on the 
road. Ice Road Truckers may one day 
cause me to blow a gasket. As soon 
as the introduction comes on, my liv-
ing room empties. Even the dog re-
treats to its basket. They know I will 
be getting bent out of shape at some 
of the Hollywood madness that I will 
see on my TV and so do I, but I’m 
still pleased to see the industry that 
I am a part of being recognized.

I also realize that they have to 
Hollywood-ize it. A TV show about 
a bunch of dedicated professionals 
going about their business without 
wrecking things and having con-
frontations would be about as in-
teresting as watching paint dry, so 
it was always going to evolve into 
the farce that we see. But as they say 
in politics, there is no such thing as 
bad publicity, at least we’re getting 
some attention.  n

Are trucking ‘reality’ shows good or bad for our industry’s image?

mark lee

You say tomato,
I say tomahto

– A fourth generation trucker and 
trucking journalist, Mark Lee uses 
his 25 years of transcontinental 
trucking in Europe, Asia, North 
Africa and now North America to 
provide an alternative view of life on 
the road. You can read his blog at 
www.brandttruck.com/blog.

Reason #37

Apply todAy  
And get home now!
SChneIdeRJoBS.Com/ReASon

866-928-2125

more football games
more dinners around the table
more time with the kids
more free time to spend 

however you want

home 
tIme

Schneider 
Regional drivers 
get home weekly!
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It may seem a little like reach-
ing into a nest of spiders but we’re 
willing to wade in on the subject of 
mandatory training for commercial 
truck drivers. It’s a topic that gar-
ners attention for periods of time, 
disappears from discussion for a 
while, and then returns once again 
– it’s a cycle.

Opinions vary widely on the need 
or even the desirability of making 
such training mandatory. Some 
hold very strong views on the sub-
ject while others are indifferent. 
Accepting that there are disparate 
views, it seems to be basic common 
sense that some level of training is 
a good thing when it comes to jobs 
that require the level of skill and 
knowledge as that of truck driving. 
If we accept that premise, the head-
line questions become, what should 
standardized training consist of and 
who should ensure the standards are 
met? The myriad sub-questions fall 
out of those headings.

Most carriers would like the as-
surance that a newly licensed driver 
has attained a demonstrable level of 
training, skill, and knowledge that 
could make that driver a so-called 
‘good hire.’ Those carriers might 
support the concept of mandatory 
entry-level training coupled with 
standardized curricula, at least un-
til the discussion turns to the cost 
of such training and the effect that 
might have on wages. 

Of course employers are not the 
only ones seeking assurance that 
driver training is effective and 
meaningful. 

The general public who share the 
roads with trucks want to know they 
are in safe company. Statistics con-
firm that experienced commercial 
truck drivers are among the safest 
drivers on the road – perhaps by a 
wide margin – but when we are dis-
cussing mandatory training, we are 
talking about new entrants to the 
field.

The students themselves should 
have a say in this as well. They have 
a right to expect that if they opt for 
training, what they are paying for 
meets some level of industry ex-
pectations. If nothing else, this is a  
consumer protection issue.

And of course there are certain 
schools that might love to hear that 
training is mandatory, but may not 
be quite so happy about having the 
standard of training determined and 
enforced by a third party.

It’s clear that mandatory entry-
level training for truck drivers is a 
complicated issue and there are lots 
of reasons why it hasn’t happened 
– yet.

In most jurisdictions, it is seen as 
a basic right of an individual to chal-
lenge the test for a licence. If you 
fail, there’s always the do-over, the 
only cost being the additional fees 
for re-testing.

Ontario considered implementing 

Looking for 

1 LocaL Driver
 out of our Milton Terminal

Training 
standards
What do we really 
want or need?

LOOKING FOR
Owner Operators

100% owner operator based company
No company trucks

GET PAID PER MILE: $1.43 (VANS & REEFERS) GET PAID PER MILE: $1.57 (FLATBEDS & STEP DECKS)

Are you a company driver and want to become an owner operator?
Need help financing your truck?
Are you being quoted more than 9% for finance?
We can finance your truck, Bad credit, No credit Call me.

• We pay Empty or Loaded (practical miles)
• Guaranteed 11,500 Miles for Singles
• No Pickups and Deliveries in Ontario
• Loaded trailers ready for you in the yard
• Insurance is paid 100%
• Plates are paid 100%
• Tolls and bridges are paid 100%
• Trailer and repairs are paid 100%
• Weekly pay available
• Group benefits, Dental, Drug and much more
• All late model trailers owned by company 2012-2014

• We pay Empty or Loaded (practical miles)
• Guaranteed 11,500 Miles for Singles
• Insurance is paid 100%
• Plates are paid 100%
• Tolls and bridges are paid 100%
• Flatbed and repairs are paid 100%
• Weekly pay available
•  Equipment is provided by company (Tarps, Straps, Chains, 

Coil bunks
• Group benefits, Dental, Drug and much more

CONTACT:
Recruiting: 647.293.0101 or 416.568.8061
recruiting@ettransport.net www.ettransport.net
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training standards for truck drivers 
a few years back and during the con-
sultations there was a good deal of 
talk about which existing programs 
were suitable as models that could 
be adopted for potential standards.  

But the key question of how to en-
force mandatory training standards 
couldn’t be answered because there 
were (are) not enough resources 
within the various ministries to en-
sure meaningful oversight. 

In fact, at one point, it was sug-
gested that any such program could 
be based on voluntary – rather than 
mandatory – training standards. I’ll 
leave it for you to think about how 
well that might work.

Our American friends are strug-
gling with the same question. Back 
in 2007, the Federal Motor Car-
rier Safety Administration issued 
a notice of proposed rulemaking 
(NPRM) that proposed mandatory 
entry-level driver training standards 
for individuals applying for a com-
mercial driver’s licence to operate 
in interstate commerce. They with-
drew that NPRM in September 2013 
and gave three reasons for doing so:

• During the public hearings 
there were ‘substantive issues’ 
raised which led the agency to con-
clude that it would be inappropriate 
to move forward with a final rule 
based on the proposal; 

• Since the NPRM was published, 
FMCSA received statutory direc-
tion on the issue of entry-level driv-
er training from Congress via the 
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 
21st Century Act (MAP-21) reau-
thorization legislation;

• And the agency tasked its Mo-
tor Carrier Safety Advisory Com-
mittee (MCSAC) to provide ideas 
the agency should consider in imple-
menting the MAP-21 requirements. 

Apparently there was a lot of sup-
port during the hearings for the 
concept of entry-level training, but 
differing views on some of the key 
provisions of the proposal.

For example, some felt that the 
training should be performance 
based – ie., once the student demon-
strates the ability to do a task, they 
move on to the next one. Others 
wanted a standard that included a 
minimum number of hours of train-
ing, and there was disagreement as 
to the number of hours of behind-
the-wheel training that should be 
required.

The overriding question remains: 
what does the industry really want 
in the way of training and what is it 
willing to pay for? 

During its time, CTHRC devel-
oped the Earning Your Wheels pro-
gram at the request of segments of 
the industry that thought a high-lev-
el training program would be read-
ily adopted. The program is there 
but has not been widely used, the 
most common argument being that 
it is too expensive. That’s the first 
contradiction. You can’t buy a Ca-
dillac if you’re only willing to pay 
for a Chevette.

If a student is willing to pay a little 
extra for top level training, it’s rea-
sonable that they should expect to 

move into a job that pays enough to 
offset the expense of that training; 
not many carriers think that way 
when it comes to drivers. That’s the 
second contradiction.

And if, at some point, there was 
agreement on mandatory training 
and its component parts, it would 
raise even more questions such as 
who should pay?; should it be subsi-
dized?; which students would qual-
ify for a subsidy or a loan?; should 
it be considered an apprenticeship 
program?; and how much bureauoc-
racy would we need to manage the 
whole thing to the results that we 
are looking for? The road to man-
datory entry-level training consists of 
many hurdles. The first is agreeing 
that we need it. n

Private Links
Bruce richards

– The Private Motor Truck Council 
is the only national association ded-
icated to the private trucking com-
munity. Direct comments and ques-
tions to trucks@pmtc.ca.

INDEPENDENT OPERATORS
• With their own trailers and insurance welcome.

• We offer Ontario year round work.

Loads pay on per ton basis.
PLUS Fuel Surcharge with a 

minimum per mile guarantee.

Dump Trailer Division
 Based in Woodstock, Ont. and Beloeil, PQ.

  PRESENTLY HAS THE FOLLOWING 
  POSITIONS AVAILABLE

WE PROVIDE
• All Base Plates
• All Border Crossings
• Heavy Users Tax (HUT)
• U.S. Border Crossing Decal
• All U.S. Tolls
• All U.S. Licensing
• Wetline installation
• Safety & Seniority Bonus

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
•  Competitive Truck Insurance rates
•  Driver Care Insurance – includes  

buy down, down time, towing and  
medical insurance plus optional truck  
payment insurance

•  Excellent fuel prices with company  
fuel and credit cards

•  Clean and well maintained equipment
• Steady year round volumes
• Dedicated Trailers
• Pre-dispatched Daily
• Optional Weekend Work

•  4  Owner Operators for Michigan B-Trains 
      at $1.53 per mile minimum + F.S.C.

•  4  Owner Operators for Ont / PQ / NY 
      on aluminum 4 axles

Call Vern at 
1-888-209-3867 
or 519-536-1192 

C A R R I E R S  BULK  G P  I N C .

Call Karen at 905-212-9898 English or Punjabi 
Call Monty at 800-267-1888 or 613-961-5144 x123  
recruiting@itsinc.on.ca   www.itstruck.ca 
Belleville  Cornwall  Mississauga 

We are committed to employment  
equity and diversity... A great place to work

Thinking about your future? 

Like to buy a house or drive a nice car?  
Join our team and you will get the miles to make the money to have 
 the life you want. We are a family run business with a great client 
 base, which means job security for you as well as excellent wages 
 and benefits. Like higher rates, employee rider program, lower  

insurance and even having your dog with you.

We have openings for  
owner-operators on transborder 

runs, singles and teams,  
domestic LCV’s.

AZ licence required, with 1 year experience.
$3500 sign on bonus for U.S. Owner Operators! 

We Offer:
New pay package
$3500 Sign on bonus for U.S.  
owner operators
Paid lay overs
Safety bonus paid every 6 months
All tolls/bridges/scale/fax paid
EZ pass
Fuel cards supplied
24 Hour emergency road side  
assistance
Weekly pay direct deposit
Fuel surcharge program
Quality home time
No forced dispatch
24/7 Satellite and personal dispatch
Extra picks/drops paid
Consistent weekly mileage
Steady work year round
Paid practical miles by PC Miler
All miles paid: empty/loaded/bob tail
No paint code
Border crossing premium to select 
states
Lower insurance
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industry

There will always be folks who think 
that for every rule there is an excep-
tion – and unfortunately, there’s no 
shortage of misguided people will-
ing to demonstrate it.  

You’ve no doubt seen or heard 
about the advertisements that are out 
there in print and cyberspace from 
repair/maintenance shops offering 
to “service” your truck in order to 
enhance its fuel economy. While 
the ad might not explicitly state it, 
most people know what we’re talk-
ing about here – tampering with the 
truck’s emissions controls. 

It’s not a new problem, but those 
marketing such services have be-
come more brazen in recent years as 
the new EPA-mandated smog-free 
engines came on stream and it be-
came clear that the federal and pro-
vincial governments in Canada were 
ill-equipped to deal with the situation.  

While increased fuel economy is 
a good thing (it reduces greenhouse 
gases too) tampering with a truck’s 
mandated emissions control devic-
es is not. At its March 2012 meet-
ing, the CTA Board of Directors 
called for action to put an end to 
the practice. CTA followed up with 
governments in writing and has held 
various meetings with the federal 
ministers and departments of en-
vironment, natural resources and 
transport, as well as the Canadian 
Council of Motor Transport Ad-
ministrators (CCMTA). A number 
of the provincial associations took 
similar action with their provincial 
governments and agencies. 

Unfortunately, what this launched 
was another round of that great Ca-
nadian pastime: political/bureau-
cratic ping-pong between the vari-
ous departments and the federal and 
provincial governments. Whereas 
in the US, legislative and enforce-
ment authority for tampering rests 
squarely with the Environmental 
Protection Agency (which, by the 
way, has been known to slap down 
hundreds of thousands of dollars 
in fines on companies that provide 
emission control-defeating devices), 
Environment Canada contends that 
it has no authority under the Cana-
dian Environmental Protection Act 
(CEPA) or any other legislation to 
deal with tampering. Its authority 
ends at the retail sale of the equip-
ment. The department contends the 
authority to prevent tampering rests 
with the provinces. You know how 
this song goes.

The response from the provinces 
has been lukewarm at best. This is 
clearly not an issue most have given 
much thought to. Many provinces 
do not even have the legal author-
ity to lay charges against garages for 
environmental tampering. Nor do 
they (as a collective) seem overly ex-
cited about allocating resources to 
the problem. 

The province’s road enforcement 
resources are focused on safety is-
sues, not environmental issues – as 
they very well should be. Besides, 
it is difficult at roadside for an in-
spector to identify modifications 
that even skilled diesel mechanics 
would be challenged to uncover. 

The CCMTA is examining the in-
clusion of an inspection for tamper-
ing as part of the PMVI standards 

re-vamp currently under develop-
ment. So there is some hope/prog-
ress, although it appears that not all 
provinces support including a tam-
pering element in the PMVI, which 
is a vehicle safety inspection.

Meanwhile, the problem is not go-
ing away. For example, provincial en-
vironmental inspectors in the British 
Columbia Lower Mainland recently 
conducted emissions tests of about 
12,000 trucks. Although they were 
not specifically looking for evidence 
of tampering, the results could lead 
one to the conclusion that tamper-
ing is a serious problem: 20% of all 

model year 2010 and newer trucks 
tested were found to be high emit-
ters using standard-based cut-points. 
While a decline in the maintenance 
standards of vehicles would also be 
a contributing factor, it is hard not 
to suspect that tampering is playing 
a role with results like this. 

At its October 2013 meeting, the 
CTA board took stock of the situa-
tion and reaffirmed its position that 
tampering with emissions controls 
is a serious matter that not only un-
dermines the environmental perfor-
mance of the trucking industry, but 
also creates an unlevel competitive 
playing field. The board repeated its 
position that targeted enforcement 
of the people undertaking the tam-
pering – the garages, repair shops 
and service centres – is where gov-
ernments should be focusing their 
efforts and resources. 

In addition, it is recommended 
the Government of Canada intro-
duce an amendment to the CEPA 
that would empower Environment 
Canada to fine/sanction garages 
and fleets engaged in environmen-
tal tampering. The CTA board fur-
ther recommends that the Canadian 
Council of Environmental Ministers 
ensure that all provinces have legis-
lation in place to take action against 
those that tamper with the emissions 
equipment on heavy trucks. This 
would give Canada’s truck environ-
mental laws some real teeth as well 
as bolster governments’ credibility as 
stewards of the environment. From 
the very start, the trucking industry 
has been a leader in meeting its en-
vironmental responsibilities. Let’s 
not let a few opportunists spoil that 
unmatched reputation. n

Clearing the air on emissions tampering

Industry Issues
DaviD BraDley

– David Bradley is president of 
the Ontario Trucking Association 
and chief executive officer of the  
Canadian Trucking Alliance.

Fax: 519-766-0437    E-mail: kellacott@laidlawvan.cawww.laidlawvan.ca

MARITIME OWNER OPERATORS 
AND COMPANY DRIVERS

Please call: BETH TAYLOR at 1-800-561-9040
for details or fax your resume to: 506-633-4731 

or email resume to: mtaylor@laidlawvan.ca

  Hiring
   Owner
Operators $1.22 LOADED

$1.20 EMPTY

$.446 PER MILE OCTOBER
FUEL SURCHARGE

Quad axle

Recognized as 
one of North america’s

If you have a professional attitude and desire to succeed CALL KEN ELLACOTT

1.800.263.8267

PER MILE OCTOBER
FUEL SURCHARGE

$1.20  

$1.16

$1.14

$.377

PER LOADED MILE 
U.S. EASTERN SEABOARD

PER EMPTY MILE 
ALL AREAS

PER LOADED MILE 
ALL OTHER AREAS

TaNdem axle

•   Operating mainly within a 1200 
mile radius of the Toronto area

• Home weekly

•  Consistent year round work

• Stable environment

•  Side skirted trailers for  
fuel efficiency 

• Trailer disc brakes 

• In-cab scanning 

•  Comprehensive  
benefit and vehicle  
protection plan

POsitiOns AvAilAble
fOr exPerienced

AZ drivers

cOMPAnY
drivers 

Tandem 43¢/mile
Quad axle 45¢/mile
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Celadon Canada Inc.
Find Your Drive: “Less Stress/Seasonal” Advertisement

Publication: Truck News — December 2013
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Agency: McCorkindale Advertising & Design

Tel: 519.886.0636 • Fax: 519.886.0042 • info@mccorkindale.ca
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®
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Fleets  to Watch20
13

FOR ME IT’S...
ABOUT LESS STRESS OVER THE ROAD
• Driver Friendly Freight    • New Equipment

• Electronic Logs • Supportive Driver Manager

  FIND YOUR 
         DRIVE

Celadon Canada has a fl eet to fi t you — Dedicated lanes for solos and teams; 
Lifestyle Fleet with weekends off; Intra-Canada lanes; International lanes, 
Owner Operator and lease opportunities available. Join our success and 
take advantage of all the benefi ts a leading international truckload carrier 
can offer you!                                         CALL NOW OR APPLY ONLINE!

Wishing 
You and 

Your Family 
a Safe and 

Happy Holiday 
Season!
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Honey is a delicious, natural sweeten-
er made by bees in one of the world’s 
most efficient facilities: the beehive. 
Each mature hive has around 60,000 
bees; these bees may collectively trav-
el as many as 55,000 miles and vis-
it more than two million flowers to 
gather enough nectar to make just a 
pound of honey.

After the bees collect the nectar in 
their mouths, it mixes with special en-
zymes in their saliva to turn into hon-
ey. The bees carry the honey back to 
the hive in their mouths and place it 
in the cells. They then hover over the 
cells with their wings fluttering to re-
duce the moisture content and venti-
late the hive. This causes evaporation 
and thickens the honey. 

Bees produce honey in a wide 
range of colours: white, amber, red, 
brown and almost black, depending 
on which flower’s nectar was used. 
There are more than 300 unique 
kinds of honey in North America. 
The most common honeys available 
come from clover, alfalfa, heather and 
acacia flowers, thyme and/or laven-
der. In general, lighter coloured hon-
eys are milder in flavour, while darker 
honeys have a more robust flavour.

People have been taking advan-
tage of this natural sweetener since 
ancient times. Although not dense 
in nutrients, honey offers some nu-
tritional value, unlike refined white 
sugar. Honey contains Vitamin B2, 
Vitamin B6, iron and manganese.

Honey is not just a natural sweeten-
er, though. Historically, people have 

successfully used honey to treat a va-
riety of ailments due to its antiseptic 
and antibacterial properties, which 
have only recently been chemically 
explained. Different honeys have dif-
ferent healing properties. 

Honey is considered safe for every-
one except infants less than one year 
of age. Since their immature digestive 
systems cannot fight the Clostridium 
botulinum spore, which is often found 
in honey, infants are susceptive to bot-
ulism poisoning.

If used to treat illness, honey is con-
sidered an alternative medicine. Med-
ical grade honey is recommended for 
treating medical conditions, since it 
has been filtered and sterilized, mak-
ing it free of impurities. In contrast, 
ordinary honey sold in grocery stores 
may contain pollen, bacterial spores, 
and other impurities. 

When buying medicinal honeys, 
look for RevamilH (RS) honey and 
medical-grade manuka honey. RS 
honey is produced in the Netherlands 
in a controlled greenhouse environ-
ment. Manuka honey is produced 
from bees that feed on the manuka 
bush from New Zealand and Austra-
lia. Both types of medicinal honeys 
are effective in fighting infections in 

Bee healthier with honey

Karen Bowen

Preventive
Maintenance

Continued on page 45

INTERLINE CARRIERS WANTED

WITH OR WITHOUT OWN TRAILERS

ROLL FLOOR TRAILERS AVAILABLE

Hauling HigHway Salt 
witHin nortHern and 

SoutHern ontario
ContaCt: Brian Kellington
@ 888-209-3867 ext 229 or Cell # 519-357-5180 • bkellington@laidlaw.ca

A thorough knowledge of all aspects of safe, efficient, compliant tractor-trailer  
driving is essential, including a valid AZ license in good standing.

Preference will be given to those candidates with previous experience in  
adult education, curriculum development, driver instruction credentials,  
MTO signing authority, certified air brake instructor, and/or university or  
college education.

A generous compensation package including salary, benefits and incentives  
will be offered commensurate with experience for the right candidate.

John Kellie, Safety & Compliance Manager
Hyndman Transport (1972) Ltd.

1001 Belmore Line, Wroxeter, ON N0G 2X0
Or

Fax: 519-335-4133 Or jkellie@hyndman.ca

For consideration please forward your resume, cover letter and  
proof of credentials to:

Committed To Excellence in Service

Hyndman Transport will be opening its  
Professional Driver Training Center soon and is in need of both

In-Class and In-Truck Instructors

Frasier Logistics inc.
Frasier Logistics Inc. is a family-run business operating since 1999. With 6 terminals across North America, 
we are dedicated to providing a higher standard of Transportation services to our customers.

•  Consistent weekly miles of 3000 plus with a  
bonus structure mileage rate

•  A fuel surcharge program monthly
•  Frasier pays for plates and ALL tolls/Bridges
•  NO EASTERN SEABOARD 
•  No force dispatch
•  VERY LIGHT LOADS/PRELOADED TRAILERS
•  Weekly pays available
•  Fuel cards provided
•  DRYVAN WORK
•  Direct deposit

Earn up to
$1.85/mile

LOTS OF LOADS TO 
FLORIDA/GEORGIA/ALABAMA/LOUISIANA

FULL TRUCK LOADS

FRASIER LOGISTICS UNDERSTANDS WHAT 
OWNER OPERATORS WANT AND NEED 

TO PROVIDE QUALITY SERVICE.
 

888-220-2131       fax: 905-689-8945       steve.frasier@bellnet.ca

oWner oPerators
 For Montreal and Ontario terminals

MontreaL DriVers anD trUcKs
Looking for
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KRISKA: ON THE ROAD AND ONLINE!
Say Hello to us on Facebook, we would
enjoy sharing ideas with you. Transportation / Logistics / Warehousing

For 

reliability
comfort
&safety

24/7
fleet
support
with a network of
Kriska approved
vendors across
Canada & the US

APUs
auxiliary
powerunits
used to maintain 
comfortable cabin
temperature 
without idling

Stateof 
the art
technology
satellite communication
for 24/7 support, plus
Elogs on board for 
driver convenience

Creature
comforts
our units are 
equipped with
fridges and are 
inverter ready

Auto-
matic
transmissions
improve driving
ease and focus 
on the road

E-mail: recruiting@kriska.com
or call toll free at 1.800.461.8000 ex 5252

“Kriska Recognizes That Experience Goes a Long Way” 

Kriska is actively seeking
Company Drivers and Owner Operators

If you would like to know more: 

kriska.com

KRISKA TRUCK NEWS comp4.4_Layout 1  13-11-08  12:58 PM  Page 1

Kriska.indd   1 13-11-08   2:17 PM
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wounds as described below.
The chemicals in diluted honey 

create hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), a 
natural antibacterial, when in an ox-
ygen-available environment. Diluted 
honey slowly releases the enzyme glu-
cose oxidase, which chemically reacts 
with external oxygen to form hydro-
gen peroxide (H2O2). For this reac-
tion to occur, both external oxygen 
and water must be present; for this 
reason, honey is not as effective under 
sealed dressings or within the body. 

Undiluted honey hinders the 
growth of microorganism. Since hon-
ey is composed of two monosaccha-
rides that have very low water activity, 
when its few water molecules become 
associated with its sugar molecules, 
the environment becomes too dry to 
support microorganism growth.

As well, a protein found in the royal 
jelly bees produce to feed their queen, 
bee defensin-1, kills many antibiotic-
resistant bacteria. Another potent an-
tibacterial, methylglyoxal (MGO), is 
found in especially high levels in ma-
nuka honey. With these antibacterial 
qualities, honey can be useful for a 
variety of conditions.  

Topically, honey is excellent for 
treating wounds. It promotes rapid 
healing by deodorizing and debrid-
ing dead tissue. In particular, honey 
works well for wounds that take a long 
time to heal, such as mild to mod-
erate burns, postoperative wounds 
and chronic ulcers, particularly for 
diabetics who are unable to use topi-

cal antibiotics. The packaged sterile 
dressings containing medical grade 
honey to treat wounds and burns are 
quite versatile. They can be applied 
on wounds in all stages of healing – 
wounds that are dry or wet with blood 
and/or lymph. You can use honey to 
maintain your skin’s quality. As a skin 
soother, honey can be found in natu-
ral lotions and lip balms, often paired 
beeswax. Honey’s antibacterial activ-
ity can be effective for treating mild 
acne. A simple and gentle, natural fa-
cial scrub can be created by just com-
bining oatmeal, water and honey.

Ingested, honey is easily absorbed 
and quickly used to boost your im-
mune system, aid digestion, soothe 
a sore throat and even stop a cough.  
A study showed that two teaspoons 
of honey before bed can stop a cough 
as effectively as typical dose of dex-
tromethorphan, an over-the-counter 
cough suppressant. 

Eating honey can also prevent peri-
odontal disease, including gingivitis, 
since it reduces the buildup of plaque. 
Honey soothes the digestive tract by 
reducing inflammation. Manuka hon-
ey is recommended to treat inflam-
mation of the esophagus caused by 
chemotherapy treatments. Becoming 
healthier with honey – that’s a sweet 
deal. No wonder honey is considered 
the nectar of the gods. n

Using honey as a healer
Continued from page 43

– Karen Bowen is a profession-
al health and nutrit ion consul-
tant , and she can be reached at 
karen_ bowen @yahoo.com.

Interested candidates, for either position, should submit their resume to 

ldematteo@weldedtube.com 
We thank all applicants but only candidates selected for an interview will be contacted. 

Please, no telephone calls or agency solicitation. 

We Offer: 
 -  500 mile radius of Concord 
 -  Slider kits 
 -  All loads pre-loaded (outbound) 
 -  $2500 insurance, all perils, $1000 deductible 
 -  Fuel pegged at $.526 per litre 
 -  All miles at $1.53 per mile 
 -  No paint code 
 -   All outbound freight generated in house.  

 First right of refusal 
 -  Paid border crossings and stickers 
 -  Company fuel cards 

Ontario Steel Hauler’s Elite Fleet  is looking for Owner Operators 

with steel hauling experience to start immediately.

WANTED: 

OWNER OPERATOR 

ONTARIO STEEL HAULERS 

North York, ON CANADA / Vaughan, ON, CANADA/ 
Markham, ON, CANADA / Toronto, ON CANADA 

Professional Experience: 
 - Clean abstract 
 - Fast card 
  - Late model tractor 
 -   Must have 5 years of verifiable 

steel and highway experience 

Other Considerations: 
 -  A winning attitude and  

a long term commitment 
 - Good physical shape

WANTED:

LOCAL DRIVERS

OUT OF WELLAND 

Local drivers out of Welland for Buffalo turns 

 - Company driver 
 - Must be Fast approved 
 - Wages and benefits commensurate upon experience

Phone 905.335.1065  •  Toll Free 1.800.263.6279  •  Fax 905.332.9499Phone 905.335.1065  •  Toll Free 1.800.263.6279  •  Fax 905.332.9499

Immediate AZ Company Driver & Owner Operator Openings
For Local, Regional & Cross-Border Routes

• Full Time & Part Time Openings
• Minimum 2 Years Experience Required
• Clean Abstracts 
• FAST Card for Cross-Border Routes
• Late Model & Well Maintained Equipment
• Regular Scheduled Round Trips

• Competitive Wages
• Bi-weekly direct deposit
• Performance & Safety Bonus
• Referral Bonus 
• Benefi ts Available
• Family Owned & Operated

For more information or 
to send a resume:
info@cainexpress.com  
or www.cainexpress.com 

“C” the difference

OWNER  
OPERATORS 

REQUIRED

TANK
“Exclusively Food”

Our team has served the transportation 
industry for nearly 50 years

Please call

1-877-932-TANK (8265)
or Fax: 613-933-4598

We Pay

•  TANDEM STARTING @ $1.12 per mile 
•  Local work @ $50.00/hour
•  IRP plates/Fuel tax
 •  Insurance
•  All tolls, bridge crossing and decals
•  Fuel capped at .50/litre
•  In-house maintenance at $60.00/ hour
•  Family benefits available
•  Weekly settlements
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The temporomandibular joint 
(TMJ) is the hinge-like joint 
that connects the jaw bone to the 
skull. It is located directly in front 
of the ear. 

TMJ injuries or disorders can 

cause significant pain and dis-
comfort in the jaw joint as well 
as the surrounding soft tissues.

In many cases, it is difficult 
to pinpoint the exact cause of a 
TMJ disorder. Physical injury to 

Telltale signs of TMJ

Owner OperatOrs

• Quebec to Michigan – B-train (2 positions) $1.62/loaded mile
• Quebec to Ohio – 2 axles (2 positions) $1.43/loaded mile
Plus pick ups and drops plus fuel surcharge paid by the mile

FLATBED Positions Available

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
•  FAST card or passport
•  Fuel cards provided
•  Licenses paid
•  Benefits available
•  Year round steady work
•  Seniority bonus of $0.02 per mile
•  Paid every 15 days by direct deposit
•  Competitive insurance premium
•   We pay all tolls and border crossings

3135 Bernard-Pilon,
Beloeil, QC
Ph: (800) 644-4049
 (450) 536-3001
Fax: (450) 536-3013
Email: job@laidlaw.ca
Call: Christian Talbot

240, Universal Road
Woodstock, ON
Ph: (888) 209-3867
 (519) 539-0471
Fax: (519) 539-4792
job@laidlaw.ca
Vern Tipping

To contact us:

the jaw such as those which oc-
cur during sports or a car acci-
dent are obvious causes. However, 
more subtle causes such as habitu-
al teeth clenching or grinding are 
much harder to identify. 

Dental problems and arthritis 
can also contribute to TMJ prob-
lems. 

The signs and symptoms of TMJ 
disorders are relatively simple to 

recognize. In most cases pain or 
tenderness of the jaw will be ex-
perienced. In addition, pain and 
discomfort around the ear may 
be present. 

In severe cases, pain can radiate 
into the face or head. Mechanical 
signs such as difficultly or pain 
while chewing or joint locking are 
an indication there is a problem 
with the TMJ. 

The good news is that most 
TMJ disorders will resolve on 
their own without treatment. 

However, it is important to seek 
medical attention if the pain per-
sists for a long period of time or 
if you are unable to open or close 
your jaw. 

TMJ disorders are usually di-
agnosed following a detailed his-
tory and physical examination. If 
required, x-rays or a CT scan will 
be performed to better visualize 
the teeth and jaw joint. 

If treatment is required, your 
health professional will discuss 
the different options available. 
Pain-relieving medication is usu-
ally the first line of defence and 
is used to control the discomfort 
associated with TMJ disorders. 
Muscle relaxants may be pre-
scribed for short-term use to help 
relieve muscle spasms. 

If the cause is due to chronic 
teeth clenching, a sedative medi-
cation may be helpful. 

An oral splint or bite plate is a 
treatment that may be suggested 
by your dentist in order to pre-
vent teeth clenching during sleep. 

OWNER OPERATORS
for ON - TX Lanes

Please call or drop by and 
speak to our recruiting  
department for more details. 
1018 Parkinson Rd.,  
Woodstock, Ontario

TOLL FREE: 

1-866-569-7964 ext. 3

Currently Recruiting

10 REASONS we’re the Carrier for you:
1.   Lots of Long Haul Miles
2.   Dry Van Freight
3.   Competitive Rate Per Mile
4.   Fuel Surcharge Program
5.   Safety Bonus Program
6.    Paid Plates, Insurance, Fuel 

Tax, Bridge Tolls, Road Tolls, 
Scales & Faxes

7.    In-house Discounted 
Shop Rate

8.   Weekly Direct Deposit
9.    Access to Company Fuel 

Accounts
10.  Personal Communication with 

Dispatch (No Satellite) 

Visit our website: www.keypointcarriers.com
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  Dr. Chris singh

Back behind
the wheel

– Dr. Christopher H. Singh runs 
Trans Canada Chiropractic at the 
230 Truck Stop in Woodstock, Ont. 
He can be reached at 519-421-2024.

Physical therapy treatments which 
include ultrasound and stretching 
exercises may also be beneficial. 
In very severe or resistant cases 
of TMJ disorders, corticosteroid 
injection or even surgery may be 
required. 

However, all other forms of 
treatment should be exhausted 
before attempting these more in-
vasive treatments. 

There has been some evidence 
that alternative forms of treat-
ment such as acupuncture and 
relaxation therapy may be effec-
tive in the treatment of TMJ dis-
orders. 

However, further research is 
necessary to confirm their effec-
tiveness. It is important to inform 
your primary health care profes-
sional before starting any alterna-
tive treatments. 

Although it is not possible to 
completely prevent TMJ disor-
ders from occurring, here are a 
few helpful tips to keep in mind 
which will greatly reduce your 
chances of developing one. 

First of all, try to be more con-
scious about your stress- or ten-
sion-related behaviours. 

For example, avoid clenching 
and grinding your teeth or chew-
ing on hard objects like pens. 

I recently treated a driver that 
would have jaw pain and head-
aches every time he had a deliv-
ery in Toronto. As it turns out, he 
would grind his teeth whenever he 
sat in Toronto traffic. 

By becoming aware of this fact, 
he was able to catch himself in 
the act and thus prevent any fur-
ther pain. 

Another tip is to reduce the 
amount of strain on your jaw mus-
cles by eating softer foods and 
avoid sticky or chewy foods like 
toffee or gum. Stretching exercis-
es and gentle massage can also re-
lieve muscle tension. 

So next time you are stuck in a 
traffic jam, keep these simple tips 
in mind. Until next month, drive 
safely! n

Reach us 
by email
Publisher
lou@TransportationMedia.ca

Sales
kpenner@trucknews.com

Editorial
jmenzies@trucknews.com
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Any regular readers of this column 
might think there is very little about 
this industry that I wouldn’t like to 
see changed. Unfortunately, you’d 
usually be right. What has me bent 
out of shape this month is something 
that a lot of small carriers can relate 
to, or possibly will be able to in the fu-
ture. Large carriers, since most have 
a lawyer on retainer or are located 
near large cities, won’t give my grip-
ing much thought.

My first concern is the way liabil-
ities are assessed by various trans-
portation departments. Small or 
large carriers usually follow similar 
due diligence with our procedural re-
quirements. Drivers and owner/oper-
ators are instructed on the necessity 
of proper pre-trip procedures, hours-
of-service regulations, load secure-
ment regulations, and company main-
tenance policies. 

This should create an iron-tight at-
mosphere, with no gray areas related 
to the proper and expected way to op-
erate. The problem, as it unfortunate-
ly came to my attention a year ago, is 
that the driver or owner/op may agree 
to your conditions – even sign-off on 
official policy – then totally ignore it. 
This problem became obvious to me 
while paying legal fees to fight multi-
ple charges – all caused by negligence 
or laziness – that were accumulated 
by an owner/operator. 

There needs to be a way of con-
ducting routine commercial vehicle 
enforcement without the carrier being 

responsible for actions of the driver 
that are unapproved or beyond our 
control. Why should the carrier be 
responsible when an owner/operator 
truck is found with mechanical issues 
that should have been detected dur-
ing the pre-trip, or when the driver 
neglected to throw on a couple more 
straps, or install enough load bars? 

If I have provided the driver with 
our expectations and procedures, 
and he chooses to ignore them, why 
does my record take the hit? If I need 
to send a swamper with each truck 
to watch over their shoulder and to  
babysit during pre-trip or load secure-
ment, doesn’t it defeat the purpose of 
having the driver in the first place? I 
can have a company mechanic check 
over a broker truck today, then have 
it written up tomorrow for a new me-
chanical fault that should have been 
detected. 

It’s no secret that the Ministry of 
Transport in Ontario has a quota to 
fail a percentage of inspected trucks. 
I would like to believe that the over-
whelming majority of enforcement 
personnel are highly trained, quali-
fied professionals, with a good mea-
sure of common sense. However, in 
any profession, there are always peo-
ple who are not as qualified and pro-
fessional as they should be, or in this 
case, a little too fond of the author-
ity of a badge. These instances will 
be a tiny minority, but I think we’ve 
all encountered the individual within 
their ranks who proves it exists. Al-
though the US CSA system now as-
signs fault to the driver where neces-
sary, I’m still not pleased that a safe, 
compliant trucking company can have 
a spotless safety record sullied by the 
actions of others, beyond our control.

Have you ever been chased down 
the highway by an enforcement offi-
cer, lights flashing, or approached in a 
parking lot or rest area for a “random” 
inspection? In what other line of work 
can you be chased down for no appar-
ent reason, while obeying the law? 

Have you ever been pulled over in 
your car while following the rules, for 
a routine interview? Unlikely. Ran-
dom RIDE checks, like temporary 
rest area inspection sites, are an ac-
cepted form of enforcement, but I 
take issue with the professionalism, 
or even legality, of pursuing a com-
mercial vehicle for an inspection for 
which it hasn’t shown any indication 
an inspection is necessary. Further, 
why are there enforcement officers 
that operate on the premise that ev-
ery driver or vehicle is guilty of some-
thing? I can imagine that there are 
officers who have never inspected a 
vehicle without “finding” something.

My next issue is related to the ad-
ministration of the IRP system. Your 
province may be different, but here 
in Ontario, IRP offices are located 
in somewhat large cities, while most 
small carriers are not. To get plates, 
we need to fax our paperwork to an 
IRP office, then present the originals 
to the office, which is 80-120 miles 
away, at an appointed date. 

Why can’t we present our paper-
work to our local Service Ontario of-
fice, where they can confirm origi-
nality, and forward copies to an IRP 
office, then report back to the local 
office the following day with pay-
ment for our new registrations? With 
available technology, why should ev-
ery carrier invest the time and travel 
the current system requires? In our 
case, my wife is dispatcher, manager, 
HR manager, and completes untold 
tasks I likely don’t even know about. 
When she has to invest half a day just 
to pick up plates, it puts a noticeable 
dent in the operation. 

If we can simplify and streamline 
this industry without sacrificing prop-
er procedures and safety, I think it 
would just be a sensible thing to do. 
Simplification, reduced expense, 
and a transparent enforcement sys-
tem benefits everyone, which to me, 
makes it worth considering.  n

The actions of owner/operators can have big impact on small carriers

bill cameron

Small Fleet, 
Big Attitude

– Bill Cameron and his wife Nan-
cy currently own and operate 
Parks Transportation, a four-
truck flatdeck trucking com-
pany. Bill can be reached at  
williamcameron.bc@gmail.com.

Laidlaw Carriers is Looking for Quality

OWNER OPERATORS
To fill positions in our growing company

1-800-465-8265
tankrecruiting@laidlaw.ca  

Call  Recruiting

or Email

Woodstock Ontario
Cardinal Ontario
Sudbury Ontario
Valleyfield QC

  Big Company with  
small Company values
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Competitive pay 

PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE  AND TRUCKING IS NO EXCEPTION
Great mix of short and long  •  Company owned unloading equipment

PNEUMATIC TANKER POSITIONS AvAILAbLE 

Also seeking 
interline CArriers 

with their own 
Authorities

our people and our equipment
             set us apart

Sudbury Ontario
 We Run Northern Ontario and Northern Quebec
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By James Menzies
ORLANDO, Fla. – Dr. Wolf-
gang Bernhard, the head of Daim-
ler Trucks globally, was introduced 
to the North American trade press 
during a roundtable discussion held 
at the American Trucking Associa-
tions’ Management Conference & 
Exhibition. Bernhard was appointed 
to his new position in April. He em-
phasized there will continue to be a 
strong product focus from Daimler 
Trucks under his watch. Bernhard 
already has obtained his European 
commercial driver’s licence, and he 
will repeat the process in the US so 
that he can drive the vehicles offered 
by Daimler and its competitors.

“I think it’s very important to 
know the business from the ground 
up,” Bernhard said. “You need to 
know what your customers are sit-
ting in.”

Bernhard has spent his first few 
months on the job travelling the 
world to get up to speed on Daim-
ler’s global truck operations.

“I’m deeply impressed with what 
I’ve seen,” he said.

Bernhard said he’s fortunate to be 
taking the reins at a time when Daim-
ler boasts its “strongest truck portfo-
lio” in company history. In the US, 
Daimler is enjoying Class 8 market 
share of nearly 40%, driven largely 
by the Freightliner Cascadia Evolu-
tion, for which Daimler has received 
20,000 orders. The Detroit DT12 
automated transmission is also driv-
ing demand for Daimler’s products. 
Martin Daum, president and CEO 
of Daimler Trucks North America, 
said the company has already re-
ceived 3,600 orders for trucks with the 
DT12, and it has only been offered 
since April with the DD15 and since 
September behind the DD13. Pro-
duction of that transmission will be 
brought to the US in 2015, and Daum 
said it’s now expected that there’ll be 
enough demand for the product here 
that no, or very few, units will be ex-
ported to other markets.

Daimler’s North American Class 8 
market share through September is up 
5.4% compared to a year ago.

“Business, I’d say, is going well,” 
Bernhard said.  

In North America, 60% of Daim-
ler’s orders come from its top 30 
customers. The company has been 
collaborating closely with these 
customers on new product devel-
opments. As an example, Bernhard 
spoke of a project with Nussbaum 
that resulted in a 6x2 drive config-
uration with direct drive transmis-
sion that improved fuel economy by 
20%. In another example, Freightlin-
er worked with Saddle Creek Trans-
portation to develop a natural gas-
powered Cascadia with aerodynamic 
fairings that will improve range to 
about 700 miles. Saddle Creek has 
ordered 10 of these trucks.

Still, natural gas is one area where 
Daimler executives are dissatisfied 
with their current position – if you 
can be dissatisfied with a 45% share 
of the market.

Daum acknowledged the brand is 
lacking a 15L natural gas engine and 
that it needs to broaden its product 
range.

“It’s a good business, but it could 
be a far better business,” he said. 
“We’ll focus on that more in the  
future to come up with even better 
solutions.”

Daimler has plenty of reason to 
be satisfied with its North American 
business as a whole. It boasts the in-
dustry’s top market share in the US 
Class 8, US Classes 6/7, Canadian 
Classes 6-8 and NAFTA Classes 6-8 
segments. However, Bernhard said 
the truck maker would like to see a 
more stable political environment in 
Washington.

“It is in our industry’s best inter-
est that Washington finds a way to 
provide a stable budgetary climate,” 
Bernhard said. “Not just brief in-
crements (of stability) with another 
looming crisis over the horizon. The 

US economy is too important to the 
rest of the world to be in a continued 
state of uncertainty.”

Bernhard would also like to see 
global emissions rules be harmo-
nized. The NOx and particulate 
matter reductions in most of the de-
veloped world have been fairly con-
sistent, yet Bernhard said there are 
subtle differences between the rules, 
which complicate compliance as a 
global manufacturer.

“We all need to park our regulatory 
egos in the loading dock,” he said. 
“Standardization would strengthen 
our competitiveness.”

As for future emissions standards, 
Bernhard feels that instead of bring-
ing in more stringent rules for new 
vehicles, that there should be a great-
er emphasis on removing old trucks 
from the highways. Only 40% of 
the trucks in service today are of an 

EPA04 or newer vintage.
“You could reduce NOx by 

60% if you just replaced all the 
old trucks with new trucks and you 
could reduce particulate matter by 
99%,” Bernhard said, adding that 
repealing the federal excise tax on 
heavy-duty trucks would be one 
way Washington could encourage 
the removal of older vehicles from 
the industry.

Looking ahead to 2014, Daum pre-
dicted truck demand will be slightly 
better than it was this year. How-
ever, a return to boom times for 
truck makers isn’t expected until 
2015 at the earliest.  

For Daimler itself, Daum laid out 
several priorities for the next year. 
They include: maintaining a “domi-
nant market position”; continuing to 
develop the Cascadia Evolution for 
ever greater fuel economy; building 
upon the recently announced De-
troit Connect telematics division; 
and boosting Western Star’s pres-
ence in the market. n

Meet Daimler Trucks’ new global boss
For dr. wolfgang Bernhard, it’s all about product

Ryder is currently looking for quality . . . .

SINGLE and TEAM Owner Operators (AZ)

Please submit your  
resumes/abstracts to:

Ryder Logistics and Transportation  
Solutions Worldwide

Attention: Human Resources
Email: recruit32@ryder.com 

Ph:  1-800-339-2834 ext. 2
Fax: 519-681-9040

Ryder is an equal opportunity employer.

You provide:
•  Late model tractor
•  2 years operating experience
•  Clean CVOR and Abstract
•  F.A.S.T. card
•  Culture towards Safety   

& Customer Service

We offer:
•  Advance schedule provided
•  No open board dispatch
•  Dedicated routes
•  No touch automotive freight
•  Fuel surcharge program
•  Paid plates
•  Paid tolls and border crossings
•  Paid Heavy Vehicle Use Tax
•  Paid loaded/empty miles
•  Weekly settlements paid by direct deposit
•  Company fuel accounts
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Volvo optimizes 
regional haul 
tractors 
GREENSBORO, N.C. – Volvo has 
introduced an Optimized Series of 
regional haul tractors, which the 
company says offer improved fuel 
efficiency and payload.

The series includes eight models 
intended for regional tanker, bulk 
haul, refrigerated, dry van or flat-
bed applications. The line also in-
cludes a mid-roof design for the 
VNM 430 and VNL 430 sleepers, 
providing additional headroom.

“In their constant quest for more 
fuel-efficient trucks, our custom-
ers are looking at every part of the 
fuel efficiency equation and that in-
cludes tractor weight,” said Goran 
Nyberg, president of Volvo Trucks 
North American Sales and Mar-
keting. “For our customers, it’s all 
about the bottom line, and our Op-
timized Series delivers even greater 
value of ownership without compro-
mising on features or performance.”

“The Optimized Series was born 
from our close relationships with 
motor carriers and a data-driven un-
derstanding of the optimum specifi-
cations for their intended purposes,” 
added Chris Stadler, Volvo Trucks 
product manager.

The new line includes: the VNM 
200 and VNL 300 day cabs; the 
VNM4 30 and VNL 430 flat-top 
sleepers; the VNM 430 and VNL 
430 mid-roof sleepers; and the 
VNM 630 and VNL 630 mid-roof 
sleepers.

The day cabs, 430 sleepers and 
VNM 630 feature a Volvo D11 en-
gine with 405 hp and 1,550 lb.-ft. of 
torque, as well as the Volvo I-Shift 
automated manual transmission as 
standard equipment. The VNL 630 
comes with a D13 engine featuring 
435 hp and 1,750 lb.-ft. Each of the 
models comes with an aluminum fifth 
wheel, Michelin wide-base tires, alu-
minum wheels, and a 6x2 tandem rear 
axle configuration with rear tax axle, 
as well as Volvo’s optimized air sus-
pension rated at up to 38,000 lbs. n

Mack to build axles 
in Hagerstown
HAGERSTOWN, Md. – Mack has 
announced it will bring production of 
its drive axles and carrier housings to 
the company’s Hagerstown, Md. plant.

The move is part of a $30-mil-
lion investment in the plant, which 
already produces all Mack engines 
and transmissions. Heavy-duty drive 
axles will be assembled in Hager-
stown, and Mack carrier housings 
will be machined there, with the 
transition expected to be completed 
in 2015.“Coming on the heels of the 
$8-million investment that brought 
production of the mDrive transmis-
sion to Hagerstown last year, this de-
cision is another indication of our 
commitment to excellence in inte-
grated powertrain design and man-
ufacturing,” said John Walsh, Mack 
vice-president, marketing.

Mack also plans to upgrade the 
engine assembly process and cen-
tralize its aftermarket core ware-
housing operations. n

HEAD OFFICE: 739 LAGIMODIERE BLVD. WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 

ONTARIO TERMINAL: 8100 LAWSON RD. MILTON, ONTARIO 

WPG-CHICAGO-WPG rounders    
ON-WPG-US-ON open board (singles or teams)   
ON-BC-ON schedule 
Quality home time         Health and Dental Benefits 
Steady Miles: Teams average 20-22k per month 
Sign on Bonus: C/O $2500 per driver.  O/O $5000 per truck 
Great Pay: C/O drivers can expect to earn  $40k-$60k annually 
                                                                               (salary earning subject to mileage expectations) 

564-6228 
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By James Menzies
ORLANDO, Fla. – Navistar has 
announced an open architecture 
remote diagnostics program that 
works with a fleets’ existing telemat-
ics provider and covers all makes of 
vehicles. The OnCommand Con-
nection program was demonstrated 
during the American Trucking As-
sociations Management Conference 
& Exhibition. It is currently being 
field-tested in preparation for a Jan-
uary launch.

“By partnering with our custom-
ers’ existing telematics providers, we 
can pull diagnostics-related data to 
create easy to understand vehicle 
health reports,” said Nadine Haupt, 
director of powertrain product mar-
keting. “The visibility into the opera-
tional health of the vehicle empowers 
customers to understand the sever-
ity of vehicle issues and determine 
the appropriate actions – ultimately 
leading to increased uptime.”

Fleet owners or service manag-
ers are able to view their vehicles 
through a proprietary portal. There, 
they can identify fault codes and de-
termine the severity of a situation. 
The program can direct the opera-
tor to the nearest dealer location – 
including competitor dealerships if 
the vehicle is not an International. 
Haupt described the Navistar pro-
gram as being more “fleet-centric” 
than existing remote diagnostics 

programs in the market.
So far, the system has been ap-

proved for use with Omnitracs, 
PeopleNet, Teletrac, GeoTab, XRS 
Corp., CyntrX and Pedigree tech-
nologies, which provide telematics 
services to the vast majority of In-
ternational truck customers.

When a problem with a vehicle 
is identified, the program creates a 
case file for the vehicle. Included in 
this file is an easy to understand de-
scription of what needs to be done, 
as well as links to additional refer-
ence material.

Hirschbach Motor Lines is  
currently testing OnCommand 
Connection.

“Based on my vehicle’s location, 
fault severity and load schedule, 
Navistar’s OnCommand Connec-
tion helps me prioritize how and 
where to implement needed re-
pairs and maintenance,” said Jim 
Coffren, vice-president of fleet 
management for Hirschbach Mo-
tor Lines. “Before my vehicle 
reaches the dealership, I have al-
ready received a diagnosis and a 
recommended solution, which al-
lows me to make better decisions.”

OnCommand Connection will 
initially monitor fault codes gener-
ated by the engine, but can be ex-
panded in time to include the trans-
mission, body controllers and other 
components. n

Navistar launches open architecture 
remote diagnostics program

• 2500 to 3500 per week mileage

•  Paid loading & unloading

•  Paid Border Crossing

• Paid orientation

•  Every Mile Paid

•  Benefits & company contributed  
Pension Plan (RRSPs)

•  Direct Deposit

•  Maintained Fleet 

•  AZ License Required

•  Experience with loading and  
unloading a car carrier is necessary

•  We are willing to train the  
right candidates

ALL Teams
Welcome!!

https://twitter.com/SnowbirdsAC
https://www.facebook.com/SnowbirdsAutoConnection

Please email your resume to: ashley@snowbirdsautoconnection.com 
or contact Ron or Ashley at 416-638-0001 •  Fax: 416-638-9986

SnowbirdS auto connection ltd. iS a growing 
vehicle relocation Service provider 

acroSS north america

  Here We GrOW AGAin!

LOnG HAUL DriVerS
Single Drivers earn up to $0.53/mile

Company supplies Smart Phone, Float & Fuel Card

                Hiring
Owner OperatOrs
             FOr all terminals

For more information contact Recruiting:

...We can make it happen.
Rosedale understands what Owners want ... 

Be sure to check out our new recruiting video on our website.

A professional & approachable
management team

Consistent weekly miles

A bonus structured mileage rate  
combined with an attractive  
fuel subsidy program

No forced dispatch

No New York City

1-905-670-0057  •  1-877-588-0057   
recruiting@rosedale.ca  •  www.rosedalegroup.ca
Head Office:  6845 Invader Cres., Mississauga, ON L5T 2B7

Rosedale Transport Limited  
is a family run business  
operating since 1969.

With 14 terminals across 
North America, we are 
dedicated to providing 
a higher standard of
Quality Transportation Services.

OLDER TRUCK?
CAN’T GET HIRED? 

HIGHWAY 
WORK

WE NEED
YOU!

$1.24/mile – all miles paid 
Fuel Cap at $0.70/litre
All Picks & Drops paid at $25.00
Benefit Plan
Direct Deposit
No Touch Freight
Steady Year Round Work
Fuel Cards Supplied
Quality Home Time

All Equipment must pass Company Inspection

Must have Current Abstracts in Good Condition

Call 905-677-0111
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By James Menzies
CLEARFIELD, Utah – Utility Trail-
er bills itself as the longest running, 
privately owned trailer manufactur-
ing company in the US, and next year 
will celebrate its 100th anniversary. 
The company claims to be the largest 
producer of refrigerated van trailers, 
which are produced at Utility’s Mari-
on, Va. and Clearfield, Utah facilities.

Utility has a number of proprietary 
production processes it says result in 
a better-built, more efficient refriger-
ated trailer. Recently, Utility allowed 
a small group of truck journalists to 

tour its Clearfield plant, where these 
highly guarded manufacturing secrets 
were put on display for the very first 
time. We followed up the visit with an 
interview with Craig Bennett, senior 
vice-president of sales and marketing 
with Utility, to discuss these process-
es and other trailer industry trends.

•
TN: Craig, it seems trailer order ac-

tivity has been up and down through-
out the year, with no real sustained 
increases in demand. How would you 
characterize the current state of the 
industry for Utility, and for the trailer 

industry in general?
Bennett: The market generally gets 

softer seasonally in late summer, then 
a little stronger in the fall. We had a 
typical seasonal slowdown in the late 
summer, July and August, and it got 
better in September and a little bet-
ter in October, but it’s not as good as 
we’d like to see it and it’s not as good 
as we were hoping it would be.

I would classify it as okay. In the 
trailer industry, we are all operating 
at very high production output levels 
and it’s always challenging to main-
tain those levels with new order in-
take, once you get the crews built up. 
That’s the challenge we all have. A 
240,000-250,000 trailer year would be 
a good year by any measure – not a 
great year, but a good year – and that’s 
probably where we’re at. We don’t see 
that changing a lot.

There’s a lot of activity, with people 
looking at stuff going into next year, 
but with so much uncertainty relative 
to the health care law, and new reg-
ulations that face trucking, for-hire 
carriers especially are challenged in 
their ability to make new equipment 
acquisitions. They’re having difficulty 
paying for all the new higher-priced 
trucks and higher-priced refrigeration 
units. Even the trailers cost a little bit 
more – not a lot – but passing the costs 
along in an environment like we have 
today, where we’re only growing at 
1-2% GDP, is difficult.

TN: One of the techniques you 
showed us at the plant is a dipping 
technique, in which the entire cou-
pler assembly is immersed into a hot 
liquid to provide a complete coat-
ing that protects against corrosion. 
I know it’s a proprietary process, but 
coupler corrosion is a big issue for us 
in Canada. How much can you tell 
me about the benefits of this process?

Bennett: Before we used this pro-
cess – this material, this heat and the 
dipping process to get 100% cover-
age inside and outside of that assem-
bly – upper couplers would last, in the 
Midwest or Canada, typically seven 
to eight years and then they would 
rust out. 

Since we started this process, they 
basically don’t rust out anymore. The 
life is more than double – somewhere 
in the neighbourhood of 18-20 years 
or more – depending on the environ-
ment they’re exposed to. That weak 
spot in the trailer has been eliminat-
ed in our trailer. That’s an expensive 
fix when it used to rust out, as you 
can imagine. You can still beat them 
up structurally – bang them up, over-
load them, hit them with a yard jock-
ey – but they don’t rust out like they 
used to.

TN: Another unique manufactur-
ing process you demonstrated was the 
way Utility insulates the entire trail-
er, once it has been fully assembled. 
What is unique about this process and 
why do you do it this way?

Bennett: You get a better-insulated 
product, ultimately. Instead of build-
ing the sidewalls foamed and a floor 
that’s foamed and a roof assembly 
that’s foamed and bringing them all 
together and sealing up 53-ft.-long 
joints from the floor to the wall on 
both sides and the roof to the wall 
and the front wall to the sides, rath-
er than having to try to seal all those 
things up, we let the foam do that in 
our process.

We build the whole shell, as you 
saw, the complete body, and then in-
ject the foam using a mandrel process. 
We inject that foam in there so it goes 
around all the corners. It seals it up 
and expands to six times its original 
size. We build our box very tight with 
sealer tape, overlapping joints, etc., 
to make sure the foam doesn’t squirt 
out on the ground, so we have a com-
plete 360-degree envelope of foam 
all around the product that prevents 
moisture entry and it prevents air loss, 
which is money going down the drain.

It just makes a better product. We 
chose not to go away from that foam 
mandrel process in favour of a pan-
el process, which all our competitors 
have done. The reason they have done 
it is it’s a more production-friendly 
system, but you sacrifice the quality 
of the finished product, which we’ve 
chosen not to do.

TN: You’ve also made some chang-
es to the floor design. Tell me about 
those.

Bennett: With the 3000R reefer, we 
eliminated the floor screws that at-
tach the aluminum floor to the wood 
pillar underneath. Those were always 
the spots where the floor would wear 
out. As the floor pumps up and down 
and as it flexes going down the road, 
that’s the area that would always wear 
out and then you get moisture pene-
tration and corrosion. 

We created a floor clipping system, 
where the aluminum top floor surface 
snaps into those clips you saw, so there 
is no screw that goes through the alu-
minum top surface. All the screws are 
underneath in those clips, and there 
are two of them where there used to 
be one that went all the way through 
the floor. So the stresses have been 
cut in half and we have not had those 
things wear out, they just last and last. 

We eliminated the moisture pen-
etration points of the floor screws, 
which everyone else in the industry 
still has, and we have the clipping, 
which cuts the stresses in half because 
there are two screws where there used 

Utility provides first look at proprietary trailer manufacturing processes
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to be one, but they are all underneath.

TN: During the tour, we saw sev-
eral finished trailers, decaled up and 
ready to roll. You provide decaling 
on-site. How important is that to the 
customer?

Bennett: It’s really important. Our 
philosophy is, we want to deliver a 
road-ready trailer. We want the trail-
er to be able to go into service and 
haul freight when it leaves our factory 
doors. So we have a partnership with 
an installer who works with their peo-
ple at all our factories every day. We 
make space available for them to do 
that. By doing that, customers don’t 
only have their trailer decals finished 
and installed properly, we do it to a 
very high quality because we have the 
same people there every day and they 
are experts in what they do.

TN: How many customers take ad-
vantage of that option?

Bennett: I’d say we put the decals on 
about 30% of the vans and reefers. We 
also install refrigeration units, liftgates, 
walk ramps, toolboxes, load tempera-
ture monitoring devices and all types 
of accessories so the trailer is ready 
to go haul freight when it leaves the 
factory. The trailer doesn’t have to be 
shipped from our place to a decal loca-
tion to a refrigeration unit location to 
a liftgate location. That can take a lot 
of time and be costly to the customer.

TN: There’s a lot of customization 
that I saw taking place at the plant. 
What trends are you seeing in terms 
of options customers are looking for 
today that maybe wasn’t on their ra-
dar a few years ago?

Bennett: More and more tire infla-
tion systems, more single tires, more 
refrigerated, multi-compartment food 
service-type trailers. We have a lot 
more accessories of all types. 

All types of ramps, slide-in lad-
ders that go underneath the floor 
cavity. And a lot of temperature 
monitoring devices, because with 
the Food Safety Act that’s coming 
in the US, truckers are going to 
have to monitor the cargo temper-
ature from beginning to end and 
prove the temperature was held at 
proper set-points while it was in 

their possession.
There are more disc brakes being 

sold, even though they’re a pretty 
costly item. More aerodynamic de-
vices, side skirts and trailer tails.

TN: As far as the skirts go, are you 
seeing increasing demand for skirts or 
has it leveled off?

Bennett: I think it’s growing. Cali-
fornia is driving it in the west. The 
economics of it make sense if you’re 

in long-haul, running 60-plus mph. 
If you’re running a city operation, 
it doesn’t make sense. I think we’re 
going to see a lot more of that, be-
cause fuel prices are going to remain 
fairly high. 

In an effort to attract owner/op-
erators, some fleets are putting side 
skirts on their trailers because the 
O/O pays the fuel bill and if they 
can lower his cost of operation, it 
makes the driver want to drive for 

them more than somebody else.

TN: Besides spec’ing aerodynam-
ic devices, what can customers do to 
lower their cost of operation as it re-
lates to trailers?

Bennett: If it’s a refrigerated trailer, 
you want to buy a good tight box so 
you don’t leak a lot of air and run the 
diesel fuel bill up. I think the single 
tires is a big thing, you get better fuel 
economy with single tires, typically. 
In general, you want to spec’ the trail-
er for the type of freight it’s going to 
be hauling. If you’re beating up your 
floors or sidewalls, additional wear 
bands, stronger wear bands, stronger 
sidewall linings, thicker floors. With 
the price of trucks and trailers these 
days, people want their equipment to 
last longer. They want it to live lon-
ger so there’s more of a move towards 
higher-spec’ items. Even if it’s a lit-
tle bit heavier and a little bit more 
costly in the short run, if it lives 
an extra two to three years, they’ve 
made money in the long run.  n

temp check: A thermal inspection is done on a new Utility refrigerated trailer.
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road test

By James Menzies
When Kenworth announced in 
March the introduction of the T880, 
my initial reaction was ‘But why?’ 
Kenworth has, in its T800, one of 
the longest-running and most suc-
cessful vocational trucks on offer. 

It has served both the truck maker 
and the industry well for 26 years, 
over which time more than a quarter 
million have been placed into ser-
vice and, more impressively, an es-
timated 80% of them continue to 
be operated.

‘The T8 ain’t broke,’ I felt then, ‘so 
why fix it?’ In late October, I final-
ly had an opportunity to drive the 
T880, which will eventually replace 
the time-tested T800. To be clear, 
the T800 isn’t going anywhere for a 
while. It’s such a diverse truck, used 
for so many different things, that it 
will take some time for the T880 to 
be configured to fit every applica-
tion in which the T800 currently per-
forms. So as to not leave any holes 
in its coverage, Kenworth will keep 
both models in the lineup for as long 
as it takes for customers to become 
comfortable with the T880 and to 
stop asking for the T800.

This could take a while, because 
the T800 has many loyal fans, es-
pecially here in Canada. I count 
myself among them. And it was 
with that mindset that I stepped 
into a T880 dump truck just out-
side the Kenworth plant in Chilli-
cothe, Ohio on Oct. 25. This truck 
was an Ohio spec’ dump truck with 
three lift axles, a 24-ft. aluminum 
end-dump body, a Paccar MX-13 
engine and Eaton UltraShift Plus 
automated manual transmission. 
The engine produced 485 hp and 
1,650 lb.-ft. of torque and the truck 
was equipped with air disc brakes 
at every position. 

The truck was set up to comply 
with Ohio bridge law requirements, 
so the T880 you’ll find on dealer 
lots in Canada will look different. 
The cab, however, will not. The first 
thing I noticed upon climbing into 
the T880 is that the cab is notice-
ably larger, yet the dash is laid out 
intelligently so that I never found 
myself reaching for switches or con-
trols. The bumper-to-back-of-cab 
(BBC) measurement has been re-
tained at 122.5 inches (a short-hood 
version with 116.5-inch BBC is also 
available), but the ceiling is a full 
two inches higher. Things like head-
ache racks may have to be adjusted 
accordingly, but upfitters shouldn’t 
have any trouble attaching bodies 
to the larger cab.

Alan Fennimore, Kenworth voca-
tional marketing manager, told me 
the new cab platform was designed 
from the inside out, and proof of 
this can be found all over the place. 
Exploring the new cab was like go-
ing on an Easter egg hunt; small 
treats could be found in the most 
unlikely of places. For example, a 
coat hook has been placed on the 
rear wall, a magnet replaces the tra-
ditional, breakage-prone sun visor 
hook over the driver’s side window 
and armrests are built into the doors 
at just the right height. These are 
small things that collectively pro-
vide a more driver-friendly work en-
vironment. Small things shouldn’t 
be underestimated, because they do 
contribute to a more comfortable, 
satisfied driver and a happy driver is 
a safer driver, or so goes the theory.

Speaking of safety, the most obvi-
ous and immediate upgrade as seen 
from the driver’s seat is improved 
visibility. The view from behind the 
wheel of the T800 was good, but the 
view from the T880 is even better. 
A new panoramic windshield and 
a seemingly slopier hood combine 
to provide excellent forward visibil-
ity. The cowl-mounted side mirrors 
have even been lowered slightly, to 
afford greater visibility over top of 
them, which will provide a better 
view of the job site, with no com-

promise in rearward visibility along 
the sides of the truck.

The T880 has an automotive-in-
spired dash, which is modern look-
ing and easy to clean. This seems to 
be a trend in the industry and a wel-
comed one as far as I’m concerned; 
I’m no fan of the plastic wood inte-
riors that were the norm for so long.

Having familiarized myself with 
the interior of the T880, and re-
placed my cynical frown with a 
cautious smile, I headed out on the 
highway for a 40-minute drive on 
area roads. What really leapt out 
on the road was the quiet ride of 
the T880. Paccar would like you 
to believe this is attributable to its  
MX-13 engine, and there could be 
some truth to that. But all diesel en-
gines have gotten quieter, and my 
hearing isn’t supersonic, so I can’t 
tell you for certain the MX is any 
quieter than a Cummins without 
driving them back-to-back.

But more impressive to me than 
the quietness of the engine was the 
complete lack of wind and road 
noise audible in the cab. I asked 
Fennimore how Kenworth achieved 
this, and he said it’s a byproduct of 
the new stamped aluminum cab 
construction and the fact the vehicle 
is more aerodynamic than the T800. 
An aerodynamic front end that slic-
es through the wind more efficiently 
is likely to create less noise in doing 
so. Kenworth designers have pains-
takingly removed from the front 
end, any place where air could be-
come trapped and in doing so they 
also eliminated the noise air pro-
duces when it smacks up against a 
flat surface area. Look no further 
than the flush-mounted headlights 
for evidence of the attention to de-
tail that went into removing obstruc-
tions that lead to drag, and subse-
quently to wind noise. 

The quiet ride was noticeable the 
moment I reached highway speeds, 
but noise is more than just an irri-
tant and the true benefit of a qui-
et cab can be better appreciated 
over time. Wind and road noise is 
‘white noise,’ the same type that 
sound machines emit to help peo-
ple fall asleep. Listening to white 
noise all day long has the same fa-
tiguing effect on drivers, so I sus-
pect the T880’s quiet cab will leave 
a driver feeling fresher at the end 
of a workday.

About 15% of Kenworth’s voca-
tional trucks are now spec’d with 
Eaton UltraShift Plus automated 
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manual or Allison automatic trans-
missions. I’d be perfectly happy with 
either option – anything but a man-
ual. I know I’m still in the minority, 
as the stats will attest, but I truly be-
lieve most vocational truck drivers 
who are averse to auto-gearboxes 
haven’t yet tried the latest genera-
tion versions.

The UltraShift Plus in the T880 
I drove offered features such as In-
telligent Hill Start Aid and Creep 
Mode. Hill Start Aid will hold the 
truck’s position when on an incline 
without rolling back while you move 
your foot from the brake to the ac-
celerator. Creep Mode allows the ve-
hicle to crawl along smoothly at low 
speeds, which is great for precision 
operations such as laying asphalt. 

If you prefer a manual transmis-
sion, you’ll like the air-assisted hy-
draulic clutch that’s new in the 
T880. It allows for easier shifting – 
once you learn to avoid the tempta-
tion to mash the pedal through the 
floor – with considerably less foot 
pressure required. 

There are mixed opinions on the 
use of automated transmissions in 
vocational applications. Some fleet 
owners love them, because it al-
lows them to hire less-skilled driv-
ers. Others hate them because, well, 
it allows less-skilled drivers to find 
gainful employment in the indus-
try. But the reality is, vocational 
truck operators are a special lot. 
They have to be safe and compe-
tent drivers, but just as important-
ly, they must know how to skillfully 
operate whatever specialty equip-

ment the truck is equipped with at 
the job site.

My thinking is, why wouldn’t you 
give your drivers an easier truck to 
operate, equipped with an automat-
ed or automatic transmission, to 
simplify the driving portion of their 
job as much as possible? Apparently 
85% of buyers disagree with me on 
principle, or are too cheap, though I 
can argue all day long that the high-
er up-front cost associated with an 
automated or automatic transmis-
sion provides a payback over the life 
of the equipment when in the hands 
of an average driver.

The T880 I drove was empty, 
so it was difficult to evaluate the  
MX-13 engine. However, Fennimore 
told me that engine has undergone 
continuous tuning for vocational 
applications and is just now hitting 
its stride. Some dump truck opera-
tors, he said, are now getting close 
to 8 mpg with the MX. The MX en-
gine was brought to North America 
from Europe and then adapted to 
meet our vastly different operating 
requirements.

“The duty cycles here are so com-
plex, it takes a while to get them all 
dialed in,” he said of vocational ap-

plications in North America. “It’s 
really starting to come into its own.”

For an empty dump truck, the 
T880 rode well on the highway, its 
suspension system effectively ab-
sorbing the worst of the bumps and 
providing a smooth and comfortable 
ride inside the cab.

Back at the Kenworth plant, I 
took another walk around the T880. 
I noticed the hood has been rede-
signed. Instead of the one-piece at-
tached to the T800, the T880 fea-
tures a five-piece Metton hood. 
This at first seems counterintuitive, 
since Kenworth designers went to 
such great lengths to eliminate ev-
ery nook and cranny where air can 
become trapped from the front of 
the truck; after all, moving to a five-
piece hood necessitates the addition 
of a couple new seams. But just one 
ding to the side panel, and the repair 
savings will more than offset many 
years of microscopic fuel savings 
that a smoother, one-piece hood 
may – or may not – provide.

I stepped out of the T880 con-
vinced there is a place for this mod-
el in Kenworth’s lineup alongside the 
T800. It is indeed an upgrade. In the 
T880, Kenworth hasn’t taken any-
thing away from fans of the T8. In 
fact, it has given them more. More 
room. More visibility. And while 
it’s too early to say for sure, prob-
ably more money in their bank ac-
counts, if the improved aerodynam-
ics translate to actual fuel savings. 
Saying goodbye is never easy, but the 
arrival of the T880 makes it just a lit-
tle easier to  bid farewell the T800. n

move over, t8: This Kenworth T880 Ohio spec’ dump truck boasted an 
extremely quiet cab while on the highway. Photo by James Menzies
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new products

Goodyear has come out with a new 
single-axle drive tire the company 
says offers better traction for 6x2 
applications. The Goodyear G572 
1AD drive tire is SmartWay-veri-
fied and offers enhanced traction, 
long tread life and other benefits, 
according to the company. Fea-
tures include: Fuel Max technolo-
gy; a highly siped center rib and lat-
eral grooves for traction; semi-solid 
ribs and a 24/32nds tread depth for 

traction and long tread life; and a 
retreadable casing. 

•
Bridgestone has come out with a 

new R268 Ecopia tire for high-
scrub environments, including re-
gional and P&D applications. The 
all-position radial offers fuel-effi-
ciency advantages as well as dura-
bility in high-scrub environments, 
the company claims. It also offers 
protective features in the casing to 
help resist damage from curbing 
and maneuvering scrub, while ex-
tending tire life. The R268 Ecopia 
is available in size 295/75R22.5 in 
the US and Canada with additional 
sizes to be added soon, Bridgestone  
announced. 

•
The Leek-Seeker is a shop system 
that allows technicians to identify 
air leaks without resorting to a dunk 
tank, according to the company. The 
system saves floor space by up to 
80% compared to dunk tanks and 
can handle any tire and wheel assem-
bly easily and safely, the company 
says. It can be installed in the shop 
or on a mobile service truck and is 
easy to operate. For more informa-
tion, visit www.leekseeker.com or 
call 403-330-6347.

Phillips Industries says its new Per-
malite XB interior lamp for trailers 
is now 30% brighter. It says its new 
offering is brighter than many other 
interior LED trailer lamps on the 
market with 1600 lumen output and 
175-degree spread. The dome lamp 
is encased in an impact-resistant, 
low-profile polycarbonate housing 
to prevent damage. For more infor-
mation, visit www.phillipsind.com.

Orbcomm has introduced a solar-
powered trailer tracking system, 
the GT1100. The system features 
a low, one-inch profile, making it 
easy to install on trailer rooftops, 
according to the company. It can 
be installed on intermodal con-
tainers or any other unpowered as-
set and derives its power from the 
sun. It also features CargoWatch, 
a Web application for device man-
agement, providing fleet managers 
with asset visibility through near re-
al-time alerts on trailer status, lo-
cation, history and arrival and de-
parture events. Orbcomm says its 
solar solution eliminates frustra-
tions over battery changes, reduc-
es maintenance and provides a re-
liable tracking solution with less 
cost over time. For details, visit  
www.orbcomm.com.

Fontaine Trailer Company has in-
troduced a new trailer featuring in-
dependent sliding axles. The Infin-
ity Superior Slide is touted as the 
most versatile platform trailer on 
the market, and can be configured 
as a closed tandem set at the rear, a 

closed tandem set at the front, a full 
10-ft. spread axle or any combination 
in between, the company announced. 
The trailer is constructed of fabricat-
ed steel mainbeams and steel cross-
bracing, with an aluminum floor and 
rear skirt and Fontaine’s RASR rout-
ed aluminum side rail. For details, vis-
it www.fontainetrailer.com. 

•
Mobile Awareness has launched a 
back-up warning system for trail-
ers that are frequently pulled by 
different tractors. A sensor on the 
trailer communicates with an in-cab 
warning system, regardless of which 
truck and trailer is paired, making 
it ideal for drop-and-hook applica-
tions, the company announced. The 
SenseStat Wireless system retails for 
about US$400 and can be installed 
in about an hour. More info is avail-
able at www.mobileawareness.com.

More than 40% of truck downtime 
is related to cooling system failure, 
according to Alliance Truck Parts, 
which has launched a new line of 
nitrite-free organic additive tech-
nology and nitrited organic addi-
tive technology extended life cool-
ant and anti-freeze to its product 
line. The products are designed 
to improve heat transfer and wa-
ter pump seal life. Customers are 
able to save about $600-$900 per 
year in coolant and maintenance 
costs by switching to the “red” ex-
tended life coolants, according 
to the company. For more, visit  
www.alliancetruckparts.com.

•
Flex Trax says its GoClaws and 
SnoClaws products offer a sim-
pler, safer alternative to tradition-
al tire chains. GoClaws are a tire 
traction system designed for use in 
mud, sand, snow and ice. It features 
an injection-molded, high-strength 
polyurethane assembly that once 
installed, is locked into place and 
won’t come loose, according to the 
company. It claims the system of-
fers a smoother ride and extends tire 
life. SnoClaws feature a ratchet fas-
tening system and provide the same 
benefits, Flex Trax says. The prod-
uct must be test-fit and adjusted to 
the exact dimension of the tires. Go-
Claws and SnoClaws are available 
for all tire and vehicle types, right 
up to tractor-trailers, the company 
says. For demonstration videos, visit 
www.flextrax.com. n
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tax talk

There are many reasons why hir-
ing family can be a minefield 
for business owners, but taxes 
shouldn’t be one them. Bringing 
a spouse, parent, kid, or other rel-
ative onto the payroll even on a 
part-time basis can generate big 
savings, especially if you’re split-
ting income among family mem-
bers who are in a lower tax brack-
et than you are.

Canada Revenue Agency has 
specific rules for hiring relatives. 
Basically, family members must 

do the work for which they are 
paid. 

The wage or salary must be in 
line with what you’d otherwise 
pay Joe Average to do the same 
job. And the work must be neces-
sary and not some frivolous proj-
ect that you wouldn’t otherwise 
hire someone to do.

When you hire a relative, you 
can never lose sight of your re-
sponsibilities as an employer. You 
may have tax and legal obligations 
including source deductions like 

Employment Insurance and/or 
Canada Pension Plan. Then again, 
you might not.

CRA defines a relative as some-
one who is connected by blood re-
lationship (like a father and son), 
marriage, common-law partner-
ship, or adoption. You also can be 
related to a corporation if you’re 
related to one or more of the peo-
ple who control the corporation, 
or when a corporation employs 
someone who controls more than 
40% of the corporation’s voting 
shares.

The Employment Insurance 
Act states that employees who are 
related to their employer – be that 
a sole proprietor or corporation – 
may not be eligible for EI benefits 
and should not have EI premiums 
deducted from their pay because 
they do not deal with each other 
“at arm’s length.” 

On the other hand, some em-
ployees who are relatives might 
indeed qualify for EI. For exam-
ple, a related employee may be 
insurable if it’s reasonable to con-
clude that you would have hired a 
non-related person to do the same 

job at a similar rate of pay. 
What is reasonable? Here are 

some of CRA’s criteria:

Remuneration paid: When the 
amount of the remuneration and 
the manner of payment reason-
ably compare to those that a guy 
off the street would accept for 
similar work, an arm’s length re-
lationship is suggested. The pay 
you offer your related employee 
should be in line with what a non-
relative would accept for similar 
work.

Terms and conditions: Are the 
terms and conditions of employ-
ment substantially similar to the 
ones in an arm’s-length employ-
ment relationship?

Duration of work performed: 
The timing of a job – when it oc-
curs and how long it lasts – should 
correspond reasonably to the 
length of time such work should 
take to perform, and to the em-
ployer’s normal business cycle and 
history.

Nature and importance of the 
work: Are the services you hired 
your relative to perform neces-
sary and important to the busi-
ness operation? Have you his-
torically hired an employee to 
perform this work?

How to request a ruling

If you’re not sure whether to de-
duct EI premiums for your rela-
tive-employee, you can ask CRA 
to rule on your case. Rulings clar-
ify your obligation as the employer 
and will define whether your em-
ployee is covered should he make 
an EI claim (due to lay-off, preg-
nancy, or sickness).

To request a ruling, send a let-
ter or a completed Form CPT-1 to 
the nearest tax services office no 
later than June 30 of the year fol-
lowing the year in which the em-
ployment occurred. If you have a 
payroll account and are registered 
on My Business Account, you can 
use the “Request a CPP/EI ruling 
service” online.

Hiring family takes serious 
forethought. 

Don’t try to arrange a haphaz-
ard payment formula or job de-
scription after your year-end. 

Do put an employment agree-
ment in place at the beginning of 
your fiscal reporting period and 
be ready to defend the value and 
worth of your family members’ 
contribution to the business and 
to the bottom line.

Speaking of family, I hope 
you’re able to set side work and 
enjoy time together at this time 
of year. Here’s to you and yours 
during the holiday season, and to 
a successful, prosperous 2014. See 
you next year. n

– Scott Taylor is vice-president of 
TFS Group, providing accounting, 
bookkeeping, tax return prepara-
tion, and other business services 
for owner/operators. Learn more 
at www.tfsgroup.com or call 800-
461-5970. 

Family gatherings: Rules for hiring relatives
Tax Talk
Scott taylor
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safety

Professional truck drivers learn to 
expect the unexpected, but some 
lessons are learned the hard way.

I came across a clear example of 
this reality after an experienced fuel 
hauler faced a few unusual delays 
when arriving at his New Bruns-
wick destination. Traffic had been 
snarled due to unforeseen circum-
stances. To compound matters, peo-
ple were parked on top of the access 
points for the service station’s tanks. 
By the time a path for his connec-
tion was cleared, he was behind 
schedule. But this trucker knew 
what he was doing, and premium 
gasoline was soon pouring into the 
first tank. Then he turned his atten-
tion to the manifold to connect to 
another grade of fuel.

The sudden bang that sent him 
running to investigate wasn’t a gun-
shot. It was simply the loud echo of 
an empty intermodal container as 
a nearby truck slammed into a pot-
hole; yet another distraction in a 
frustrating day. He returned to the 
controls and absentmindedly began 
to unload the remainder of his liq-
uid cargo.

It took about 30 seconds to realize 
he had not changed the connection 
to the station’s fuel tanks and was 
now mixing two different grades of 
gasoline. The end result required 
the entire tank to be emptied.

The steps designed to avoid this 
problem were clearly explained with 
illustrated instructions, stressing the 

need to switch between a customer’s 
tanks before connecting to another 
compartment of fuel. But the driver 
believed he was taking an “accept-
able” risk. He was already standing 
next to his vehicle, and fuel would 
not actually begin to flow until he 
activated the controls. What harm 
would be caused by dealing with the 
connections in reverse? After all, he 
had done it before. 

Risks are a reality in every work-
place, but some drivers may be ac-
cepting more risk than they should 
– building a false sense of security 
and confidence while actually erod-
ing their margins for error. Sooner 
or later, the luck will always run out.

The posted speed limits on an off-
ramp will always seem like a safe 
target until a load begins to shift, 
and highway speed limits can ap-
pear appropriate until a bank of fog 
descends. Even supposedly menial 
tasks can lead to dire consequenc-
es of their own when different fac-
tors align. 

Driver Distraction in Commercial 
Vehicle Operations, a 2009 study 
by the US Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Administration, found that 
drivers were significantly more like-

ly to have a “safety critical event” 
when distracted by tasks like tex-
ting, cleaning a mirror, interacting 
with a dispatching device or writ-
ing a note. 

The reasons for accepting these 
extra risks vary. Unusually tight 
schedules might encourage drivers 
to speed. Unresolved conflicts with 
family members can build a sense 
of frustration. The elevated perch 
of a driver’s seat or previous inci-
dent-free trips can leave people feel-
ing more invincible than they really 
are. But those who commit to mini-
mizing unnecessary risks will reap 
long-term rewards in the form of a 
safer job.

Even the risks around “unavoid-
able” collisions can be reduced. 
Parked trucks that are struck from 
behind may have had access to saf-
er parking areas. And an animal 
strike, caused by the unpredictable 
leap of a deer, could have been min-
imized if a driver was extra vigilant 
when travelling through areas that 
are known for the threat or avoid 
them if possible.

Yes, the trucking industry has a 
few “bad apples” prone to taking 
risks at any time. But the willing-
ness to accept risks is not limited 
to high-risk drivers alone. The most 
experienced truckers can still be-
come complacent with time, while 
trained dispatchers have still been 
known to bend to the demands of a 
screaming customer.

The fundamental difference is 
made when a fleet embraces a true 
culture of safety at all levels of the 
business. It is a focus which helps 
to show drivers they do not need 
to speed or break hours-of-service 
rules to remain on schedule at all 
costs. Dispatchers can be trained 
in the so-called “soft skills” which 
identify when drivers are frustrat-
ed and need added support. Safety 
managers, meanwhile, can continue 
to share the details of real-life ex-
periences, reinforcing the need to 
reduce risks at every opportunity.

As for the high-risk drivers, they 
can be identified through formal 
screenings and reviews, and ex-
posed to defensive driving programs 
that encourage safer practices.

They are the risk-reducing steps 
that will deliver rewards for years 
to come. n

–This month’s expert is Kevin 
Dutchak, risk services specialist 
with Northbridge Insurance. Kev-
in has served the trucking industry 
for more than 25 years as a driver, 
in operations, safety, training and 
risk management services. North-
bridge Insurance is a leading Ca-
nadian commercial insurer built 
on the strength of four companies 
with a long-standing history in the 
marketplace and has been serv-
ing the trucking industry for more 
than 60 years. You can visit them at  
www.nbins.com.

‘Acceptable’ risks can reduce margins for error, erode safety

kevin dutchak
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The Truxpo Gambit
Mark Dalton: Owner/Operator

FICTION� Part��2

The story so far…
Mark is attending Truxpo Can, his fa-
vourite truck show of all. While he’s at 
a booth he overhears two men talking. 
One tells a story about how a driver got 
him in trouble with the police, while the 
other says a driver put colored diesel 
into his tanks. Both men would sure like 
to find the guy. Mark knows they are 
talking about him and slinks away…

•
Mark made small talk with the light 
salesman for a while, constantly look-
ing over the man’s shoulder to see if 
the coast was clear. Finally, when the 
two men who’d been talking like they 
wanted to tear a strip off his hide had 
moved on, Mark turned to the sales-
man and said, “All this stuff is really 
cool. Maybe you could give me a card 
or something and I can give you a call 
when I want to trick out my truck.”

“Certainly, sir!” the salesman said, 
pulling a business card out of his shirt 
pocket and handing it over to Mark. 
“Perhaps we could send you a cata-
logue or put you on our mailing list?” 
the salesman said, but by then Mark 
was gone.

Mark had been shaken up a bit by 
the experience. After all, it was one 
thing to call the police on someone who 
is breaking the law, or exact revenge 
on someone who did you wrong, but it 
was an entirely different thing to meet 
that person face-to-face. And it wasn’t 
as if there had been just one person 
out for his blood, there had been two 
of them and each one wanted blood.

Mark walked quickly past the exhib-
its, trying hard not to look as if he were 
rushing, or in a hurry, but moving quick-
ly so as not to stay in one place for too 
long. It was a heck of a way to try and 
enjoy the show. Just then, Mark’s cell 
phone rang. He pulled it from the case 
on his belt and brought it to his ear.

“Dalton, it’s Bud!”
“Bud who?”
A sigh. “Bud-jet. I’m starting a dis-

count airline and I want you to be my 
first pilot.”

“Nice,” said Mark. “I wouldn’t mind 
being somewhere else right now.”

“Is there a problem?”
“I don’t know, maybe.”
Silence.
“Do I have to guess or are you go-

ing to tell me.” 
Mark took a deep breath, then said, 

“There are a couple of guys here at the 
show that I’ve run into on the road.”

Bud didn’t respond for a while, but 
when he did it was a soft knowing sort 
of laugh. “Why don’t you sit them down, 
buy’em a beer and spend the rest of the 
day telling them it’s all your dispatcher’s 
fault and you’ll all have a great time.”

That would be great, thought Mark, 
but impossible. “These aren’t people I 
met on the road who want to have a 
beer with me.”

“Oh no?”
“No, they just want to kill me.”
“You’re being too negative here. What 

you need to do is look on the bright 
side.”

“Yeah, what’s the bright side?”
“These guys are probably on proba-

tion, so if they do anything illegal, like kill 
you, they’d end up back in jail for sure.”

Mark thought about that a moment. 
“Wouldn’t they end up in jail if they killed 
me anyway, even if they weren’t on  
probation?”

“Look Dalton, I’m trying to make you 
feel better here.”

“It’s not working.”
“What would work?”
“A load that took me far away from 

here.”
“Okay, I’ll call you back in a bit.”
Mark nodded, but then a thought 

struck him. “Bud, why did you call me?”
“You’re at the show, right?”
“Yeah.”
“And there are all kinds of trucking 

companies there hiring drivers and sign-
ing up owner/operators, right?”

“Always.”
“So I’m just keeping in touch in case, 

you know, someone makes you an offer 
to come work for them.”

“Are you saying you value me as a 
driver, Bud?”

“Uh, let’s not get crazy here, Dalton. 
You’re a driver. Hard working. You an-
swer your phone. And you deliver your 
loads more or less on time. I need that 
kind of driver and I’d hate to lose you to 
a company offering you an extra half-
cent per kilometre.”

Mark was almost touched by Bud’s 
sincerity. “Don’t worry, Bud. I think you 
and I are destined to cause each other 
grief till the end of our days.”

“That’s a comforting thought.”
“Now,” Mark said, “about my load.”
“Give me some time, will ya. I’m sure 

no one really wants to kill you. Just walk 
around the show a bit, have some lunch 
and I’ll try to get back to you this after-

noon with a load.”
“Alright, I’ll do that,” Mark said, hang-

ing up. He felt a little better about things, 
but not much. He did have an empty feel-
ing in the pit of his stomach and thought 
a bit of lunch might hit the spot.

At the show’s food court, everything 
was small-portioned and overpriced. The 
problem with these shows was that the 
conference centers were usually in the 
middle of nowhere, or far enough away 
from anything else that it would take a 
car ride and at least an hour to get a 
bite to eat. So, if you wanted to eat on 
site, you had to pay for that privilege. 

Mark decided on a hamburger and 
fries because it was a food that was very 
hard to screw up. The burger might be 
greasy, the bun a bit stale, and the fries 
too soft, but after you smothered every-
thing in ketchup and condiments, it would 
all taste pretty good. Halfway through his 
burger Mark became aware of two men 
over at another table having an animated 
discussion about life on the road. 

“Dispatchers always have their favou-
rites,” a guy was saying. “They give the 
best loads to the drivers who kiss their 
ass, and they leave the other drivers to 
try and make a living on short-haul and 
city driving.”

Mark recognized the voice as that of 
Manny Giron, a driver who had worked 
for Bud for a while, but who was always 
complaining about the best loads going 
to other drivers…like Mark. Mark had 
thought he’d helped to adjust the man’s 
attitude by asking Bud to give him a 
cross-border load that was too compli-

By Edo van Belkom

cated for him to handle, but here he 
was still complaining. Mark realized 
that the man would never change and 
would only grow more bitter in the 
years to come.

“I hear you, brother,” said another 
man at the table. “There’s always some-
one out there trying to keep you down. 
Me, I had a nice business going, mov-
ing heavy equipment. You know, bull-
dozers, excavators, cranes...Well, one 
time I got a new guy into the business, 
happy to take my cash, but not too in-
terested in working hard for his money. 
After a couple of jobs he calls the cops 
on me and puts me out of business.”

Mark recognized that voice too. It 
was a good story, except the man tell-
ing it forgot to mention that he didn’t 
own any of the machines he moved, 
and he’d hired Mark to basically steal 
them from construction sites around the 
GTA. “The guy who screwed me over’s 
named Mark Dalton.”

“Hey, I think that’s the guy who did 
me in too.”

Mark turned his head, leaned for-
ward and put his face as close to the 
table as he could.  n

– Mark returns next month in Part 3.

Illustration by Glenn McEvoy

Did you know that there are two full-length 
novels featuring Mark Dalton?: Mark Dalton 
“SmartDriver” and Mark Dalton “Troubleload.”  
For your free copy, register with ecoENERGY for 
Fleets (Fleet Smart) at fleetsmart.gc.ca.
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opinion

Overtime pay – the lack of it – is one 
of the most hotly-debated and ulti-
mately misunderstood topics in the 
complex regulation we call Part III 
(Labour Standards) of the Canada 
Labour Code (CLC), which sets out 
minimum standards that federally 
regulated employers and employees 
must follow.

My September column, which 
asked (rhetorically) if we were over-
due for another look at overtime, 
stirred the pot again. The subsequent 
outpouring of comments, along with 
many conversations on Canada Call-
ing (our radio show), and on Face-
book, led to renewed discussions and 
a meeting with the folks in the Work-
place Directorate, part of Human 
Resources and Skills Development 
Canada (HRSDC), the federal de-
partment responsible for the Labour 
Program and the CLC.   

I should say here that our discus-
sions have been specifically about 
drivers working for a federally regu-
lated employer, defined as any busi-
ness or industry that operates inter-
provincially. 

However, if you do not work for a 
company covered by the CLC, that 
is, for a company domiciled and op-
erating within one province, your 
provincial or territorial ministry of 
labour regulates employment stan-
dards, including overtime. So while 
the fine print may vary from prov-
ince to province, there is no getting 
around it. Every employee is entitled 
to be compensated for the time they 
work over and above their standard 
hours of work. 

It’s also worth noting that we’re 
talking about employees which means 
company drivers, not owner/opera-
tors. If you’re the boss, it’s up to you 
to make sure you’re charging your 
customer (the carrier you work for) 
enough to pay yourself a decent wage, 
including overtime. But that’s another 
column for another day.

Our meeting with HRSDC was 
productive, and a good start to clari-
fying many of misconceptions about 
overtime. Thanks to those who shared 
their overtime experiences with us, 
we went to the meeting armed with 
eight pages of comments, questions, 
and a long list of reasons drivers have 
been given by carriers who don’t pay 
overtime, and indeed why drivers 
themselves believe they aren’t eligible. 

Our HRSDC friends are well 
aware of the disproportionate number 
of complaints from trucking, which 
are often rooted in misinterpretation 
or misunderstanding on the part of 
both employees and employers about 
their rights and responsibilities under 
the CLC. Still, they were astonished 
by some of the excuses.

“It’s already included in the mile-
age rate,” caused a loud groan. Others 
on the myth list? You’re not eligible 
if you are paid by the mile; it doesn’t 
apply unless you have a union con-
tract; you can’t get paid overtime if 
you aren’t paid by the hour; drivers 
aren’t eligible because trucking is not 
a skilled profession. And my favou-
rite, an actual quote from a carrier, 
“…if we had to pay long-haul drivers 
overtime we’d just have to drop the 
base rate of pay they’re getting now 
and come up with another scheme to 
pay them the same amount.”

But the bottom line? Notwithstand-

ing the nature the job and the com-
plexities in the way drivers are paid, 
the law is quite clear: if an employee 
works longer than the standard hours 
(in a day or a week), he or she must be 
paid at least one-and-one-half times 
the regular rate of pay. Convoluted 
and creative interpretations of “stan-
dard hours” and “regular rate of pay” 
and “city or highway driver” don’t let 
employers off the hook. 

At our meeting, it quickly became 
obvious that a myth-busting exercise 
is in order, and Directorate staff are 
currently working their way through 
the list to come up with a catalogue of 
plain-language FAQs that will hope-
fully enlighten both carriers and driv-
ers and lead to an informed industry-
wide discussion on the issue.

Not that there hasn’t been lots of 
“discussion” in the past. In 2004, 
the feds set up a special Federal La-
bour Standards Commission and em-
barked on a comprehensive two-year 
review of Part III of the CLC. Rec-
ognizing the significance of trucking 
and the unique workplace and labour 
problems it faced, a separate study of 
the trucking industry was commis-
sioned. 

The study was carried out by UBC 
professor Garland Chow, and his re-
port “Labour Standard Issues in the 
Inter-Provincial Canadian Trucking 
Industry” was presented to the Com-
mission in 2006. 

Chow’s research was extensive, and 
included interviews with motor car-
riers, trucking associations, driver 
agencies, journalists, and most impor-
tantly, with hundreds of truck drivers, 
working in every sector, from one end 
of the country to the other. 

If you’re looking for a catalogue of 
trucking workplace woes, you’ll find 
it in Chow’s report. He does a pretty 
good job of telling how things are sup-
posed to work – in the opinion of the 
carriers, the drivers, and the regula-
tors – and how things actually work 
in the real world. At the end of the 
day, the bosses blame the workers, the 
workers blame the bosses, everyone 
blames the regulators, and nothing 
changes. 

I mention this report because al-
though eight years old, it is actually 
full of useful information and recom-
mendations. But make no mistake. 
HRSDC is not a proactive organi-
zation when it comes to the Labour 
Program. The whole process is com-
plaint-driven, so if no one complains 
or questions, nothing happens. 

Watch the OBAC Web site for a 
new Labour Standards section in 
the Toolbox. The first thing posted 
will be the trucker-friendly FAQs, 
along with a number of studies and 
reports I’ve been busy retrieving 
from cyberspace recycle bins. Re-
starting the discussion is fine, but 
this time, let’s finish it. n

– Joanne Ritchie is executive di-
rector of OBAC. Are you driv-
en to complaining? E-mail her at  
jritchie@obac.ca or call toll free 
888-794-9990.

Working OT on overtime

Joanne Ritchie

Voice of 
the O/O
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ed truck that slows down on steep 
grades and accelerates on the down-
ward side.

Truck News went to the Toron-
to Husky Truck Stop at Dixie and 
Shawson in Mississauga where I 
talked to drivers who were buying 
chips and pop. Interesting to note, 
every driver mentioned “courtesy” 
as the antidote to poor driving hab-
its. And who knows, it might just 
work if enough of us do it.

• 
Jeff Lowengren drives for Atlas 
Van Lines out of Vancouver, B.C., 
and thinks that the media definitely 
paints trucking in a negative light. 
“But the big problem is that the 
roads are crowded and there are 

too many of us out here. And peo-
ple don’t want to give an inch espe-
cially in cities. But I’m always pleas-
antly surprised when I see an act 
of courtesy or consideration. And 
it can happen anywhere: from the 

MISSISSAUGA, Ont. – Truck driv-
ers often feel that their profession is 
not valued as much as it should be. 
Moreover, many people involved in 
the trucking industry have come to 
believe there is a pervasive cultural 
bias that is stacked against us. 

Most truck drivers love their job; 
they’ll tell you it’s a great trade with 
opportunities for good remunera-
tion. But why doesn’t this get passed 
on to the next generation? Why do 
young people eschew driving truck, 
and view it as a less-than-desirable 
career? Could it be the oft-times 
dismissive portrayal of our pro-
fession from the media and other  
institutions adumbrates societal  
perception?  

On top of that, the public is igno-
rant of why we drive the way we do. 
They see a big machine that’s an im-
pediment to them and that’s where 
the thinking usually stops. A semi 
swinging wide at a right turn inter-
section is as much of a head-scratch-
er to some motorists as is a load-

Port Mann Bridge in Vancouver to 
the 401 in Toronto or the 40 in Mon-
treal. So I try to do the same when 
I can.

“Motorists are usually in a hur-
ry to get home or in a hurry to go 
shopping, and they don’t want a big 
truck in their way. They don’t real-
ize how important trucks are to the 
economy.”

Lowengren would love to see a 
campaign aimed at sharing the road 
with trucks but he doesn’t know of 
any. “We (truck drivers) aren’t even 
courteous with each other. We could 
start by encouraging respectful be-
haviour among ourselves.”

• 

Rob Moncrieff is an owner/opera-
tor for Maritime-Ontario and runs 
switches between Toronto and 
White River, Ont. 

“I’ve been driving for 38 years and 
an owner/operator for 22 of them. 
There’s a bit of that (negativity from 
the media). Every time I see a bad 
crash involving a truck on the news 
it’s always made to appear that the 
truck is at fault. But there’s always 
some jackass out there driving a 
truck badly that reflects on the rest 
of us. And there are the odd nasty 
truckers out there. But a lot of four-
wheelers are just as bad or worse.

“I don’t know. I smile a lot (and 
curse under my breath) and let them 
in. Losing a couple of minutes isn’t 
going to matter a whole lot in the 
long run. It’s easier that way. What 
can we do to make things better? A 
little more courtesy and a little more 
politeness among all drivers would 
make the roads safer for one thing.” 

•

Does the public have a negative 
view of trucking? “Very much so,” 
says Tom Robinson, a lease/opera-
tor for TransX, who lives in Barrie, 
Ont. “You can thank the media for 
that. They sensationalize bad exam-
ples. Most truck drivers are hard-
working family people and very 
good drivers.

“Individual truck drivers can do 
more to make themselves look bet-
ter in the public eye by showing 
more courtesy. I don’t know about 
the provincial trucking associations 
– they don’t necessarily speak for 
drivers – but it’s possible that groups 
like OBAC and OOIDA (to which I 
belong), might be able to do some-
thing to educate the public. Drivers 
could get a lot done if they only got 
together.” n

TSQ

? Does the public have 
a negative view of 

trucking?

Truck Stop
 Question
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NEW HOLLAND 6635  
4WD, 12 spd., 5200 hours, loader.

1985 MACK MR
with Schwim cement pump.

2006 IH 8600
ISM Cummins 370, 10 spd., 

12 & 40’s.

1996 PETERBILT 378
N14 Cummins, 8LL, 20 & 46’s.

Whole or Parts.

WE BUY TRUCKS
Ask for JAMES  or RON

E-Mail: james@morgan-diesel.com

Monday to Friday 8 a.M.-5 p.M.
Closed saturday & sunday

CASH OR
BANK DRAFT

Fax: (613) 546-4206 CREDIT CARD PURCHASES ARE SUBJECT TO A 
3% PRICE INCREASE

(613) 546-0431

www.morgan-diesel.com
Check out our Online Inventory!

1248 McAdoo’s Lane
R.R.1 Glenburnie (Kingston) ON  K0H 1S0

kingston, ontario

2002 IH PAYSTAR 5600i
C12, 18 spd., 20 & 46’s, branded 

salvage, broken frame rail.
Whole or Parts.

2008 CAT C7 
40,000 kms., 300 hp.

2013 MACK MP7
In service 1 week.

2012 MAXXFORCE 13
485 hp.

1999 MACK RD 
350 Mack, Mack 8 spd., 18 F.A./20 Pusher/46 R.A.

$13,500.

2013 IH PROSTAR CAB 
Wired for Maxxforce engine. 

1998 MACK RB  
400 Mack, 8LL trans., 20 F.A./20 Pusher/46 R.A.

$15,500.

1987 FORD TRIAXLE DUMP
Whole or Parts. 

1987 JOHN DEERE 750B 
Nice working machine, 9900 hours

$18,000.

2012 IH PROSTAR CAB
Wired for Maxxforce engine.

1987 THIBAULT
100' ladder pumper, rebuilt Mack 

engine.

Christmas holidays December 20 until Jan 6, 2014
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